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Plat No. 34 St. Margarets, London Road,
GfuUdfcrd, Surrey OUl ITJ. September, 1983.

Men vieux, ^ly first name, stands for Patrick but, if it did not do so, it
would surely stand for "Persistence"; or, if B. for "Bloody-mindedness" I
I'Jhich, indirectly goes to explain why there has been a delay of some six weeks
in replying to your letter of the 15th August for which, as always, many thanks<

As you will quickly appreciate on opening this envelope, if not in receiv
ing it, here are the James Garstang letters - at long last. In the past few
weeks, it has t-aken three letters and three lengthy telephone calls, almost
the length of Britain, to squeeze these doctunents out of Mri Tony McGuirk.
It has been a tiresome and repetotive exercise. My first letter comprised two
pages of foolscap, single space typing, and I almost blush to think of the
arguments I used to try and extract the documents from him. I doubt if you
would recognize the good Professor described in the lebter, and I blush W'-hen
I think I emphasized that, if our Tony, not Tom, was not an historian, he
obviously had a dedicated historical sense. The next two letters were not quite
as long, but progressively terser, though not rude. What baffled me, and still
does so, is that I cannot Tonderstand why all this letter-writing and tele
phoning should have been necessary. So often on the telephone he simply seemed
to be prevaricating. He still insists that he sent you two sets of the
photocopies but when I tried to pin him dovjn as to how they were sent - air
mail or sea mail - he was non-committa^l, and all I cuuld finally extract from
him was that he thou^t he had addressed the envelope to you "c/O...." which
sounds highly unlikely and quite ridiculous. All I can surmise is that he lost
your letter to him long ago giving your address. Nevertheless I gave him your
address eeirlier on in my efforts to extract the documents from him.

Well, that's enough of that; peiastence and bloody-mindedness to be
defeated by a nit-wit like him won the day. But has it been worth it I wonder ?
I am sending you the photocopies at once since you seem to have given up any
hope of ever recei.^ing them. (This immediacy to deapatch them is causing this
letter to be shockingly typed, for which I apologize). I have given the
documents only the most cursory glance. But they seem to be overly full of
the sort of letter one was compelled to write every Sunday from one's prep
are^ school; thus "Dear Mother, I hope you are well; I am very well" and so on.
There are of course one or two references to tr^de, etc., and mention of such
notorieties as old Captain Kustel. But I wonder how much you can get out of
them.

I also enclose his note to me enclosing the photocopies, not pnljy because
it gives his address and telephone number, but because his notepaper you will
see has a picture of Gdansk (Poland) at the head. Is he a pal of Lech Walesa's

you suppose ? does the letterhead indicate his political views ?
On my final telephone conversation with him yesterday evening, I extracted

one or two oddments of information. His link w-ith Garstang is that he, says
his great grandfather was James Garstang's brcQier. There'^ware a numberof
James's brothers - he said seven, and he thought one was a Trinity House pilot.
You will note from his letter that he has promised a clearer set of the photo-*
copies "to replace the set which have been lost". I have my doubts, but I have
told him to send them to me; if they look better than the enclosed I will send
them on out to you. But he seems to forget that, according to oxir previous
conversa-taons, two sets have been sent to you allegedlyl

Last night he kept me on the telephone (l rang him to acknowledge the
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receipt of the photocopies) for 20 minutes waffling away, much of vdiich I
could not hear owing to my poor hearing, and the poor telephones. But it was
almost all about the mys.i^ery of the missing copies, etc., so I do not think
I missed much.

It will now be up to you to correspond with him directi He is naturally
anxious to know what you can extract from the photocopies, whether they give
you any leads, e.g. through Captain Kustel, to search elsewhere, what, if
anything, you propose to publish in due course (sending a copy of any such
published material to him, though he does not really deserve it after all the
trouble he has caused over the dupply of the photocopies).

And that, I thir^, is that! Qiough, and now to yoTir letter .
I note from youi^etter that Garstang was a chronic alcoholic! But you bad

better swathe that in more tactful language idien writing to McGuirk! Our Tony's
speech has never sounded alcoholically slurred, I must admit, when I have
telephoned him in the evenings.

I see that you are planning to move to Mirinjani Retirement Village vdien a
suitable vacancy occurs. Please let me have your new address without fail w^iqt'
you do move so that m^ letters do not go astray as McGuirk's allegedly have!
Old m^ Ing will also wish to have your new address when you move and I would
pass it on to him. (l agree with what you say about going to libe with "the
family"; I could not do so either).

I was pleased to hear thai the Grimble papers are well on the way to
completion, but even more to hear that you are working on the history of the
Gilbertese people up to the time of European contact. Book me a copy please,
without fail.

So its "Dear Harry"; I burst out laughing aloud at your remark that you
doubted "if Swinboume would have approved if Kaobunang addressed him as"
Charles or Augustus!'! ̂ Is kaobunang still alive I wonder ?).

Many thanks for your advice about ray stories; it would be a formidable task
for me to rewrite some 360 pages of foolscap! I prefer the fee solution. I do
not wish to make any money out of the storire, but it would be fun to have them
published. But whether a ghost could be found in txhis country I doubt* it would
surely have to be someone who has at least some interest in the Pacific.

Now for some information for myself please. In your famous report on US
claims to the Phoenix & Line Islands you wrote "In March, 1938, the UK party on
Canton was joined by a US party for Canton & Enderbtiry. During 1939 the British
and US Governments signed a 50-year agreement for the joint occupation of Can
ton & Enderbnry Islands...". According to an old CO/dO List the exchange of
notes on this was signe^on 6/4/39. But that List also adds that the US made
their claim to the islandson I6/8/39. But those dates do not "jell" - what's
the order of dates in this connexion ? I am sure you have it all at your
fingertips.

•  f envelope and get all this away - registeredsince these must ̂ ct go astray whatever happens. Please keep me informed as
to what you can extr^t from the photocopies and any associated information eg
with regard to Jame^s driving habit ^

/ii( m T

I ba.ve not tried to sort out or correlate
the various documents; they are in the order
iix which he sent them to ne.
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T.2603, Australia,
23rd July, 1984.

Hr dear Paddy,

Belieue it or not but I was engaged in writing to you
when your bomb-shell arrived. Uhat dedication; what intes
tinal fortitude! I am certain that I should never have read

the weighty manuscript in several months hard labour, for I
am a slow reader and often have to read the more involved
passages more than once to get the sense.

However I send you our hearty congratulations (for Honor
too has dubbed it a most remarkable effort). You seem to have
read it to some purpose for your summing up of its readability
and chances of achieving publication are I'm sure the dinkum
oil.

I'm afraid that Lester is trying to prove himself an
'authority' without having the background or training which
are essential pre-requisites. For years he has been able to
attract attention as a man engaged on completing a definitive
literary work which would establish him as a person of erudition:
someone entitled to deference for his knowledge of arcane things.

Unfortunately his pudding proved to be inedible and he
cannot face up to the fact since it would be too damaging to
his self-esteem. As a consequence every rejection, or even
criticism, of his manuscript is rationalized away as being
due to ignorance or malice. The fleredith Report was admittedly
a difficulty but it was explained away by holding that,-^in effect,
it merely suggested cutting down the text for reasons of pub
lishing economics.

I  do believe that one should never cause another person
to lose face under any circumstances, even to himself, and I
therefore regret having made any critical remarks in my letter
to him. On the other hand I expect that he will have explained
everything I said as being due to the jealousy of a hoity-toity
Englishman who considers that nobody without a university degree,
and certainly no American, can produce a work of scholarship
without having been to Oxford or Cambridge.

I'm sorry now, but comforted by the thought that his
feelings will not have been hurt and that the end result should
be that I have been finally written off his visiting list as
a twerp and a snob. Still I hate the thought of his wasting
the next few years cutting a text that needs to be unscrambled
into three or four thematically homogeneous books, and then
re-written in a more literary style.
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This craving to be a colonial pouer uhich so many Americans
possess is, I agree, irritatingjin the extreme. It is so ana
chronistic and I doubt uhether Lester really believes that
Christmas nou belongs to Kiribati and not to the U.S. or Britain.
I suggested some time ago that he should go there and write a
final chapter on the extraordinary transformation of the island
by Gilbertese settlers and the Kiribati Government.

Island Rainbow Tours run a fortnightly tour from Honolulu
for only $799, including accommodation and all meals at the
Captain Cook Hotel, which is air-conditioned and good, with a
bar open every evening. But he is not interested in the
permament colonization of Christmas, though I believe he has
pinched a para in my letter to end off his last chapter. The
sage fleredith thought it weak; and so it is in isolation from
its context.

Lester has never let me see his masterpiece, and never will,
for I do not believe that he is looking for constructive criticism
but for praise to bolster his ego. But enough, I must not talk
like this for I really do feel a bit unhappy about him and would
far rather he had written a masterpiece after all these years
of effort and slogging. And I should still be willing to help
him by rewriting demonstration passages, pointing to infelicities,
and the like.

I've kept pretty well up-to-date on the archives business
and have always thought that it was an odd decision of the FCG to
cart the records back to England where no one (bar you) has the
slightest interest in them and, as the island historians point
out, those who are vitally interested cannot afford the $2,000
or more necessary to get to England and back and pay for their
board and lodging. Its no use asking for microfilms if you
do not know what is there.

It has always seemed probable that pressure on the British
Government will sooner or later force them to return the hoot,
as I said at that Unesco Conference on the repatriation of
artefacts in Suva which was attended by a representative of the
British fluseum. But now I am too old to lead the fight and
have perforce handed over to the younger set, but I understand
that a petition is to be signed at the meeting of the Pacific
History Association in Suva next year, where I hope to read a paper,
Ron and flargie Crocombe were over here from Fiji last week and
we fixed up preliminary details.

I  agree entirely with Dick Dvery that the records should
be sent to Australia where there is plenty of money to ensure
their protection, integrity, storage, professional care and
accessibility; and this has been my view from the start. Hon
iara is the worst possible place, quite apart from the climate,
for though the government there will agree readily enough to
any conditions they will not be able, in my view, to observe them.
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From recent articles in Islands Business one can gain
a good idea of uhat the Solomon Islands Government is like.
What hope uould Kiribati, Tuvalu or anyone else have of
locating or obtaining copies of anything dumped in Honiara?
Uhat a fate for the UPHC records to be dragged around the
world to England; left there forlorn and forgotten; and then
dragged back around the world to the Solomons, of all places,
where competent care and preservation will be, in my opinion,
impossible; if only for lack of funds.

So on this note I end my epistle, since we are flat out
sorting and packing. The books still here have now all gone
in 21 cases, bar those on the Gilberts, and now the correspondence
and manuscript papers have to be gone through to separate the
archival material from the dross. I feel that all should

have a 50 year estoppel on consultation to allow time for the
dust of current controversy to settle.

Poor old Lester. He seems to have been a scissors and

paste artist, collecting material from hundreds of correspondents
and sticking them together, as you say in toto. It is a common
enough way to make an unpublishable book, but when I think of
all the time of all the people all over the world he has wasted
to no purpose I get quite ropable.

Honor sends her tender regards and I my customary
respects,

Yours ever,



Plat Wo. 34 St. Kaxgaretsj London Road,
Guildford, Suri'ey GUI ITJ.

23i'd May, 1984»

I f^el very conplir.iented by your letter of the 7th May, not merely because
of the celerity v/ith vjliich you replied to my cri de coeur as to vjhat to do vri.th
Lester's problems, but also because of the lenfpth of yo-ur letter; end, all this-,
because I laiovj that you are constantly busy and besie/jed by other corresoondents, but
additionally so at the moment v;ith the cataloguing, packing and disposal of hundreds
of books.

There,is no need to.feel that I am being considerate in de3%-ing my next visit to
Australia until January/February, 1985» I should most certainly not pay a visit to
Australia unless I could forgathor vrith Honor and yourself in Australia. Such a
jo^irney tTOuld be otherv?ise pointless, ibid, as time marches on, one can never be sure
hovi many more times such round-the-viorld tours will be possible, remembering that I
am nofrj75. For someone who has just sold his property for 3250,000, I thought your
offer to split the T.ondon fares of 35000, and meet in Beirut or Teheran a mif^erly
offer. Ko rangi ni taiitil You lunch in such places but you i/on't get me there. I want
to live a fev: years longer and a,ia no admirer of Kiiomeini or Assad!

I am sorry that I should have burdened you with all that stuff from Lester I did
not think thcit he viould have had the impertinence or pomposity to send it all to you.
I have just received a presumably carbon copy of his "book". The parcel, which cost
over £10 (in dollans) to send to me, measures 14" 2 10" x 8", vreighs a ton, and osri&a-lij
the postm.an who carried it up to my fhst floor flat to complain! One of my problems is
that I have really no desire to wade through it, merely noting the interesting parts,
not those concernihrg vjhich I sent him material from the Western Pacific Archives. So
there the package rests on my office floor - unopened. Hov: to deal i^jith it, I simply
don't Imovi; as a. matter of principle too I am opposed to paying even more postage to
return it to him. I never asked to see it, or even hinted that I vjould like to do so.
I shall have to think up some i-ray of fudging the issue, though at the moment I have
not the remotest ide" hov/ to do so.

I have no copy of my 1 -st letter to him - I gave up keeping copies of his letters
and my replies long ago. Your reply to him is absolutely masterly; I vash I could have;
vjritten it, but I vrould never have d/vred to do so. You are the professional, I the
veriest amateur. I v/onder v/hat his redaction will be; I have as yet ho,d no reply from
him to my last letter, in vrhich I also suggested, very tentatively and politely that,
as Caesar said of Gaul, it should be divided into three parts. But thanks for your
advice as to vihat to do v/itli the copy of the IIS cent to me. I'll v;ait av/hile an^ see
if he makes any such suggestions himself in the light of your letter to hirt.

So much for that; frankly, I'm fed up with the whole subject.
After getting that off my chest, let me at once say how sorry I am to hear that

Honor is finding life difficult to cope with at present and that her doctor has had
to put her on sedatives. Last time I arrived in Canberra only she was there at the
airfort to meet me (her husband having tried to axe off one of his arms or some such
ancident .as that); I don't v/ant to arrive next time and be met by her husband alone
with Honor unwell. I imagine that the sooner you can clear out ,11 your bookg aaid
pa,pers, and move into the nev/ apaxtment (or whatever it is), the sooner she will be
back to her old form again. Hov/ever, the sooner the better I hope.

Yes, arthritis is a tiresome malady, and there really seems no cure for it, though
Japanese doctors think they have found one - inserting stronger muscles in the Icnees.
But the locals don't seem "to baye much of a clug, as to v/hat to do about it. Oddly,
I never suffered from it in Fiji — perhaps it v;as svri-jjiaing a to ■§- of a mile daily
which prevented it.

Its great news about the translations of t.'ae Blavers and 'The involution of the !
Gilbertese Boti' into French -nd Gilbertese respectively. I wonder what ; .ort of a fist

translators vrill make of the latter - for who will translate and can be trusted
to do so competently. "Coals to Wevrcastle" indeed in the latter case.You have never told me of the final results (if any) of your communicntions tflitb
that little shocker - Mr. Anthony John KcGuirk of Blackpool. Bid you ever gain arv

_  • + T o-n -F-pnm bi m. Pi'hhp'p nn+. nP T,Tba+. bcv irrN-r-. _ouseful information from him, either out of vrhat he sent you, or of aiiy subsequent
material he may have sent you. An infuriating little man, whose actions I have never
been able to comprehend; or should I have said 'inactions'.
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Apropos of Lester, and Ms "book", I get rather more ftm out of that, odd but
inveterate letter writer Mr. John Orr of Auburn, Nevr South Wales;, in hig latest
letter he tells me of his latest productions, viz. "Orphans of the Great Sea; the
Line Islands, 1777-1836" which he says is " pretty good stuff". A second is "The
Stranger Shores of Promise" - Tippeel And a third is "Old Glory over Coral Specks".
He alleged interest in my stories, which I inadvertently mentioned in a letter,
and so I have sent him a set to keep him quipt.

I have just returned from a visit to the USA st^jring with my married datighter
Hilary, at Greenwich, Conn., and Neil's widow, Nora^ and her charming little *
daughter at Bedminster, New Jergcij. fyhilst at the latter, I saw the bloke carrying
the Olympic flame through the vilx.age - a historic sight.

Please do NOT forget to notify me of your change of address for letters when
the time is righ^jve my love to Honor and tell her to get better quick, and I hope
I shall see her welcoming smile? and year's of course, when I come in January/
Pebrao,ry.

tj-

,n jjsiiiiiiMHifAuuL.,
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Plat No. 34 St. Margarets, London Road,
y  ̂ Guildford, Surrey GUI ITJ. July, I984.
k

1

ti ^ ^ may "be interested, or possiLly amused, when I tell ycu that,
>,avin;r recced a copy of that great hook "An Island called Christinas" some weeks
ZTf hJvrnow completed my reading of it. It took several weeks.

The hook is made up of (luarto sheets, with double spac« typing. It amounts to
891 pages of textj 14 pages of acknoviledgments, introduction, etc.; 34 pages of
Appendixes; and 57 pages of maps and charts, and miscellaneous notes. PhewJII

It is extremely tou^ reading, having nothing in the way of style. And it is
made harder hecau&e it is often muddled in its presentation. That- is of course
because the author is trying to tell several really different stories, hut he
has failed to meld them together in a cohesive whole.

Having read through the stdry I sho;ild confess that I did not however read

the 213 pages devoted to the US Army and Air Force on Christmas Island. First,
much of it is devoted to reminiscences of his buddies; he is a great »name-caller»,
whilst much is devoted to such thrilling itesm as to how he dug the first latrine
on Christmas Island! If the 213 pages were a separate account of the US Forces on
Christmas Island'during the war, I am sure that the Us Army archives would he
delighted to accept it. But I cannot imagine anyone else paying it ̂  attention.

Then there is other extraneous ma.terial. There is a chapter entitled "Dusty
and Joyita". This is simply based on the fact that Miller spent a little ^

time fishing there, hut is simply not worth a vdiole chapter, since it is really
of little relevance.

Much of the stoiy I fear also bored me because so much of it was based purely
and simply on material that I had sent to Lester whilst I was working in the
Western Pacific Archives in Suva. It is true that he pays me a very gena?ous tribute
on'tHe'title'page, viz. (in longhand) "To Paddy Macdonald without whose detailed
research and scholarly assistance this (story) could not have bee n written", but
whilst'that may t5 some ̂ ent have been true and correct, it never crossed my
mind that all the detail I supplied him with would be used almost in toto (e.g.
the scal® "the labourers* rations on CSiristraas Island) instead of as background
material. + 4.^ ^

There is no question whatever, having now seen the story, that every word of
Merediths, and your, critiques are fully justified. No publisher would tough the
«torv of that I am certain. I love the islands and their historybut this shay hoistory of that I am certain. I love the islands ana xneir nistor;^but this shay bores

But - and this may well surprise you - my principal feeling after wading (le
mot juste) though this story is one of considerable anger. You will soon guess the
reason why. Th® whole story from start to finish is slanted by an American author
to prove ho the reader why the US has a better claim to Christmas Island than the
HI4G does. Ih is not 30 much that he plays up the reasons for the US claim - such as
they are - as that he, by omissions and snide remarks and allusions - denigrates
HMG's claim. Thus, often he says that the US claim is based on the visits of such
vessels as the Stetson and the Narragansett, ̂ it totally omits to mention in that I
connexion that discovery without permanent occupation does not confer sovereignty. |
He keeps np this attitude right through the atory and it infuriated me. I am sure
it would have upset you too. I have a copy of the views of various Legal Advisers
+0 HMG as well as those of thO then AG and his colleagues (though I have naturally
never told Lester this), and there is absolubely no question in their minds that
-fhe UK olaiif is unassailable vis a vi3 the Us claim. In one place Lester even
Claims that the US military occupation alone justifies their sovereignty! But none
% this do I dare tell him. Portunat«.y the story will never be published, so that
•+ will not fell to me to publicize ths^se views.
^  Now I have been ̂ sked to send the stoyy on to Wimbush who was a member of the
iiVflnawai" expedition under Gibson. He lives near here. I wonder what he will mako.
f it. It cost Lester some fcl5 in US currency to send the story to me by parcel
ost, hui I shall take it to Wirabush by hand. Did Lester send you a copy of the
atory ? Lester has promised me a copy of your critique, but two months have
Tl still await it; I wonder why. passea
^ In a letter early May Lester wrote -
;  ..It was a lot of hard work, a lot of fan, we met a lot of very fine people T

gained a reputation in. the Facifio as an authority on Rougier I keen T,n '
large and interesting correspondence, travelling overseas me.r.a
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to peoples* homes* and that in itself is v«»ry worthwhile".
So K, I, V, that part I have underlined!!! They will make it to Canherra yet!i nave underlined!!! They wij-j- j —
I wrote to Richard Overy the other day about the WF archives being sent to Hon

iara (at the same time as I wrote to you). He says that, for various reasons, he was
not in favour of sending them to Honiara but recommended Australia, whose Government
had offered to accommodate them free of charge . But he said that, if his GovernmentfeU that they shottld t>e sKit to Honiara, va?y strict conditiona about accessibility,
microfilm copies, etc. should be laid doin. The Kiribati Oouergment reluctantly
aareed +.n +>,,a a, . . „ . , ^ + inns« but. sa.vs that he ha,sagreed to the records eoing7o'Hcnl^a"on such conditions, but.says that he has not
been further consulted on HMO's decision Xnd whether the guarantees v^ll be forth
coming. In ^nr case, they may not bo worth the paper they are written on? I have
been writing to the Honiara arihivist (one P.J. Wale) for some time but have
raoftn-ira,? v. j-i si , . . ^ - d like a COnv Ol Leater* !received neither acknowledgment nor answer, Overy would like a copy of Legter s
story, especially as he supplied him with certain material, ^ imagine he is^unlikely to get a copy. If he does, I shall have to warn him. (One infuriating i

O ««4» .1 1 t . . . « -T .«i "4* *■» w4» Am Am *4" A /\ An a^a.* <5

i
^bbut the story is th

tem
at it cLta.i^l oathedra_3tatements But no authorities

.  are cited on the pages thereof, which mLces~rirany suspouL. sources are given la,  Jipp®a(ii.x0Syto^i/- ao- i*Qi*©r©aoe3 ax© giVQH* SHa/'b i find infuria-irixig too**}.
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P'l^p' dear P.D.fi,,
I see a temporary rift in the clouds this morning,

being Sexagcsima Sunday, and have taken advantage of the
lull to road one or tuo of your inimitable stories. Essays
they are: in the tradition of Charles Lamb, or more plaus-
ably Addison uhen recounting the oxploits of the good Sir
Roger de Coverley. You may take this as a great compliment
for I love essays above all other literary forms and these
tuo uorthxos ara my favourite essayists.

I have on my table a curious epistle
Line Islands', uhicli
It is an interesting
be called 'Stamps on

entitled 'The
turns out to be mostly about stamps,
little sketch tfiough it should perhaps
the bins' for the information uhich it

doesn't give
fill several

about the islands or the people on then uould
books. I suppose that after you started

uriting the saga of your exploits as D.O., Line Islands,
you had a look at the Royal Sydney Philatelic Society's
uork on Christmas Island and its postal hisrory, uhich got
the old cerebrufT thinking that it uould be easier to copy
out the rest of the essay from that uork.

Apart from this commendable spot of plagiarism all
the article lacks is, to use the current vogue uord, credi
bility, for no one uould believe that you uere such a muguumph
as to destroy all those stamps on Fanning uithout a feu sheets
escaping tha flames as an insurance against a rainl: day. 'It
never then occurred to me': no, sir, you do not do justice to
yourself, for to my knouledge you uere never slou on tha
uptake.

I uas a bit surprised to find you napping (old age?)
uhcn you state that 'the three islands first—named* (surely
the thrae first—named islands, you must be thinking in Gilb—
ertese) uere part of the G&EIC (Nou the Republic of Kiribati)
for by an Order in Council under Section 1 of the Colonial
Boundaries Act of 1895 Caroline, Flint, Plalden, Starbuck and
Uostock (not Uostok) uere declared part of the Colony from
1,1,1972 - SI 1971, III, p.5330, (4N 22/71) - and by the
Kiribati Independence Order 1979 they uere included in the
sovereign Republic of Kiribati.

Also my dear sir, if you find poor old Rougier haunting
you in your dreams it is because you accuse him of being 'a
priest in the Sacred Heart nission in Fiji', there never uas
a Sacred Heart Mission in Fiji and Rougier uas a Marist.

I uonder uho uase the 'highest British and French
authorities* uho told you that the Christmas Island stamps
uere 'of no monetary value', Oust try to buy one in the
London, Neu York or Sydney aucticn sales; or better still
sell any you have to me, as you knou I uould give you a more
than fair price. Or did you also set fire to the lot at
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being •totally unauthorised', I searched high and lou in
the plantation buildings on Christmas for a feu stamps to

i  * line my pockets uith but found nothing but the enormous
,v rubber franking stamp, uhich I swiped lest it got into the

urong hands but cannot now find,
I hops like you that Lester Gaynor uill be able to

I  get his book published. He is so totally immersed in the
'  subject and enthusiasm lika his should have a reward. But

I fear that he has no idea of modern changes in the commcr-
^  cial book publishing trade, uhich is no longer a profassion
,  for gentleman with literary tastes but has been taken over

by 'Big Business* and is concerned uith the mass production
^  '•'* of paperback best-sellers for sale through neus agonts and
f  drug stores. The Uniuersity Presses are still producing

a few lou uoluma and high priced scholarly books but taster's
ualify, if only bacausa ho has no ondnotes andwork does no qualify

V  refarencQs.

\  You seem to ha\/e a fixation on stamps for 1 find yet
, ,.1. another effort titled 'falas from tiie Posts* (a good title).

This is really bonzar stuff and I raad it through quite
enthralled: the sketches of Dippy Clarke and Frank Highland
are excellent, uith the suspense and eusntual denouement
well worked out. Uith revision, taghtoning, polishing
and tha likait would be publishable.

Like Grimblo*s best sffusions, I tako it that tha
episode is an imaginative excursion into fiction, based on
tha better-known Kelsey Surge shemoxzle. For how did I not
hear of it uhen I got back, if not from you than from Frank
or the others on Betio? And Honor, who was presumably on
Betio at the time - no doubt cooking, uasiiing and generally
working to keep you in good nick - was usually pretty up-to-
date on Betio goings-on. And Frank, who as you know usad
to open all registered letters to see if there was anything
worth snaffling inside, was not so dumb that he would have
missed the opportunity of postmarking a few of the *Taraua
provisionals' for later sale. And most importantly of all
what happaned to the cnvslopes that got their way to tha
outer Islands: not one was brought to ms, nor did any flagis-
trata or Scribe mwntion the suepicious-looking covars
emanating from district h*q,? And uhars are the hundred
or so extra envelopes that you would have aiited way to
provide extra comforts for your old age, like Or HcHaughton
did on Funafuti; and how about sending half to me? Surely
you did not have another lapse of memory and have to admit
that: 'it never then occurred to me*?

I was delighted to havo your testimony that I was able
and unruffled -how times change - and certainly I was dreamy:
all in all I was not the type from uhich Governors are made,
or even R.Cs. But what is this nonsense about Frank knocking
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■• , on your office door at 9 a.m. The office hadn*t got a door,
|;r' ' if I reraembsr rightly, and in any case you knou very well
C' office hours ware 9-12 and 2-4 except on Wednesdays and
' ■V. Saturdays when there uere no p.m. sessions. Kaobunang turned
'  ; op at 9.10 a.m., alleging that he left his houss at 9 sharp

and uas on duty as soon as he left it,; my rscollection is
that you sauntered in about 10 if you had slept uell.

Honor says I'm to thank you for an elegant letter uhich
-  ̂ , she received from you and to say that she is all to blazes

'  uith her correspondsnco but uill got doun to uriting some
sueet day. Actually she has been literally 'under the

J ; ueather' for over a month uith tuo debilitating attackas
y  . of asthma follouod by general l&ssituds. Oanuary and February

' i . have been her bad months ever since she name to Canberra; ue
;  ' used to put it doun to some floriferous exudation in the

atmosphere (I've just coined this phrase - looks nood) but I
nou feel that it is due to the extreme heat - ICD" or so each
afternoon - uith fairly high humidity. Its a good deal hotter

. Vr' than the Gilberts, so she stays int:!oorG and keeps the air
conditioning on. Personally I feel bettor in the heat.

iV 'i course ue sfiould really be in a cosy compact flat
'v r ' like you, but the big garden is her life so all ueccan do is

to make it as automatic as possible. Sprinklers on each
;  ̂ bed and the pop-ups sweep the launs, all controlled on a

board where she sets a different programme each night before
going to bed. Its odd having the different stations working

V,""- in the wee hours of the morning but it is the best time for
I  „ both the plants and the pressure.

She has three gardeners nou; they come on different
days and all are good in different ways - one likes beds,
one prefers the grass and the third is a specialist ofl trees
and large shrubs. And her great friend Sini does the house
till it shines; she is now back after a tuo months illness
when X had to do it, but not so uell; as you will probably
agree there is a heck of a lot to learn about house cleaning

^  and polishing routines.
In a recent letter you mentioned my being waited on

hand and foot. It was true enough once but Honor is older
than I am and not so fit, so I have gradually taken over
things bit by bit. She nou does the ironing, as ue don't
like to send it out, and prepares one meal a day; the rest
is more or less on my plate,

I would not have it otherwise for I have had a good
spin all my life and its only fair to ease down on ra y writing
hobbies and help her to end her days happily uith the flouers
and plants that she loves so much; and to be truthful I quite
like housework. In any case I am fast reaching the stage
when I should stop creative writing before it is obvious to
everyone else that the mighty mind has begun to deteriorate.

'"■•f •
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So Honor and I aim to edit the Grimble Papers together
and then shut up shop, though I may do one or tuo papers on
Gilbertese history for the Kiribatese (this is the official
form; no longer Kiribatian) as after 50 yoars of uorking on
their 'cultural dynamics* I ought to kncu the subject by heart.

I shall nou sign off as household duties call, and
Honor is at the hospital pushing the ambulatory patients to
church. As I said at the SjE^onning it is Sexagesiiria Sunday
and I picture you engagod in the traditional role of retired
nabobs: taking your roster as sidesman at the local church
and taking the offertory plate round at natins ano Luensong

and no doubt nobbling a reasonable percentaaa on the side.

Yours r.vcTf
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Flit ro. 34 St. I'argarets, London Eoad,
Guildford, Surrey GUI ITJ.

24"' April, 1982,

My dear Harry,
Seine time ago - it may have, indeed been several years -

that I might write up the story of the translation
to Guatemala in 1892, and the return of a

teen years later, you were kind enough to applaud
included it as one of my stories of historical

about the Gilbert Islands in the lineteenth century. And
the result - all 56 pages of it - foolscap and single
- the longest story in fact that I have" yet written,

it to you, I must make some comments, as follows;-

whe n I su gge s t e d
of Cilbertese labourers

ha-ndful of them six
the idea- So I have
incident s

I send you
space typing
But, in sending

5

5-

6.

When I decided to write the story, I was rather dubious as to
how much material I had collected for the story. I therefore
•preceded the actual story itself with a preface of four pages
showing, or endevaouring to show, how the Gilbertese were, in
the 19th century, the greatest travellers in the Pacific Ocean
and the countries bordering upon it. You may think it is
inappropriate. T.:y principal problem was to keep it short, but
it could easily be made longer. TJhat do you think ? and do you
agree that the Gilbertese were the greatest travellers in the
Pacific Ocean in the 19th century.? I have even cited Professor
I'aude in this connexion*.
Apart from that major comment, I would make several subsidia.ry
ones. Pirst, the statistics from the various soirees are often
so different, that it is impossible to correlate them; some
indeed are obviously only estimates, e.g. the number recruited '
on the ''Helen Almy" in 1890, and those recruited on the
"Tahiti** in 1891.
The Gilbertese names are appallingly misspelt; I have not tried
to correct them; it would not be a worthwhile ta,sk.
I have incidentally omitted from the story the lists of names
mentioned on page I6. I have them, but to have included them
7;ould have made the story unduly long. But they could be
inserted as an Appendix if desired.
Even the names of the Guatemalans are inaccurate in the records.
Thus, sometimes the final "a" of "de Sabla" has an acute accent*
sometime a grave one. I have inserted none.
One historical error has been clarified as a result of doing this
story, and that is the the "Hoorea" and the "Koaroa" were the
same ship; I think even that doyen of the Pacific historigjis,
Professor Harry Haude did not spot this error ?
The description of the Gilbertese (on page 21) chasing dogs and
Cats, doubtless to ensure their supply of proteins, is amusing
but not credible nor convincing. First, as labourers, they
received rations, though no proteins in such shape, but in any
Case they were not so unciiilized as to chase dogs and cats for
food as is alleged.
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The Gilhertese description of the Santa llaria earthq^uake on
page 32 of the story is rather apt I think.
It is a pity that the statistical summary on page 36 of the
story Cannot be made more accurate but such are the difference;
or estimates in that connexion that this is not possible.

fi
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AS mentioned in the story, I find it interesting, in view
of the civil war now raging in Guatemala, especially around
Quezaltenango vrhere so many of the Gilhertese were employed
to speculate onthe strain of Gilhertese blood in the Guatemalan
nation'. —- cw

So much for that. I am now beginning to think varueiy of my
plan to visit the Pacific later this year. I have been waiting
to hear just when the ^ueen was going to visit the Gilbert and
Ellice Islands and Fiji, because I do not want my visit to clash

his*' . her's. (Blast: this is a wretched and wretchedly maintained
~  t Vpe wvi ta-r Vsfilan i -i n j 1: a rmr o An n _ 1 c< i n „» _ i i. j . _ _typewriter belonging to my son-in-law, Sally's husband, and all

the stops etc. - when j^hey; work - are in different places from
my machine, which is presently being cleaned. But the spacer
between lines does not work, save with fingers). ^ut the reason
I do not wish my visit to clash with the queen's is because at
such- a time and Just before such visits, everyone will be flat
out at, or preparing for, the Royal visit, and it will be hard
to get to see local folk. As far as I can make out however, she
will be in the GEIC and Fiji in the second half o£ October- if so
I shall go and stay with Sally in the USA for the latter plrt of
September, thence to Hawaii for a few days, GEIC (l hope) for
few days early in October, and Fiji for a few days in mid-October
descending on Australia either late in October or early in
November. Uould that suit you and Honor ? how muvh in advance
would you wish me to notify you of the dates of the visit ?
especially so that you can book me a room at that motor inn

Let me know what you think of pages 1
especially; must close now, — 4 of the story

./V/ I
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Flat No. 34 St. Hargarets} London Road,

^  Guildford, Siirrey GUI ITJ, England. "
UfiA 4th October, I981.

Although I vjrote you a short airmail letter a week ago, since
it would have been both ungracious and-ungrateful not to have acknovjledged
a long letter from you, written amid your numerous more important chores,
I feel compelled to vn?ite another letter now - for two reasons; first, because
yesterday I received my copy of "Slavers in Paradise", for which I am both
complimented and very grateful. Naturally, I have not yet had a chance to read
it, but in a very brief look at it, I note, what I had forgotten since I last
perused the book, that the South American slavers visited the Gilbert Islands
in e-ddition to the Ellice Islands. (l refuse to call them Tuvalu). The book
is certainly going to maJce exciting reading for, though I once read it, that
vjas done in a hurry and merely to pick up spelling mistakes, etc. In fact,
I would think it is a book that one can read several times over and still
get great enjoyment from it. In this connexion, I v/as shocked to no-.e from
your last letter that there is no interest in Pacific historical research in
Britain these days; maybe its because vrith the Gilbert and Ellice Islands,
Solomon Islands, and the Nev; Hebrides having gained their independence, folk
this side of the world cannot be bothered with a distant part of the world
in X'jhich this country no longer has any interest. Its sad.

The second reason that I am writing is because the GPO here tells me
that one must post by surface mail on Monday (tomorrow) if one v/ishes any
mail to arrive in Australia by Christmas. It apparently requires no less than
81 days to allow for the passage of mail by sea to Australia in time for
Christmas. I realize that the gzmtnr proportion of mail nowadays probably is
sent by airmail, and that there are definitely fewer ships traversing the seas
betv/een the UK anc^Austi^ia these days, but, even so, 8l days does seem
excessive. Be that as it may, and remembering hovj overwhelmed you are at pres
ent, I am therefore ss-nding my next lot of stories by sea so that they may
arrive at a time when you are Ipss busy - even though I doubt whether that
halcyon moment will arrive until you attain the ripe old age of 80 years.

There are three stories - one of personal experiences, and two about
historical incidents. The story of personal experiences tells of four
separate incidents - all of which are absolutely true, believe it or not.
You will be able to identify the persona quite easily, even though alas you
do not personally figure in them.

The tvio historical incidents are told in stories entitled "The Pemme
Housekeeper", and"!I?he "Isabelle" Tragedy". Both, as far as you are

concerned, unfortunately concern the New Hebrides, and not the gobd old
Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony. But I think that both stories are well
worth recording, as each has a special twist to it. The first certainly does

Captain Edward Henry Maggs Davis, R.N.,
who hoisted the fla# over the Gilbert Islands in I892; the second will make
such chaps as Stan Brovm in Fiji, and naval officers, hide their shame.

In the stories of the two historical incidents I have quoted very
extensively from historical records; the reason is twofold- first I think all

I'""'" o^lorlT^lsecondly, the facts, etc., cannot be challenged by those critics who are

tlT halTJf-i ^ productions. Anyway, I hope you enjoy themand I shall be interested to hear, first, whether you knew of the inciLnts,
and secondly, what you think of the stories themselves.
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Once more I regret that the enclosures are unnumbered and not even

listed in an attached Schedule. I can only plead that I have no time to do so
whereas you academic and government-type purists always seem to have spare
time for such elaborations.

Reverting to your letter of the l6th September, I note that you
attempt to shame me by casually mentioning that you had to transfer to Honor
last year share§^ and debentures valued at $200,000. Chicken feed, my dear Sir;
my chap at the Bank v;ho attends to my income tax returns would laugh quite
immoderately if I stitrted fussing about a pittance like that sum. I have not
enjoyed the reputation of having a Vg,st private income for years to be jealous
of your trivalities. Now - get "The Slavers in Paradise" filmed and nobble
the royalties and all film rights from that and I should certainly have to
concede - as the Yanks would say.

If you finally secure any separate copies of 'The Tabiteuean
Religious wars of 1879-80' after it has been printed in the Journal of the
Polynesian Society, I should welcome a copy. I have a lot of material from
the Western Pacific Archives on that. What a pity thought that there has never
been a really good library in Fiji, with which to supplement all official
records. I even felt that lack when I ̂ vrote that long report on the Sllice
and Union Islands, and the US claim to them. Even the library at the Royal
Gommonvfealth Society is a dead loss as far as books on the Pacific goes; they
have of course "Islands and Hen" by one H.E. Haude, but not that famous
document about Banaba by H.C. & H.E. Maude. True, the Pacific is a veiy small
show compared to Africa, etc., but, even so, the number of volumes they have
on the Pacific is trifling.

I must say I cannot cope with your "rococo rodomontade", your
"prolix persiflage", your "perspicacious pleasantries", your "pleonasms"

^  (as to vjhich I had to search my dictionary), and your "cultural determinism";
■' '^^re they theproduct of an academic determined to shovi up a mere civil servant,

i^or a folle^er of the liRieels' (Cartxn?ight) technique' I have a good mind to
\ send them to sir Ernest Govjer (if he is still alive) and ask how he interorets

\.t.ha writer. I don't remember Honor, in her famous representations about,
I think, co-operative societies, trying to impress her readers with such
rubbish.

Thanic you, finally, for v/arning me off Solange Petit-Skinner's book
"The Nauruans" with their axillary hairs and paring of the toe-nails. She had
better stick to their "Bird-Shit" Toiler as it is called in Melbourne.

I was appalled to hear (and do not believe) that your "records system
has broken down". You are really Ireaking up; and what was Honor doing; wliy
didn't you engage her as slave labour ?

Must close if I am to catch the mail tomorrow; I hope you enjoy the
stories and I shall be interested to hear what you think of them. I really
must fit you into the next personal one.

See you in the Summer of I982 - I hope - dont kill yourself meanwhile.
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bX No. 30, St. I Margarets, London Road,
C^uildford, Surrey GUI ITJ, England.

' 30th Novem'ber, I98I.

The.GPO having v/arned us to post mails for,, inter alia,
Australia, Jiev; Zealand' and Fiji by the 1st December if one v;ished them to be ■
delivered at their destinations by Christmas, I gave -ScGly almost all aj _ ■
Christmas cards for posting on Saturday, tvro'de,ys ago.'Then, this morning '
your letter of the 19th November arrived and it certainly merits an ansv;er
before Christmas.; So, here goes? it vjas most welcome.

I found it hatd to believe that you had last overcome your bsnklog of
correspondence, and even harder to believe that j'-ou had answered a letter
from Lester. I thought he vja,s;ilmost persona non grata as far as jou v/ere
concerned correspondence—v/ise, and it vras a charitable act to give him such
assistance. I am surprised, hov:ever, to learn that he has reached the stage
of final preparation for publication, for he still bombards me with queries
and asks me to mdertake research on hxis behalf at the Public Record Office
and elsewhere. Hovjever, I hope vihat you say is true because then v.dth any
luck such queries and research will cease. I too hope tha-t the book viill
finally be published. I agree that many of his ex-buddies on Christmas Island
will be expected to buy the tome, but I h3,ve gained the impression that he
also hopes to sell a good many copies to Universities and similar
institutions, certainly on the west coast of the USA, as v;ell as in. the
Pacific and in the Antipodes. Maybe too he hopes that he can seljL a number
of conies in France in of the Rougier connexion, unless the members of
the family can get an injunction to stop sales there! But surely vjhatever
copies he does sell it can never justify the years and the monej'- he ha.s spent
in obtaining the materieA for the book. I shall be amused a^d interested to
see if, in the preface, there is a glowing tribute to the expertise and
assistance of Professor Maude, and maybe a rather lesser tribute to mys-^elf.

I vras amused at your remarks about your income tgb; returns. Mine for
1980-81 have naturally been somewhat complicated by reason of the fact that
I returned to settle here in the middle of the income tax year. However, I
gave the bank, which hsndles mj.' tax returns, all the necessary information
in May of this ye^^ar. They vjcrked it all out and sent it to the Inland
Revenue boys in early July. Therea,fter silence prevailed. So I recently as}<-ed r
the bank what was happening. They replied three weeks IsAer that they had
sent a reminder to the Inland Revenue (v/hy they did not chap,e them up
e—earlier, I don't know). Anyv/ay, after a pause, the Inland Revenue boys said
that they had lost the Bank's letter and associated papers. They have,
however, at last conceded that they have fotind them. Meanvrhile I have no idea
what my tax position for I98O-8I is. It is infu-f.iating. Even Fiji does better
thap. this. Of course, they v.-ere all on strike fci> A raonths earlier this year!

I've never heard of Caroline Ralston (should I have ?) but she seems to be
9,ble, as you express it, to "sling the bat" like any other ̂ od academic.
Such folks as she sound like old Cartv/right (i-Jheels) in a viay; you may recall
that , often before drafting a despatch to the High Commissioner, he used to
search the dictionary for the most abstruse v/ord he coulj] find and then v;ork
it into a d^espatch to annoy Vaskess. The jengon of the social science
professionals really scares the pants off me. It makes me feel uneducated!

I'm glad you like "Power comes out of the Barrel of a Gun". I thought it
was a good story, and I enjoyed the cunning with vjhich Lieutenant made
the Abaiang chief pull the trigger so to speak, instead of ddng so himself.
Little things like that did not vrorry Captain Davis in the New Hebrides as
you vrill note when (or if) you. read "The Femme Patale Housekeeper" due to
land up vdth you around Christmastime. I ffihy v;eii s^ud it to the Archives
at Tarawa (is Overy still there, do you knovj ?).

But 'what is all this bloody nonsense about not quoting references. This-
confirms me in my long-held belief that no academic believes vihat another
vrrites;and enjoys .searching for mistakes or omissions to criticize. Only by
the acade nics citing chapter and verse for everything can they avoid such
criticisms. But I did not vrrite my story for acad-emics. In any case, the facts
^nd the truth of the story are totally above criticism and any acaeteic vjho ig
cearching the story to criticize it will find out. I have all the details

■ ryi^ay. wite a 'bout an historical incident such as that ~ and

^  ' uoh oases. As for historical accuracy, that is one reason why I have in thein

V£)st majority of cases i^^the stories^of historical incidents allowed the
chare:'..cters to spealc for themselves and tell their own stories. But surely
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"this emphasis on references is a lot of nonsense. Distinguished historians
like Trevelyan, Coulter - and Kaude too perhaps - do not pepper their
histories with references. It vrould seem that it is the academics vjho do it -
"but vfhy ? If I read a hook of your's - cay, "Slavers in Paradise" - I don't
need to look at the references (not the explanatory notes) because I accept
that a man of your scholarship and character is not going to try and fob me
off with false facts.

Apart from the foregoing, I am not writing of the historical incidents in
order to satisfj'" academics. You will say, yes, but what about interested
historians. Well, if they think a person of my experience and not such an
undistinguished career i5" prepared to virite of historical incidents and
introduce a lot of false, or romantic rubbish, that's just too bad. ibid, if
they like to check up on the stories, they vjill soon look foolish, being
unable to satisfy their untrustiv;orthiness of the author. Enough.

I see that Hnnor has decreed (though has been disobeyed) that Caroline
Ralston "is not to have anything" in view of her criticisms of the cover and
title of your recent book "Slavers in Paradise". Py one criticism of the cover
and it is a very minor one is the^t the natives do not look to me like GilD-
ertese! Of course, you knov; that my real interest in anthropology vras, and
still is, in physical anthropology, and they just don't quite look like
Gilbertese to me. But then of course, the number of Gilbertese taken by the
slavers v;as minimal, xv'hereas those from Polynesia were far greater in
numbers. But I thought with your Gilbertese background, you would make them
Gilbertesel The title - surely the only other title of any relevance vrould
have been "Slavers in Polynesia", bnt the rhj'ihm of the title would have been
quite ordiijary and unba,lanced in tone. I wonder if the said Caroline had the
nerve to smuggest another title ?

Your suggestions as to hovj to polish an article up into a literary
format appal me. As I think I said in an earlier letter, I am primarily
writing these stories (a) for the historical interest they have stirred in me
and (b) for my ov.rn enjoyment. The vfriting of the historical incidents and of
matters relating to myself are basically a signal of hovi much I enjoyed ray
life in the islands. It makes me think how utterly appalling it vrould have
been to be posted to Zanzibar (as were others, x^hence I spoke to Purze and
reecu.-«d them) or anyvjhere else in the Colonial Empire of those days.

There is one other fp--ctor vihich I might mention also about the stories.
I have deliberately kept them reasonably short. As you rightly point out -
and I appreciate it very much - there are a number of other references which
could be Used to fill out the stories, e.g. in the case of "Power comes out
of the Barrel of a Gun". But I don't think one's children, or even one's
relatives, would lead them if they vrore much longer. The longest are about 25
pages of foolsca,p single space typing. Most children today are interested
in "Star Wars" and such like stories, or science fiction of some sort. It is e
pity that at school they are not persua,ded or compelled to read decent
literature, especially about their heritage. As a subsidiary (?) subject in
the High School Certificate which I took at Marlborough College, I studied
Colonial history, and fascinating I found it. ry tvjo grandsons xrould turn
their noses up at it I fear'.

As for my skirting round the fact that Keyes and I-Irs. Glover viere living
in sin, I thought it must have been pretty clear from my story that that was
so. But one aspect of it did strike me as a very strange one - all the
descriptions I found of Keyes made him out to be a feeble, weak-lcneed,
spineless specimen. How then did he manage to attract I.Irs. Glover - and
persuade her to go and live in the back of beyond in the Gilberts, unless he
was a bigamist or something, or v/arrted to hide avroj'' from relatives. -q

I never realized that the protective aimOur and helmets applied almost !
exclusively to Tabiteuea, especially as a fev; were on offer for sale at
other islands - though doubtless poor reproductions of the real things. So
my educaiion is vddened.

As for your remarks about my moralizing (and please spell descendants
right next time, mon vieux) at the end of "Povrer comes out of the bar"rel of
a gun", every Britisher today barely considers hanging as an alterative to
shooting? ^"ut reduced sentences of imprisonment, probation, an.d all sorts
of gimmickry along those lines. Certainly, the UN vjould be horrifig^ at the
idea of a hanging, and I think I mentioned that useless body.

,.V' Ik- •



■' "feudJ Thuil Thud! Thud!" v;as not the title of a storyl^That and the
hit ahout Ghriltmas Island stamps were intended to he sections of the
"Tales from the Posts". It was certainly an incident I shall never forget.
Vftien I told Stephen Grainger Clarice ahout it, he roared vjith laughter and
said he v/ished'I had lost the money and the stamps as he could then have
surcharged me,'and he vrould liked to have seen the expression on my face
cife halving to repa,y ahout tvro or .three years of my salary! But you have
obviously not read the story carefully - the "strong whiskies" were
consumed in the privacy of the District Officer's quarters, and not vfhen
harang-uing the Native Government. It was essential to holster one's ego
before addressing that augiist body. Ale-s, however, there is no photograph.
In those dajj-s, cameras, if I remember, v;ere compara,tive rarities; not so
today. _ , ..j. , j-

I must sa.y that Oompah Tarieata, Tahiti Sj Vou sounds quite a chara.cter^
She's probably a lesbian with ideas of raping the whole community of
virgins - a, sort of double enjoyment task. " a. -u

I hope that the three stories posted sea mail to you on the 4th October
will reach you before Christmas. I may emphasize that all the incid-«nts
in "Ehe Amateur Doctors" are absolutely true-

But I shall be interested to hear what you think of "The Femme Fatale
Housekeeper" and "The Isabelle Tragedy". Inevitably, when writing about the
Pacific in the 19th century, the Navy must figure largely in one's
writings, and usually also blackbirding and its effects. But, in the tvjo
such stories about the Gilberts, the two aboVe-mentioned about the New
Hebrides, and the one about the Solomons, I have chosen them since each
has a different theme- I hope that will also be so v/ith the otoers I hope
to i«>ite. I'll wait to hear what you think of the last two before sending
you any more however.

I do hope you will be able to eludidate 30^0 of the queries I raised
in "The Reluctant Snpire—builders" about Davis radsing the fla.g at
Butaritari- Thus, did the US know of his mission before he left Sydney ?
It would seem that they did. Had Davis been privately apprised that Adolph
Rick's appointment had been terminated, vjhen he left Sydney ? IttlG
apparently did not pnow about Ricp's dismissal ̂tintil some time after
Davis's visit - is that so ?Henrj'- V/hite, Charge d'Affaires in London for
the US writes to HIvIG on the 21st November, I892, six months after Rick
had been told to close the "consulate" at Butaritari, in such a vjay that
it appears he did not knov; of Rick's dismissal in April - is such possible ?
and so on.

Well, I guess I had better end this screed. I'm sorry about the typing
and the way it "skips". The machine is an Olivetti Lettera 25. It was
given me by my son and his v/ife as a present- I have absolutely no use for
Olivetti machines. Ky son and wife never consulted me and it v/ould have
been churlish to refuse it or ask for another make. But ii has caused me
troubles of one sort or another ever since it vjas given to me-

Will Mr. Ifeyden or Mr. Peacock be in power vfhen I come out in October,
1982 ? Fraser seems to have ha,d a bad time at the Commonwealth Heads of
Government meetings, especially v;ith Kuldoon pla.ying up as he did.
I v/onder if he too v;ill get back into power again. The Economist rather
seems to doubt it. Maybe the 3qj.a-l Credit party will hold the balance pf
power, vfhich would really cause a stir.

Must close. I'm really looking forv/ard to visiting you around October
next year and talking about the days and folk we knevj. Incidentally, I
ha.ve read "Slavers in Paradise" now tv/ice. It was-so interesting and-
fascinating that I hardly put it dovm the first time and read it through
at great speed. The second time I took it more slowly but, having read it
once sJready, that did not spoil it for me. But - what research it must
h-vo pntailed - fantastic:no.ve rigaia a-nne.

Love To Honor,
Ti a kabo ,

1/
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,  -S V ," , 77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
y * ,- . AoC.T.2603, Australia,
'  " ; "i 31st Ray, 1932.

Dear Paddy,

It uas indeed an honooorand a privilege to arrive
back from Norfolk Island and find your esteemed letter of
the 24th ult. on the doorstep. Ue had imagined that you

,v ' uiould be fully occupied in helping the FG to resolve the
<  jt Falklands issue, but perhaps events have gone too far for

diplomacy. Still you should surely be assisting by taking
^  up a commission in the Home Guard or at least expending

your surplus energies in filling sandbags and rolling bandages.
I uell remember the masterly uay in which you tried

'j ;, . " to solve the previous Falklands crisis, when they sent for
Uaskess to take over the helm as Colonial Secretary. Uith

,■ no thought ojffKing or country he declined ddityclear duty on
the feeble grounds that he would feel too cold. And then
came your memorable minute to Grantham: *I suggest for Y.E.'s
consideration that the difficulty could be overcome by providing
Mr Uaskess uith an additional fuel allowance*. Uhat consum
mate finessej

I have read through your effort entitled •From the
Gilbert Islands to Guatemala and Back* with much appreciation
for it is not only your longest essay but in my humble opinion
your best. I had been interested in this episode for years
but had no idea that there was so much information on it in
the archives. All I can add is a few newspaper accounts -
if I remember rightly about the loss of the Tahiti.

■  ' You have all the makings here for a good story,
including two goodies in Fleischmann and Murdoch and at
least one baddie in Dufourcq. It is unfortunately not
publishable in its present form, since it is at present a
connected presentation of documents, and is not written in
literary format as a running narrative with commentary and
analysis and judicious but sparing quotations, footnote
references and a bibliography.

Still, if I understand your motivation in preparing
this series of papers rightly, they are intended prWarily
for the edification of Macdonalds in being and to be and
secondly (am I right here?) for deposit in say the Tarawa
archives and possibly (with the Erb Bevington Papers) in
the Colonial Service archives in Oxford. For these purposes
your presentation is ideal.

.  'V

"iV



I, ^ 1# On raflection I agree that the Gilbertese uere proabbly the
-  ". most itinerant islanders during the 19th century. It is

well stated for your presumed purpose but would not do for
publication, where a brief resume of previous recruitment
ventures with citations (particulaiiy a recent article in

OPS and the about-to appear book Cinderellas of Empire)lis
all that is necessary (or would be accepted).

r ■ ■
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Incidentally I have never said that Peruvian and Chilean
slavers were active in the Southern Gilberts in the mid-eighties

i nor that the Ellen Elizabeth discharged any passengers at
i.' Lambayeque. I trust that the rest of your material is more
,  ̂ X!» accurate as I have no means of checking it now that the H.C.

•  records are no longer available for researchers.

Vi' ' . Re your comments:-

2. A pity, but if you say so it is so.

3. Agreed - they are of little or no importance.

4. It would serve no purpose that I can see, except to the
Gilbertese readers, who might not be able to transliterate
them anyway.

5. Surely an acute acdent, or rather a stress mark.

6. Very true; it was indeed stupid of me.

7. Not cats, but surely dogs, as these uere considered to be
excellent tucker. Remember how Baverstock's dog was
eaten on Nikunau.

8. It is admittedly hard to beat.

9. Such is life.

I anticipate that we shall be here in October and
November for it will be Spring then and Honor will be flat
put gardening, D.U. Having completed our work on Norfolk
Honor speaks of staying on Niue for a time writing up the
string figures for the Homa Press series, and we both have
work An Honolulu. But these trips, if we do either, would
probably be in 3uly or August. Ue are usually lazy and
dislike having to travel when the time for departure comes.

The best way from Honolulu to Tarawa is by Air Tungaru
via Christmas, which is a nice place to stop over between
flights (with a good hotel). Failing that Air Nauru has
a service via Majuro which is quite popular; and you can get
the Air Polynesia flight on to Funafuti, where you will no
doubt be staying with His Excellency the Governor-General;
and 80 on to Fiji. Its a lousy and overly expensive flight
but |(ou have no option if you want to stop off in Tuvalu.
Otherwise Air Nauru via Nauru is much better.
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Slavers in Paradise has nou sold out in the Pacific
Islands edition and is being reprinted. The appropriate
sections of the text have been translated (or are in process
of being translated) into Tokelau, Tongan, Tuualuan, Niuean
and Kiribatese, and ue are fixing up one in Cook Islands
Maori. Olaf Ruhen has just given it a fine review in the
Australian Book Review; and in July comes the ordeal of
having to answer the three critics who are to write 2500
words each in Pacific Studies. It amuses me to think that
bar family you are the only person in the UK who has ever
seen or heard of it; friends who have visited the place
recently tell ro e that there is absolutely no knowledge of,
or interest in, the Pacific; I can well believe it for there
never was much.

Ue had a terrific reception on Norfolk Island from
the Administrator, the President of the Leg.Co. and the
ex-Pitcairn Island lineages. I enclose a photocopy of
Honor presenting the ring and three pages of her speech
(which she wrote herself and then didn't refer to it).
Altogether a good show, though the parties which followed
were a bit much at our age.

Yours ever.
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Blat No. 34 St. Margarets, f
London Road, ''

Guildford, ''
Surrey GUI ITJ. + t mv.o

31st July, 19b2.

At last I am able to give you firm dates for ray visit to Canberra.

The delay has been due to the fact that it has been difficult to arrange a visit
to Puna-futi, vjhere Penitala (novj G.C.M.G., I.S.O., M.S.l;. l), whom I met in Suva

a couple of years ago, insisted that I must visit there. The problem is that

Air Pacific waich ran a scheduled air service there from Suva tv^ice a vjeek has

been dithering as to vrhether to keep it going. In the event, they have given it
up (a case of a nationalized industry failing through incompetent management,
ilji having installed a Fijian ;d.th no laiowledge of flying as General lifenagerj
and the private enterorise company Fiji Air have apparently taken it over. It
will seem odd visiting Funafuti vrhich I left 47 years ago I

But to Australia; I propose to spend a few days in Sydney before

descending upon Canberra. But here are the dates and times for the visit to

Canberra.

Leave Sydney by ANA Plight 359Y at 1135 on^ Monday bth November,
Arrive Canberra 1215•

m  a ^

Leave Canberra by Ansett(?j Plight TN 476Y atl005 Friday 12th No\-ember,
Arrive Sydney I040.

I just hope there are no changes in the schedules before then; if there are, I
will notify you. You v/ill notice that I give my custom equally to nationalised
indust ry and privat e ent erpri s eI

Can you please book me into that dump do^iin the road from you, the name
of which I have forgotten, for the nights of bth - 11th November ?

Must close new; Sally and family depart to France for a month's holiday
this afternoon and she wants to give me some instructions about the house and
garden later this morning.

Tremendously looking forward to seeing you both again,
My love to Honor,

14
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T,26 3, Australia,
9th August, 1982.

Wy dear Paddy,

It gave us a great lift to hear that Andrew is still
able to hobble around and is still sufficiently compos mentis
to realize that he*d been married for 50 years. Henley-on-
Tha^es is a *good address* and I can picture him enjoying his
constitutional along the river path, uith his stick and Fitz-
billie 3rd eight rouing cap and blazer.

Ue had our golden wedding during the last decade and
are now keeping in trim for our diamond; but wo forgot to put
it in the London Times, or even the Canberra Times, so our
aristocratic friends and relations (if any) never knew,

I was distressed to hear that I didn't rate a column in
•Who's Who' but its an English publication, if I remember
rightly, and I have no contact left uith the UK bar two aged
sisters and yourself. As the UK no longer has any connexion
uith, or interest in. Pacific affairs I can see no reason why
they would include a septuagenarian Australian specialist on
the Islands in their lists.

Had you possessed prescience you would have looked me
up in the latest 'Who's Who in Oceania', where I see that I'm
alleged to be a 'statesman, scholar, writer'. Incidentally
the contrast between the first edition published by PIM and
the 1980-1981 edition fascinates me: in the former nearly all
were Europeans and many were in the Colonial Service; now most
are islanders and I am probably the solitary ex-CS relic.

It has always astonished ma that out of the hundreds
in the CS not one fell in love with the islands and the
islanders; they all got on the first ship or plane (to be
fair bar Thomson, Falvey, Reid, you and me) and rushed to
England, Scotland, France, Italy, anywhere so long as it was
on the other side of the globe from the South Seas, to live
obscure and pointless lives filling in time till they die,
when they can tell their maker that they have lived a full
life, having given or gone to 4,376 dinner parties, 7,521
cocktail parties, 3,812 lunch parties and 2,684 bridge parties.
Unfortunately it leH them no time to read, write or even think
anything but the most conventional and genteel trivialities.

You roust get some quiet amusement out of your cobbers
for I have never pictured you as one of the pukka sahibs who
travel by ship so that they can dress for dinner every night.
Indeed you would probably still be in the antipodes but for
unforeseen eventualities, including Indian doctors practising
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on your innards; and your literary output appears inexhaustible.
Which reminds me that your CiiijBfiJduob Tern Binoka sounds good-oh
and indubitably possesses a rhetorical sound; rolling majesti
cally like the Last Trump, Sad to relate my Latin ended at
•mensa, mensa, mensam* and *Caesar adsum jam forte, Pompey
adarat*, so the moaning of your last uords eludes me*

But to rev/ert to your last letter, I agree entirely that
the FO, including their minions in Canberra, are a supercilious
bunch of so-and-sos, I have met some notable exceptions but
that is just what they were: conspicuous exceptions to the rule,

I pass ouer your denial that you urote that minute about
the fuel allouance for Uaskess by saying that you would not
have refuted writing it if you did not know that the WPHC records
are safely stowed in limbo; for I*d haue come home, found the
file and made you eat it. On reflection it could have been
Garvey - ask him when you next see him*

Re the Beuington Papers I refer you to page 407 of Phyllii
flander-Oones* Manuscripts in the British Isles relating to
Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific CCanberra, ANU Press,
1972)f which you can borrow from your local library on inter-
library loan* There it lists as deposited at Rhodes House,
Oxford, which is where the CS Archives are kept:-

Uncat MSS 1970, Bevington, E.R, 'The things we do for
England, if only England knew!*, service 1930-50 in the
Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Fiji and Brunei, typescript.

He offered it to sundry publishers, but unfortunately the English
did not want to know the things that he'd done for thems some
people are damned ungrateful.

Incidentally there are dozens of other items which would
interest you and me, including the R*C* Cartland Papers and
Correspondence on G & E land. For instance:-

5,288, Granthara, Sir Alexander, Recollections 1945-7
as Governor of Fiji and HC for the UP, tape recording
and typescript,

S,72, Chamberlain, G,D, Recommendations 1948, as Chief
Secretary, re WPHC territories, typescript,

3,73/1, Hill, 3,A,C, Reports and memoranda as AO, Fiji,
etc., 1957-63.

3.75, Grimble, Sir A, Investigations and notes c,1920
on magic, poetry, and song making, Gilbert Is., typescript,

3.76, Kennedy, D,G,,Plarching rule in the 8SIP,

8,365. Papers of the Fabian Colonial Bureau, Correspondence
with H,E, Maude, SPC, chielfy on tha co-operative movement.
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But I have only dipped for you and there are plenty of others,
e.g. Fox-Stranguays on the Solomon Islands Defence Force; and
who uas Harrison, S.G., Diary 1924 of a journey from Fanning
Island to recruit labour in the G & E Is, with letter 12.6.66
commenting on the journey.

You really ought to go and tell us about this priceless
Bevingtoniana, and other jeuels; and think of all the items
added since 1970, uhich uas Phyllis* cut-off date. I suppose
Garvey's MS uill end up there eventually. I uent to Rhodes
House long before the Colonial Archives racket to consult the
Potts Papers re Telfer Campbell — there is good stuff in them.
I suppose the Pacific stuff is due to Bryant, ex—RC, GEIC,
joining the staff of the Colonial Archives.

Brousing through the book has made me uant to rush off
to the UK for there are literally hundreds of items on the
islands recorded as buried in obscure repositories throughout
England, Scotland, Ireland and Uales. Uhat an opportunity you
have to make a killing.

You mention turning some of your essays from their
impeccable British Administrative Service format into publish-
able literary ditto, and certainly several of them are uell
uorth it. Nothing is simpler if you stick to these four simple
rules:-

(1) Read the best literary authors only, and often - for
historians Macauley and Trevelyan are probably best,

(2) Visualize your intended reader constantly when writing
— with me it is nearly always an islander - one cannot
relate to an unknown readership,

(3) Listen to the sound of your prose - repeating it aloud
is an excllent device - a good ear is essential.

(4) Polish and repolish again and again - till you are sure
that each paragraph conveys the image and arouses the
emotion that you uant the reader to have.

I guess Barbara Tuchroan's Practicino History (Macmillan) is the
best guide to borrow from your library. As she says, there is
no greater satisfaction in life than writing a good sentence
which sounds and reads just right.

You have divined with your castomary sagacity that too
much of my vocabulary is archaic. It is indeed soj alas and
ah me, 1 fear that it is an inevitable result of ray reading
for pleasure, since ray beloved authors are Dane Austen, Sterne,
Fielding, Defoe, Goldsmith, Smollet, Trollopero and above all
Elizabeth Gaskell. I have just finished her •Uives and
OaughtersB and believe ma it is incomparable
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Talking of good prose, I'v/e just knocked off to photocopy
some urgent matter from NZ, including Grirable on dancing and
lands policy, Uhat a master ha uas; and one feels that his
defence of dancing is, with his essay on the maneaba, the beat
prose he ever urota - and that really is saying something. It
is to be reproduced in our neu bfifibrt: to be called ♦The Grimble
Book*.

Before closing may I enlist your aid in photocopying
some letters by Oames Garstang, the Tabiteuean trader, to his
mother covering the period c,1B40-137Q, A correspondent in
Blackpool (do you still go there for your summer holidays, or
has Butlins given up?) has kindly agreed to make these available
and I have suggested that instead of sending them out here to
have copied, uhich you uill agree could be a risky enterprise,
he could sand them to you and you would have them copied and
returned to him. Ha rejoices in the name of flcGuirk, and
Garstang's mother uas his great great grandmother,

I knou that this is gross impertinence on my part but 1
would be eternally grateful if you could have this photocopying
dome as a favour for I do need these letters badly to vindicate
3im Garstang, uho has been grossly maligned by Louis Becke and
Basil Lubbock, I uill send a cheque to cover everything,
including airmail postage, by return mail - the cost is of no
consequence, but the letters are, Guildford must be full of
photocopiers, being such an erudite community. Of course he
may decide to have the job done himself, or to trust ma uith
the originals,

Ue look forward to seeing you in October,
Further your Petitioner sayeth not,

but as in duty bound
will ever pray, etc,, etc,,

-fe-
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I am sure that Honor and yourself will be interested in the folloviing

announcement, vjhich appeared in the Daily Telegraph (and almost certainly in the
London Times) of the 17th Jvme, 1982;-

GOLDM WSDDINU.

ARMSTRONG - STUilRT - On June ITih, 1932, at Suva, Fiji,
Andrew to Laurel.

EEo the old boy is still.alive and kickingJ Having been to London yesterday, I checked
with his age and address in "VJho's V/ho". He xras born tf.n the 1st May, I907, which
makes him slightly over 75 years old. Naturally, I searched! the same tome to discover
the age of Professor Maude, but he v/as too cunning to rate a mention. But I guess
you must be about, the same age as Andrew Clarence Francis Armstrobg, But it does seem
unfair that his and ray age are to be found there but not yours. You must be almost the
same age as Andrew. His address, in case you wish to congratulate him, is
15 Ravenscroft Road, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

I have just completed the first draft of my story "The would-be Emperor"
regarding Tem Binoka, and I rather like the ti-rist at the end of the story. Of course
it is inevitable that one should say — as you do — that he was spared the humiliation
of living to see the Protectorate declared in IB92, but my last paragraph runs like
this, and I just hope that you learnt a little Latin at Highgate (?).

1.

2.

3.

"But, if his dreams of empire were never fulfilled, at least he was spared
the final humiliation of living to see the declaration of a protectorate
over his islands in the follovjing year by the same imperial power
above-mentioned. And, as the British Protectorate v;as proclaimed in
Abemama only some six months later, on the 27th May, I892,
Captain Davis of H.M.S. Royalist, who was later to be honoured by
the award of Companion of the Order of St. Michael and St. George
for his services, might well have been forgiven if he had murmured
to himself' as the Union Jack was raised, the motto of that Order -
"Auspicium melioris aevi".

1. The flag was raised in Abemama itself. ..f
2. The povjer above—mentioned is the UK.
3. i.e. six months after his death.

Must close nov7, but I thought you would like to know about Andrew's
golden wedding. Can you and Honor beat it ?

I hope to let you kno'w about a week from nov/ the dates of my visit to
Canberra; it looks like being early November. There v;ill be much tp talk a^bout.

Little man Ing has invited me to dine with him at a Lincoln's Inn guest
night next month, which should be interesting. He both wish that you could be
"there with us .

Ti ngaia anne; my love to Honor and so looking forward to seeing
you both again.



Wyl4, ' ' ' nth June, 1982. , u-"''*uMj
I wa^delighted to receive your letter of the 31st May, for

varxous reasons.

First, I was fascinated "by the two stamps on the envelope, vjhich
depicted what are described as blue whales. Oddly enough, I completed, some
weeks Sfb* another of my tales entitled "Of Matters Piscatorial" and the
initial part of it deals with my fortuitous encounter with sperm whales.
This was in the Somosome Strait between Taveuni and Vanua Levu, where I was
woken just after daylight one morning, v:hen travelling on the Ra Marama, and
told to get on deck quickly if I vashed to see some sperm whales. And there
they were - four of them - the old bull with his harem of three, vjith the
former in the lead and the other three v;hose dressing would have shamed
any Sandhurst parade. I was so fascinated that all I had for breakfast that
morning vras coffee, on deck, as I watched their rhythmic movements and got a
great thrill when the old bull smacked the sea with his vast tail. That they
were sperm whales there was no doubt; one could tell by the size and shape of
their jaws, their spouts, etc. They must have been en route to that area
no3?th of the Equator where in September/October I believe they produce their
young. Where the blue whale fits its the x^hale hierarchy I do not knovj but,
from the stamp, it looks not too dissimilar from the sperm whale, but v;ithout
that vast head and huge undersltmg jaw. I would only add that my two
grandsons seized on the stamps vdth shouts of joy; it was fortunate that
there were two stamps.

Secondly, I resent the suggestions, and the libel, about the Falkland
Islands. I have never thought anything of the Foreign Office - that's not
just prejudice. But, vfhenever I had to deal in any way with the P.O., I
found them to be too pompous, superior and superficial for words. They
regarded the Colonial Office, I fear, as poor relations, and not even
deserving of recognition. And, in recent years, their antics with regard
to what Colonies are left has in my viev; been wholly deplorable. "Get rid
of •em at any cost" has been the password.".

But, talking of the Falklands, reminds me that, vjhen I returned to the
UK on long leave in 1945, after nearly nine years abroad, I went to the
Colonial Office and saw a chap by the name of George (later Sir George) Seel.
I told him that cold weather would be the best thing for my thrombitis from
which I had suffered in the G & E and Fiji, and I would like to be considered
for the post of C.S., Falkland Islands. He looked at me steadily and stonily
for what seemed like several minutes and then told me, in polite terms, that
I must be rangirang. I remember he said that there were nothing there except
sheep and bloody penguins and that it really lived up to its name of the
home of the Roaring Forties. He was kind enough to say that I was doing
alright in the Service, and I would be q, bloody fool to even think about the
Falklands. He told me to forget itl

Thirdly, I resent the libellous story about Vaskess and my alleged
solution of the problem whereby he could talce on the job of C.S. there.
For I never even knew, until I read your letter, that Vaskess had been
offered the job. VJhat I believe the truth to be is that it was you wjjo
displayed such consummate finesse, not me. I suppose he was offered that job ?

I'm deli^ted that you enjoyed "From the Gilberts to Guatemala and back".
It was certainly a back-breaking typewriting exercise. I agree entirely v/ith
what you say about Dufourcq. One of these days when we meet again, I must
find out from you all about the publishable formats to which you refer. Hot
I think that I will ever get around to publishing anything. All this work
I have been doing has just been the sheer enjoyment of thinking, reading and
writing of the Pacific and its islands. More of this later.

Maybe the Tarawa Ar diives will get the material in the end, though I never
realized that the Erb Bevington Papers are going to be deposited in the
Colonial Service Archives in Oxford. Ac e, there such Archives £ and is Eric
really contemplating producing some papers of any description ?

Apropos of the above-mentioned tale, I am sorry that I made a mistake
about slavers being active in the Southern Gilberts in the mid-eighties.
But I NEVER said that PERUVIAN AND CHILEAN SLAVERS were thus active; I just
said "slavers", period^as the Yanks would say. So don't you dare misquote me

f  ',fVi^5vi wr»r>+.fa mn -naero QO n-P Tlovi-iartri n ' a cslri tio j. j n • *siri VJhen you wrote on page 90 of Benjamin Boyd's ships ̂ recruiting" at
Tamana and Arorae in I84T, not knowing who Boyd was, and assuming that as the
book viiiih slavers, that he was probably of that ilk, I simply used tftie



words alaout "slavers being active". Sut the mistake is easily corrected by
retyping that page. As regards the Ellen Elizabeth discharging Gilbertese at
Lambayeque, I frankly admit the error is mine; I should not have used the
word "discharged" since on checking it again, I see that the Gilbertese never
in fact leaded. However, this too is easily correctible. But I don't think
you will find many errors in my material. I have been as careful as possible
and kept a lot of my notes from which the tales have been written.

With regard to your other comments
1. I'm glad you agree that the Gilbertese were the most itinerant folk

of all. But all I vras concerned with was to provide a kind of preface
for the main story.

5. Pull yourself together, Haudel What is "an acute acdent" you mention
in your letter; never heard of it, but its about on a par with the
spelling of the Gilbertese names. And what is a stress mark ?

7. I'm afraid that it is indeed "cats" as well as dogs, as its a quote
and I know its right; I have checked it. I had never heard about
Baverstock's dog on Nilcunau, but then the Southern Gilberts was always
a pretty backward place.

Two points from the tale; page 35> the third paragraph from the bottom - have
you ever stayed at "the Peoples' Palace" I and does it still exist ?
Secondly, I hope you notice th^t, of the 12 adult Gilbertese who managed to
reach home again, 8 were Tabiteueans - a tough lot, like old Noa himself,
ivhilst of the others three came from Beru and 1 from Wikunau,

I was delighted to note that you vjill be at home in October and November.
I hope very shortly to finalize my itinerary and will vjrite and let you know
of it as soon as I do. Suffice it to say at this stage that I would hope to
be in Canberra about the second or third vjeek of October, I cannot be more
precise than that at present. It vrill be terrific to see you both again.
No one here gives a damn about the Pacific, past or present.

I was delighted to hear that "Slavers in Paradise" has been such a success
and is being so widely translated. I hope you found some good translators.
I hope that you will show me in due course the efforts of the three critics
and, more importantly, the author's replies^ taking them aparti '

I was astonished to read the enclosure to your letter. I had never heard
the story about the ring before. But one thing puzzles me. Reading the text
of the enclosure, I am puzzled by your remark about Honor's speech, for
up to the bottom of the first column on the penultimate page it would seem
that, up to that point, it was Professor MgUde talking, and Honor only
starting on the last column on that page. She must be a fine orator if she
really spoke extempore for so long. She ought to be a politician!

I am now on the last lap with my writing of tales. They will amount to
about 350 foolscap pages, single space typing - what a herculean effort, all

own. Eleven are based on historical events or incidents in the 19th century
5 about the Gilberts, and 3 each about the BSIP and NH; of those of the 20th
century, all 9 are about,the Gilberts "The Unicorn Ean", "The Babai Slashers"
"Tales from the Posts", "Tales from the Courts", "Ten hours at Tabiteuea", *
"Escape from Murder", "The Amateur Doctors", "Of Matters Piscatorial",
"Defenders of the Atoll" (about Panning Island); I am at present engaged in
tinishing one of the historical series entitled "The would-be Eknpsre Builder"
aPout Tern Binoka. In drafting and writing it, I have read your article about

.+!!• ^ ^ really disagreed with
+  rp 1 ^ cannot agree I fear with your conelueionabout Tern Binoka. Bait eke was certainly an "arbiter of change", maybe so

were Kaitu and Uakeia, but I don't know enough about them. Binat^e also
deserves mention as he was Baiteke's right-hand man. But Binoka simply carried
on with most of the lines laid down by Baiteke, and does not seem to Lve
een an innova or in such matters, and so it seems to me deserves little ot-

no credit. I find Binoka a distasteful character too - a man who could murder
three donouti women and a child in cold blood, etc. And could he ever have
initiated the welfare for the aged as Mteke did ? No, we must talk of him.

Must close, Ily love to Honor. I can't wait to see you both again.
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21st March, 1982.

It is alvjays a great pleasure to receive a letter from you, but it
simultaneously shames mej I cannot possibly compete with those literary efforts
sprinkled with choice words which sometimes send m© rushing for my Oxford
Dictionary. I suppose your's are literary compositions, viith such a wide-
ranging choice of t-zords, because you spent so many years in academia, whereas
my letters resemble minutes in a civil service file knocked out at high speed
over a period of 40 years. I very much doubt if I could ever virite in any other
style - if such it can be called.

Thus the preface to your letter of the 15th February, which I have taken
much longer to answer than usual, not through any lack of appreciation I can
assure you, but simply because I have spent much of the time writing another
story called "Defenders of the Atoll", and which refers to Fanning Island. You
may possibly recall that I was sent there in January, 19^9, to compose a
defence scheme and set up a defence force, (in fact, you and Ronald Garvey
travelled there with me on the m.v. Moamoa). Apart from the 1914 incident with
H.I.G.M.S. Nurnberg, the story has many amusing incidents, one of which v/as
that the Captain in charge of the N.Z. platoon sent up to help defend the
atoll in September, 1939, turned out to be a dipsomaniac who spent some of his
time robbing all our houses of liquor, and had to be sedated until he could be
removed from the island. And the Chief of the Naval Staff vzho visited the
island in company vzith the NZ Chief of the General Staff and the Chief of the
Air Staff in H.M.S. Leander, called/for the back of an envelope and a pencil
when I asked him what they felt about the defence of the island, and wrote
"You will hold it to the death" or " to the last man" ! It is, I fear, pretty
libellous about the Leembruggens, he was supplanted by me as Secretary to
Government in 1938 and sent to Fanning Island to do just what I had to do, and
did not take very kindly to being so supplanted A-fc or for a second time by
me in Fanning Island, though I had nothing to do with either move. According to
the cable company folk, they were a complete dead loss in Fanning Island and
never made any attempt to get along with them. He never produced a defence
scheme nor set up a defence force, hence my posting, there. Enough...

I was flattered by the opening comments in yotir^letter about my "literary"
efforts, though I did not believe a word of what you wrote. But , oon,ing
from such a distinguished author, it was a vzell-meant effort to raise the
morale of this lowbrow civil servant.

I fear there is some slight misiinderstanding about the article on the Line
Islands. The story "Tales from the Posts" was intended to be in three sections -
the first about that little matter of quartering the stamps at Taravva; the
second about "going overboard from a canoe" with the stamps at Nanumea; and the
third about the Line Islands. The latter article was not intended to stand on its
own and the three articles should have been stapled together.

I know of course of the pamphlet on Christmas Island and its postal history;
indeed I had a copy of it, which I lent to Lester Gaynor long ago. I-flieti he
returned it, I sent it to the Archivist at Tarawa to keep among his records.
My description of the Christmas Island stamps was taken from the one such stamp
that I hold - given to me by old Baverstockl

You can believe it or not as you like - but I can promise you that I was
never even tempted to save any of those stamps on Fanning Island from the
flames. It simply never occtirred to me - how bloody innocent I was. But, on
recalling my omission in later years, I then decided that I had been a bloody
fool not to have saved a lot of the high-value ones, which vzould have produced
a mint of money, both new and postmarked in Panning and Washington Islands!

I cannot comment unfortimately on the fourth paragraph of your letter (why
the devil don't you number the paragraphs, as I used to do, until I caught your
disease ?) because the stories are at present with Sally, my married daughter
who lives in Cranleigh near here, but who, with her family, is at present
spending a holiday in Switzerland.

As for the criticism in the fifth paragraph of your letter, I was so upset
that you accused me of Rougier being a priest in the SHl^ in Fiji" that I rang
my daughter after I received your letter and asked her to check this from "The
Line Islands". She did so and told me that I did NOT make the statement you
attribute to me - unless she is wrong. Of course I knew that Rougier was never
a member of the SHM and it seems inconceivable to me - tinless I was being
extre nely careless - that I should have said he was. This is particularly so as
I researched his early career, both before Fiji and in Fiji, in great detail for
Lestor.

With regard to your paragraph 6 regarding Christmas Island stamps - the
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remark about the highest British and French authorities was taken from a d/o
letter from someone in the Colonial Office to the High Commissioner, of vjhich
I have no copy, since I ne^'er vjent in for purloinig documents as did Swinbourne
and M e. As for the stamps, as I have said, I just have a single one. There
were alas none in Fanning Island, though I searched the office's meagre records
very carefully. Lestor told me some time ago that he h^d collected a number of
them, though he did not mention the source (Tahiti ?). So I suggested that aftei
all the work I had done for him, he might care to let me have a couple. My
request was met with a stony silence! But, seriously, I wonder if they in fact
worth anything ?

'dith regard to your seventh paragraph about Lestor getting his book pub
lished, it looks as though he will have more of a struggle to get it published
than the struggle he has had to research and compose it. Incidentally, you
n^yier commented on my remarks about end notes and references in my last letter.

Your 8th and 9th. paragraphs - you are obviously touchy about your ignorance
of the quartering of the stamps in Taravfa. I think I made the point in the story
that Europeans on Tarawa were specifically talked to and ask to forget all
about it. As for Frank - have you never heard of the ugly word 'bribe", though
in Frank's case "pourboire" would probably be a better choice of words. And
throv: in a few remarks about stopped increments, and failure to gain ary
advantage in the next salaries revision, and - "Bob's your uncle". You really
underestimate the poxver of the purse. I have only the vaguest recollection of
what you term the Kelsey Burge shemozzle. (Professor, what is that word in
your paragraph 8 - 'taghtening" - really I'm surprised at you). Very, very few
of the letters reached the outer islands of course, either due to lack of
shipping, or because we held them back awaiting fresh supplies from Ocean
Island. But, in any case, what Native Scribe would have saved up an envelope ?
Did you ever really ^ through all the records in a Native Scribe's office ?
I did twice but was disappointed at all I found - not merely stamps. Again,
I have to plead lack of recollection to what Dr. McNaugh^ton did. and again-,
and finally, there v^as no "salting away" - foolishness o^n my part I admit but
it just happens to be the truth.

Your paragraph 10 - Maude, my lad, you have overreached yoxirself here.
First, the office did have a door, in fact two, the top half of glass and I
ha.ve a photograph of the office. You do not believe that Frank knocked on the
office door when I was D.O. Tarawa at 8 a.m. to which I would make two comments.
First, the moment that the D.O., Central and Sputhern Gilberts (less Tarawa)
departed on tour, a more efficient regime took over in Tarawa and office hours
were 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 to 5 p.m., but then you could not have known that.
To have told you on your return would have looked like impertinent criticism fr
om a junior officer. Secondly, at that time when the s'tamp quartering vias under
way, Frank was right on his toes as explained above. What hours you & Kaobunang
kept of course is not for me to criticize, though I always felt that both of
you were pretty slack - no afternoon session|on Wednesdays and Saturdays sounds
verytypical, of both of you, but then as the senior officer you always expected
poor baskets like me, your junior officer, to worg harder than you did.

I was indeed sorry to hear that Honor has not been too well and I most
sincerely hope that she is now recovered. It will be such fun to see both of
you again later this year. You must be mad when you write "I quite like house-
worj^;". I can only assume that the bulk of it is done by Honor and/or others
and that your efforts are very much on the fringe. I make no bones about saying
that I dislike it intensely as it prevents or delays me doing much else that
I would wish to do. Does your "housework" include all the cooking I wonder ?
and washing of clothes ?.and ironing ? cleaning silver ? etc. etc. etc. ?

I must say I envy you your garden. It has always been a ^^esire of mire to
have one but retiring at the age of 70 and having to care for all one's house
hold chores, it would have been foolish to take on a garden. So I frequently go
and help in Sally's instead.

So you are going to "shut up shop" aft^r editing the Grimble papers ? I
don't believe it - you'll never stop until infirmity makes you do so!

How did you like my story "Ten hours at Tabiteuea" ? I rather liked the i
part about how the young girl "cheeked" old Noa, and how he nobbled my Homburg,'
and put the Australians to shame over beer-drinking, quite apart from the true
case of the two canoeists who were charged with attempted murder.
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There is very little in the vjay of news to send you from here. Domestic
chores take up a great deal of time in my life and, vjhat with them, v/riting
stories, reading the papers, and v/atching TV (though most of the programmes are
poor), I do not have much spare time. I have not yet started to do anything
ahout my Pacific odyssey in September/Octoher/Novemher. It vjill be a somewhat
complicated plan, especially if I visit the GEIG as I may do. Do you need me to
brief you in advance as to what dates I wish to visit Canberra or can I assume
that you will proba,bly be in residence ? It viill be a real joy to see you both
again and reminisce about old times. ^

I had little man Noel Ing to lunch at the Royal Commonvjealth Society recent
ly. He's a londy little man, but still talks of you and Honor with much affection
and, of course, in your case, vjith high respect.' He is now busily engaged by the
Monopolies Commission (though a member of the Treasury Solicitor's office) in
dredging up all he can find about the Stock Exchange to decide whtther they can
be self-regulating, or whether they need an American body like the SEC. He.v;as
^ite voluble and interesting about it. Old Vinelotte potters along on th^bench
though in the notorious ACC case (Holmes a Court trying to take ACC over) his
judgment was rever^aed on appeal.

I am sorry I cannot send you "Defenders of the Atoll" but I have sent it to

the chaP; who was C tSc W's engineer in F.I. when I w^as there to verify the facts.
I have now v;ritten l6 stories but think I will draw stumps when I reach 20.

My Lord, how lucky one's children are these days. Sally and family are now in
Switgierland for a week; in May/june Sally visits her twin sister Hilary near New
Uork for two to three weeks; and in August the whole family spend three weeks in
a chateau in the Loire Valley vjhich has been lent to them by friends . How differ
ent from ray day.

Must close now and dust and Hoover the whole flat - the sort of chore I do

not imagine you include in your activities.
My love to Honor - I do hope she is--^ell again.
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1st September, I982.

This is positively my final note before descending on the wilds of
Canberra in November nezt (that sounds awfully far ax-:ay).

I really enjoyed your letter of the Jth August, though I think you are a
bit hard on poor old Andrevr - o.fter all he vras in Christ's, not Fitzwilliam Hall.

But I am vjriting this verjt "brief and hasty note for three reasons
(1) although I do not talce my holidays in Blackpool, I should remark that

I have not yet heard from the said LIcGuirk (l suppose there is someone
vrith a- name like that, and that it is not an alias). I checked out in
Guildford and found a place where they do photocopying, seemingly
quite efficiently, as they have done some for me. So, unless I receive
the letters at the very latest by the 10th September (Friday) - since
I leave this country at daylight on Tuesday the 14th September - I fear
there is no hope of getting the vjork done before I leave. Unless you are
in a hurrj'" - and I loiow you, always rushing to and fro, and bullying
yo"ung Cadets to get on vjith things - the non-reod.pt of the letters
before I leave is not a catastrophe, since I can do the job for you when
I return here in mid-November, though if they arrive at the flat whilst
I am avjay, McGuirk nay wonder vjhy he does not receive an aclcnovxledgment.
But you can put him wise to th^t.

(2) I hope yoii received my letter of the 31st July giving you firm dates for
my visi't Canberra. Letters have been Icnovm to go astray, so, just in
case, here are the detedls:
Leave Sydney by MA Plight 359Y at 1135 hrs on Monday 8th November.
Arrive Canberra 12.15*
Leave Canberra by Ansett (?) Plight TN 476Y at IOO5 on Friday 12th November
Arrive Sydney IO4O.
I hope there will be no changes in the schedules before then.
I hope jrou have booked me in that dump dovm the road from you, the name
of which I bave forgotten, for the nights of 8th - 11th November.
Unless I bear from you to the contrary, I shall assume the dates are
acceptable to honor and yourself. If not, for some reason, please send mp
a note c/o my daughter Hilary, thus,

c/o Mrs. Hilary Roberts,
1 Benders Drive,
Greenwich, Connecticut O6830 „ -

v^ith whom I shall be staying from 14th to 28th September.
Ausnicin""' melioris aevi. I don't believe for a moment that you do not laiow
the meaning of tnis phrase, and that your Latin is limited to declining:

r/Ti-p — m CrlPJA — irmV « _ .. . . ®

(3)

meiisa. Hovfever - just in case - it means "The token of a better aL
t^fore I think very suitable indeed as an ending to my story.?

2^°identally, there are some folk elsewhere then in Canberra who want to read those
Of mine that I sent you,or some of them, so I s^all be giad if I may

collect them vihen visiting you.
% love to Honor and looking fortfard to a great reunion with you both ,

U  ̂
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Ply dear Paddy,
'I'lH,''' I am glad to be able to report that I am nou recovered

from the various sequelae uhich folloued my mishap in the
garden. The doctor said that I had been all shooken up but
that I had inherited an excellent constitution, not yet ruined
like my friends uith too much alcohol, and that things might
uell shake together again if he refrained from aggravatingLX tsilcuso ^^wyww.w* - . -

my internal organs by treatment. Tuo or three ueekslaterUiy XlJUfcJXHaJU W-. w.-w...... ^ _

I uoke up one morning and everything was in order again and
the uorld shone uith a roseate hue as afore.

In the words of that uell-known Tuvalu ode it is sad
to think of us as 'parted nou by an ocean vast', but I take
comfort in the thought that there is at least no need nou for
you to see your Scottish home (if you aver had one) 'through
tearful eyes', seeing as hou you could be in Scotland any day
you want within an hour or so.

The nacdonald country should be quite bracing in winter,anj T pictured you at Christmas in your kilt and sporran, ^
up the brae to the top of Ben Nevis (not that it is^  apy feat, for unlike Snoudon, it is only a grassy knoll).

JO u know your Scott you will remember Deanie telling Queen
Caroline that she walked 'five-and-twenty miles and a bittock

Ti daily to reach London so even the lowland Scots must be good
walkers not like us poor English who could scarcely manage
the bittock. Uhat is a bittock anyway, for I do not speak
vour native but quite barbaric tongue? Anyway I drank your
health in mead, uhich is my own native and equally barbaric
drink. Alaric gave us two bottles.

But I am rambling, the curse of old age* Ue have had
a fair swag of visitors. Two cousins from Cairns, Glenda
anH hpr 5-year old son (her husband was shot in South Africa)
who were en route to Paris, Alaric en route to the University
of East Anglia at Norwich (with wife and one son); next week
UP have two cousins from Jersey on a slumming trip to see how
the local colonists pig it so far from the amenities of life;
and then another cousin (plus son) from Echuca.

Glenda has signed on as an undergraduette at the ANU to
finish her degree, from January next, as they have recognized
+hQ four passes she achieved at the University of South Africa,
uonop the six months in Paris to brush up her French at the
q  hnnne. It seems that we live in an age of perpetual motion
°d that if one only keeps still in one place everyone else

will appear sooner or later.
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'Slavers in Paradise' has sold uell and out of a total

print run of 3529 only 327 are left. The normal run for a
serious book on the islands is 1500, but of course it uas the
island sales that made all the difference for very feu uere
sold in Australia, uhere Neu Guinea and Melanesia constitute
the Pacific Islands, and I think none in England, uhere the^
islands are some odd dots discovered by Captain Cook and uhich
have since disappeared. The reviews in the specialiist journals

'fst . are only now beginning to come out and uhen the last copy has
'  been sold I predict that the second-hand sharks uill mark it

up to at least $50 a copy.
The book has had the result of making the Pacific world

realize that I am still alive, a living fossil from the remote
past, and so the demands for information and advice are keeping
me busy. By a coincidence I had two on the Line Islands last
week, one from the flinister of Foreign Affairs in Rarotonga
on pre-European contacts between flanihiki, Rakahanga and Tonga-
reva and the tifin Line Islands, and another from flcGill Univer-

! ..^'u'--V sitv in Canada on Caroline, Uostok and Flint.
' k' ' To save time we have bought a superb Canon photocopier,

«  so now I need only type an original and then run it through
the machine for a copy. It is making our work on the new

.  baseline ethnography of the Gilbertese much quicker and Honor
oj- is able to put her string figures into the gadget and get

'J; really excellent copies for publication. They have to be
reduced by 50% but that is only a mechanical process.

V, ' ^ Before you left you very kindly offered to ferret out
'  and shake up old man McGuirk to relieve him of the Garstang
V 4^" • Papers, or rather to obtain photocopies of them. It is truly

terrible to think that such vitally important and interesting
.. . material is likely to be lost for ever when it could do so

much to illuminate the history of the Gilberts. Perhaps you
CQulcl get a private eye to find his present whereabouts (at"  my expense of course). Anyway whether you use bloodhounds
or the police don't spare my dollars in such a good cause.

^  I hear on the radio news this morning that your friend
■ ' Sij, Richard Posnett, the Governor of Bermuda, has been sacked

S'."" \ - oj, resigned for irregularities in the GH accounts. I suppose
•u: ' . he was caught pilfering the Head Chauffer's overtime allowance

^  " Qj, the fund for feeding the GH cat. You were lucky that
t: scrutiny uas so lax in your days, though one did hear stories;

i  and then I uas once shocked, as you knowif. to see you taking a
hribe by the swimming pool from the South Pacific representativ« pnn Lestyou should be trembling at the thought that I hac
witnessed the passing of a cheque for £50,000 it was a particu
larly foul-looking tie, which you gave to me when he had gone:
I still wear it. I took it at the time that you wanted to
r.in«o mv mouth by making me an accessory after the fact, so IhavrneOar told anyone.
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Talking of the Line Islands the Kiribati Government
has bought Fanning and Washington Islands for million
dollars so it seems a pity that Cartland prevented me from
netting them for £200,000, though uhen one allows for the
inflation ue've had since then I don't suppose the tuo sums-r " are very different in real terms. I expect that after they
have moved a feu colonists in they uill transfer the district,  h'q back again from Christmas, but presumably they uill build
an airfield first like they have done on most of the Gilbert
Islands.

Its wonderful the money that is floating around for.  ̂ the newly emergent nations to pick up when one thinks of
|-iQy little we were expected to manage on. The Pfl of Tuvalu
was here last week to get more funds for the Ellice and I
bet he went away with a million or two.

'  leremia Tabai came unstuck in Kiribati over a
increase the salaries of the top civil servants by 5%. He
made it a vote of no confidence and lost out, so resigned
and they had to have a whole new election for the House of
Assembly (te flaneaba ni Maungatabu).

He is back again with exactly 50^ of the votes, the
outer islands being his strength; Harry Tong came second
with 28^, mainly urban votes, plus the Northern Gilberts
and Christmas; and two others got 16% and 6^. But the\exercise cost $40,000 so let us hope that it is not repeated
s^ery feu months.
\  I8d better stop for to tell the truth there's nothing

to write about except the weather which is always hot and
never rains. Its amazing how Honor keeps the garden
and our extra water bill for the whole of jlast year, with
all those 48 sprinklers flat out, was only;$139; we were
expecting over $1000. But if it doesn't rain before August
we are to have water restrictions, when everything will go
to pot.

Ue voted today; for the Deadly Serious Party of Australia
The local candidate was a 19 year old girl, who calls herself
a  'pizza disposal expert from Darwin'. They have no platform
except to take what they need for themselves from the Treasury
and leave the country to run itself, which seems to us to be
a more concise and honest statement than anything emanating
from the other three parties.

Us could not in all conscience vote for Fraser, though
beinq ourselves income-wise in the top 5^ of Australians he.. . r-»Q-nenna1 iv no harm» But what rnada us spit tacks uas
the way he took everything from the bottom 25% to hand to the
too 1% who paid no income taxes at all. Anyway Labour willE  -U'nn a landslide so now all our savings will be taken to

H En the Unions, if by no other means then by the galloping
inflation which must result from their spendthrift policies.

On which cheerful note I end.
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Pla.-t ITo. 34 St . IJars.r.retra j

London Ror-d,
Guildford,

Surrey GUI ITJ.

6th July, 19S3.

- rny tlioiaks for your letter of the 29tli June, uhich I received

this morniny I feel co "bloody angry ahout j'-our non-rcocipt of the material
from HcGuirk that I an sitting dovm to ansuer letter at once. ITot only,
in ou-r telephone convercodion of some ireeks ago,^promise that he would have
ml.de end send you'"by airmail, a now set of the photocopies of the material.
hut ho also promised to send me l\ set of the 1, cud I go,ve him my
address which he repeated"to me over the telephone so there cru hardly have
heen a mistake. But I vras always rather duhioe.s whether he vrould reinemher to
send m.e photocopies of the motericd, hut it nefer entered my head that he
vrould fail to^ material to you - cuid hj?- odr-cail. So I have just gat
hack and waited to hear from jrou that you hc.ve received the material. IIov: that
you ha.ve not done so,. I feel, as I have expressed mjeself above, bloody angry.
I simply cannot ■ understand What LIcGuirk is up to - it can ha-rdly he money
since I offered to pay for the photocopies, and mentioned to him in ny first
letter thad you too vjould he ha,ppy to pay for them. Ifes he readly got
anything thad is wortn while I wonder ? But, ..as he does not see.m. to he
atte.mpting to sell anjdhing to you, thad h.ardly seems likely. Cn the other
hand, if what he has is not worth very much, he migJct he a, hit a-sha^raed ad
this stage to produce the little he has. Or, as I think you pointed out
very much earlier, he may he trying to sell the material for some vant gum
(a,s he fondlj'" imngines!) to some society or other; hut, if that is the case,
he should surely have discovered by now that such letters ane unlik ly to
he much of a marketa.hle^ commodity sa.ve to a speciadist and -where wo-ald he
find one of that" ilk in this country.

So, where do v/e go xrom here ? The alternadives seern to he -these;
either you vjrite to him and sa^y that you are hoping thad the photocopies
xrill soon "be available, as he promised mo to send them to you by .airmail;
or, I either telephone him or virite to him and say that I have not received
my -ohotpcopies (adding thad he has perhaps mislaid n-y address) and ? further
adding thad I have heard from you ̂ d thad you have not received your
photocopies either. Of course, I risk a snub in communicating vjlth him and
saying all thio; so I vrould prefer on the vdiole I think to x;rite to him. But
he might find i't more difficult to explain the position if I telephone him.
But I really do not mind petting in touch v/ith him for I feel so BLOODY AtlGRY
at this sort of nonsense. If, of course, there hai'e heen circumstances arising
which ha,ve made it very difficult or impossible for him to fulfil his promise,
then that is uaiderstanda'ble and he could explain it — though whj'- ha,sn't he done
so already.

.Inyv/ay, drop me a line and say which approach you think is the
most likely to Le successful, vrhich is what matters. ;

I don't envy you your task in preparing the Grimhle Papers for
publication, as Roseraary Grimhle seems to have "fiddled" v.dth the material.
But, of course, to those interested in the Grimhle material, one production:
(that of Rosemary's) will be rep.rdad surely -as tbe production of an amateur
so to spealc, vf ereas your ® e rega^rded as that of a professional, and
therefore of far more interest to other professionals, though it may not" adorn
so many coffee~tables.

I had a damned good laugh about your remarks anent a former chairman of
the Gilhei^gge language committee. I doubt if I ever deserved to be a member
even, ihough it did ray good when I was asked if I had passed my higher
standard' Gilbertese and was chaiiman of that committee at the Ba.naban High Court
ca.se in London, and hs,d the pleasure 01 seeing the Vice-Ghrncellor raise his
eyebroxvB-^in surprise. '

Priend Orr seems to have been talcing you for a bit of a ride. I agree
vdth all about him, save that I am rather dubious about his ability to
put thoughts into words - since so often he seems to me to choose the v.vong

phrases to express himself. But, Lord, hov/ badly he needs to be taught
write the Oueen's English*
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To open sOt here

Profesr.-.or U.S. KrudOj 0.

77 r'b hi", r Circle.

PORIMCT,

Auc'brg.lia 2603.

!'■ c;?*

Sender's name and address

P.D. i:i.c;.1._'r.\ln.j C.y»0.j

Pla"fc. llo. 34 S"*!;. rh,r£;arc'fc c,

London Rondj

Postcode h rrcy GUI hislojid.

An aerogramme should not contain any enclosure

To open slit here
I don'-t Icnow vihat he has "been telling you ahout ray stories. He knovrs of

course that I have OTitten them (20 in a,ll - 10 i think for'each century), and he is
almost as keen to get them published as he is to get his ovm published - simply his
sheer good nature to lend a hand. He has even found some obscure firm - Robert Brom
cc Associates (Australia) Pty, Ltd, of Ba.thurst, KSff, v/hom he has sounded out about
pu ication of ray storiesj vrithout my authority Or even vjithout nty asking him to do
so. ^d ths, firm has x-mitten to him suggesting that I send them my "txro best stories"
w- ichever they may be. Certainly it x-rould give me a kind of pleasure to see them in

^  inclined to douDt x-rhether they are x-rorth x-rhile. Ob-yiouslyy tooj they
deal of editing first, since I simply bashed them out on the

dilenm-i.^L"^!^!^"'^ thoxiight of their ever being nnblished. Nox; I am in a•  o edit and retype them xjould be a rather formidable task. I-Ihat shall I do -

hoc hoo. rather unpleasant xieather of late.' Here our xreather
TN '^4. A- * oorne da,y3 ago "the "temperai^ure v/as do-wn in iho highpast two days it has been 80° and 82 .

c-alliny in can post it.Uust, close and get this ax'7ay so :3.?,lly
Let tne knOx-j about HGrrX"'irk. as Epon ag yoxx c..n.
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l8th April, 1983.

34 St. Margarets,
London Roadj

d'~ Guildford,
\  / / Siirrey GUI ITJ.

fvflL
Lord, to parody the famous hook title of one Eric Bevington^

"the things I do for Maude, if only the (academic) vjodrld knew".

Yes, I traced the quite improhe-hly named McGuirk, and he telephoned

me last night (iTth April). He was as delighted as I was that I had managed

to locate him and, to cut a long story short, he hopes to he ahle to send you

photocopies of the material you seek hy airmail tomorrov; (l9th April),

lihether it was because he vjas excited or not, I don't know, hut he gabhled over

the telephone and, as he was ringing from the north of England (though not from

Blackpool), I found'it rather difficult to understand a lot of what he said.

I recall that he did comment on ahsent-minded Professors who left letters

unanswered for over two years - "disgraceful" said he.

Next time, hov/ever, please send more than one photocopy a-f your

letters (to McGuirk in this case), so that I do not have to have them made.

And I like your cheek in e,sking me to approach him - as though I had not enough

-to do vrithout vn?iting other-letters to trace him.

As he will doubtless tell you in his letter, he has now moved house

in Blackpool, hut, just in case he forgets in his excitement, his address is

now 71 Ascot Road, Blackpool, Lancashire. (Con't give you the postcode'as I

never discovered it). Ti ngaia anne, save to think that you might never have

caught up with him save for meJ

Just had a letter from yotir old pal Lester Gaynor. He vjrites inter ali<

"So far I hmve had four turndowns on trying to get one or tvro cha,pters publish

ed hut two requests still out. I am most patiently waiting for a letter from

Harry Maude and meanwhile sending along odds & ends to him". He again threatens

to tour the Facmfic (and Canberra) in I984, so v/atch out i

Delighted to receive your letter of the 5th March with its command to

get cracking and find I<;cGuirk notwithstanding, (incidentally, he suggested

replying to you direct rather than through me, so I gladly accepted).

So the Gilberts Islands Government have at last bought Panning j^nd

Washington Islands; v/hat a damned pity they did not do so years ago when you
recommended it. Hov/ absolutely typical.

Apart from the fact that I am hard-pressed at the moment trying to
help one of the grandchildren sort out a mass of postage stamps, and at the
same time try to get on with my research about the British Army in the
West Indies, with special reference to Antigua, between I7OI and 1871^, there
is not much to write about. The weather has been miserable, though not as
cold as last winter - but bitter v/inds, grey skies, rain, and an occasional

sun which has no vestige of heat in it. If -those who live in northern climes

can survive this sort of weather, its no wonder they a.re better eauipped to

run the -univers® than those who live in the easygoing tropics.
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Professor H.A.E. Maude, O.B.E.,

77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest.

CAEBSHRA A.G.T.

Australia.

Sender's name and address

P.P. Llaodonald. C.V.O.

Flat Mo. lA St. ]fer,^arets.

T.ondoTi Rnadj —

Pn-i 1 rlfni-'a j

Postcode Surrey GUI ITJ.

To oivHi <:fit hore.

You are lucky in having that water hill for a year at only $139. That
would re^fresent ahout 3 months of a hill here.

If you should feel like making some recompense for my tracking down
old man MoGuirk, my grandson suggests you might care to send me a Pitcaim
Islaiid stamp, 4d, with the Bounty Bihle on it. He has the rest of the set. It
i.Q T11e+. -nncsa-i VvlIS just possible you may have some to spare.

Bust close, im off to London tomorrow and have to get ready a number
of papers, etc. /, / v

/■

Aj^

%  A:
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T>. K' r-^"5* -t,, 77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
'  . ". A.C.T,2603, Australia,

14th Nay, 1963.

Ny dear P.D.N.,

I really am most grateful to you for all your strenuous
efforts to retrieve the Garstang correspondence from the
reneging NcGuirk (uhat a name).

You must have been uondering uhy I did not urite before
but I had intended to photocopy the letters as soon as thsy_

•  arrived and send them to you as a small solatium and an indic-
at ion of my deep sense of gratitude.

■Vl'5
But by nou it seems clear that one out of three possibil-

ities has eventuated:
't 'f ' '

*' «. (1) NcGuirk has spoken to friends or advisers who have told
him that the correspondence could be worth money, and
has therefore sent the packet to Sothebys or Christies;

(2) The owl sent them by surface mail, in which case they
should be here in time to make a nice Christmas present;

V- ,'V, • (3) He got a heart attack due to what you term 'his excitement'
' " and is now dead.

.*1'

-sVi" Nevertheless I really am most grateful to you for all that
»

1
.-.Tv

you did to discover the whereabouts of the miscreant from
justice. I cannot imagine imagine how you traced him to his

^  . ■ present lair but Scotland Yard should certainly engage you as
adviser to their 'Nissing Persons' Department.

I shall indeed send you a 4d Pitcairn stamp with a Bounty
Bible on it as soon as I can locate one, but not being a stamp
collector I am rather hazy about how to set on the trail; in

•  fact not a bit like you setting off, alert and on the ball,
r-' hot-foot on the scent of the NcGuirk. I see you in my mind

complete with magnifying glass examining the Blackpool streets
•" V for finger-prints.

^  Neanwhile I send the errant hopeful what is far rarer:
a Pitcairn Last Day and First Day cover. There are only 12
in the world (all with me but 2; no 3 now) and I have been

■  advised by the Editor of that prestigious journal Stamp News
'  (who I believe has written an article on them) that they would

,  ,1. . be worth a fortune if sold one by one at Harmer Rookes auction
>■' sales (the New York rather than the London or Sydney sales).
"4^ . . They are quite genuine for I bought the NZ stamp from

f * « ' Andrew Young, who ran the NZ Postal Agency, and posted the
letter addressed to myself in his Agency letter box on the
morning of the 14th. He then delivered it to me, duly stamped,

V  before closing up shop for ever at 4 p.m., and the next day
X bought a Pitcairn stamp and posted the letter again at the

f-
it. '

V,'
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neu Pitcairn Post Office, opened that day, and collected it
again from Roy Clark, the neu Postmaster, later in the day
(unlike Andreu Roy did not deliver and one had to fetch the
letters from tKe P,G.)» If your tibu likes to auction the
envelope it should pay for his schooling, and the 10^ commis
sion uhich you will no doubt charge should keep you in gin
and tonics for the rest of the year.

Yes Lester keeps writing but as he has finished his
book there seems to be no point. Uhat he cannot seem to
understand is that while I try to help everybody who writes with
a query on some aspect of Pacific studies I am not looking for
pen-pals, still less for people who are apt to turn up on a
round of 'personal contacts'.

Two letters came from him last week, one being about some
money allegedly left by Rongier's girl friend and financer,
which apparently you are to take to Ronald and presumably ask
him to cough up as being the head of the Fiji Government at the
time. Uhat it has got to do with you or me or Ronald beats
me as the obvious answer is for Podesser to go and see a good
Fiji solicitor.

Ue are well away with the Grimble book and I have gone
incommunicado until it is finished - hopefully by the end of^
the year. This does not ^include you naturally, or my relations
or close friends like Rene'e Heyum and fJaslyn Williams, but it
does include Lester and my 100 other correspondents.

The book is divided into three parts: the first containing
four unpublished articles on the maneaba; the second his
ethnographic notes, divided into subjects; and the third his
collection of oral tradition, prefaced by two more articles
on mythology and genealogy which I have found in ah old note
book.

Honor says that she owes you a letter and will write
D.U. and u.p. but right now she has been overdoing it and has
retired to bed, feeling too dizzy to stay up. She works flat
out every day on her many interests including the preparation
for publication of Pearl Beaglehole's String Figures from
Pukapuka and the affairs of the Order of St Luke the Physician,
she being Librarian of the local chapter, and looking after
old ladies more infirm than herself and helping in the Church-
womens flovement (she used to be President). She never seems
to have a minute free so its no wonder that she collapses
periodically.

Now we have our lovely Canon photocopier X can send you
copies of anything you want, and they are better than the
originals. No trouble at all.
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If you have any thoughts about what is to be done about
the McGuirk do please let me know; from your letter it sounded
as if he really meant to send at least copies of the Garstang
Papers, uhich uas all that I uanted, so his silence has got
me a bit beat.

Love from us both. Alaric and Annabel and
James leave for the University of East Anglia this ueek; you
wouldn't believe that there uas room for another University
so close to Cambridge.

Yours ever,

-t.

^'4 .

A, - L
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest, ' • \
A.C.T.2603, Australia, ;h,
29th Dune, 1983. v. «,, rv; j r. ■ ■^

Dear Paddy, .■, " ,

It uas good of you, and I assure you much appreciated,
to ring up that one-eyed, ring-toed old dragon at Blackpool by
the name of flcGuirk. Needless to say nothing from him has
arrived here but when I begin to think uncharitably about the
codsuallop I have to remind myself that I took several years
to answer his letter so that if I receive something from him
by the end of 1984 he will still be a better man than I am.

And there is the further thought that he has to live in
Blackpool, which must be a sort of self-inflicted purgatory like
the Indian gentry I remember when I was a child who used to sleep
on a bed of upturned nails.

In any case no matter for I am well ahead again preparing
the Grimble Papers for publication. It is rather more difficult
than I thought it would be because I find that Rosemary Grimble
(pseud, for Rosemary Seligman) has picked bits and pieces out
of the nss to adorn her coffee-table book, Fliqrations, Flyths
and naqic from the Gilbert Islands.

Actually hers is a beautiful book and very well produced,
while her illustrations are lovely, but like Grimble himself
she is a litterature and thinks nothing of omitting what she does
not like, changing the text for greater effect and mixing two
texts by different informants into a pastiche. So her book
is useless for serious workers on historical ethnography. But
can the original texts bear reproducing as the Old flen dictated
them to Grimble?

After some months of working on the manuscripts I am

gradually evolving a simple book for the 'man in the village'
epitomizing the history of the Gilbertese people from the earli
est days to the beginnings of European contact. I find it

-
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."■ ■■M' quite fascinatinq and, glcry ba, my Gilbertese comes back more

or less uithout effort as I go on reading page after page of

■■ -Sy

'■ vernacular text uith only occasional recourse to Sabatier's
t  • "''ii't.'' great dictionary, where odd's on the word is not to be found
^  anyway. A thousand pities that you are not here for I remember

'v^'' yQU as for years the omniscient Chairman of the Gilbertese
Language Committee and I should dearly like to refer many
obscure points for elucidation.

Honor and I have reduced life to a steady winter routine,
■ ■ * working from 9 to 6 at opposite ends of the dining room table:

Honor at her String Figures from New Caledonia monograph, now
nearly completed, and I at the Gilbertese flS texts. I do the

4  ■ shopping and outside chores and she cooks the one course in the
t  evening that needs cooking (otherwise we live as ever on raw

'  * ''-t'r e rabbits' food, which suits us). Once a week the whole house
j  is cleaned up by Sini but otherwise we leave it more or less

A  t * - ,

".fAi " alone.
" / ' Outside it is mid-winter and the temperature seldom rises

.  * " above 7° or 8°, and yesterday in the wind it was -17°, which I
suppose is your norm in winter but seemed chilly to me. So
we get little opportunity for gardening, which is just as well.
But the days are lengthening and one must get done with writing
while the weather is propitious for scribblers.

Your friend Orr has just been on a visit singing your
praises as usual. He is such an indomitable tryer that one's
heart warms towards him; but oh if he would only take a course
in writing what a difference it would make, for he has everything
else that makes a saleable author: observation, the ability to
put thoughts into words, and above all pertinacity - he merely
lacks technical skills, which can be taught.

L  ■ I gather that your own literary effusions may be published
in book form by a brace of Australian and New Zealand publishers
and I must congratulate you most sincerely in achieving a not

* ■
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inconsiderable feat, for as you knou less than half of one per
cent of uncommissioned manuscripts see the light of day.

I  found some of your essays distinctly hilarious, and
they were all of them very interesting but I must admit that
I  had considered them unpublishable in their present form,
again on largely technical grounds, but I shall be genuinely
delighted to have to eat my uords and to proffer my humble
apologies. Nou you mill be kept happily scribbling auay for
the remainder of your days, to the envy of Erb, uho got turned
doun after producing a literary feast uhich I should love to
see.

Uhat are you going to call the uork; 'Paddy's picaresque
persiflage'? I take it that it uill be classed as belles-lettres,
like the Pattern of Islands, being of the nature of an anecdotical
miscellany rather that an autobiography.

Honor sends her best and hopes that you are managing to
survive the English summer; the ueather here is more like our
recollections of England that ue can remember before in the 20
odd years ue have been here - cold and rainy. It makes one
quite nostalgic.

v. 4

r  :•
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Yours ever,
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'  '^ r,; 34 St. Margarets, London'I?oad,
„ r.i*> Guildford, Surrey GUI ITJ.

28th Fe'bruary, I983,
Mon vieux,

Gonunent vous portez-vous ? Here am I studying the Court page of
the Times and Daily Telegraph (perhaps Mr. Murdoch's "Sun", or the Daily
Mirror might have "been more profita'ble) to ascertain your state of health
after the accident to yourshoulder, but not a word. How is it ? Such enauirv
is the primary purpose of this letter.

I enclose a fev; cuttings from the Press regarding old man Fosnett,
xfhich do not Tinfortunately tell much of a story. I do not quite see why the
POO should have had to recall him, unless he was in some way involved i.e.
by not sitperyising the officials properly. But x^hat is interesting and"rather
significant is that he vjas recalled just before the Queen and the Duke visited
there and was absent from Bermuda during their visit. That does seem very
extraordinary - I have never hea,rd of such action being taken like that
before.

I don't know if you ever see a paper (or magazine) called the Economist. I
have a very high opinion of it and take it each week. The other day in its
section on book reviex^s, it had a long article about a book by one Derek
Freeman, Professor Emeritus of the Australian National University, and
allegedly an expert on Samoan language and customs. In the book he fairly
takes ̂'largaret Mead to pieces for her book on Samoa many years before
("Coming bf age in Sa^ioa" I think it was called). I had never studied it
or even read it, though from remarks about it which I had read it really
seemed that Margaret Mead was looking at everything in pink-coloured
glasses. The review in the Economist x^as, I assume, accurate in its
summation of Freeman's vievjs and expertise, but I liked its ending which
suggested that 'sleeping dogs should be left to lie'. But then academics
enjoy tearing their fellows to bits don't they ?

•  was absolutely appalled recently to read of those shocking bush-firesin oouth Australia and Victoria. Indeed, I x>ras so distressed that I at once
reached for my cheque book and sent, I think I can say, a generous
donation to the relief fund in London, such is my affection for Australia
and Its peoples. I sincerely trust that Alaric and his family were in nn wav
discommoded by the fires. The nev;s was made all the worse as far as I wsq

I  ̂ of places which were hard hitor destroyed; thus, the Dandenongs - I remember Bertie Mayrard taking me
on a long drive up that way and giving me a superb lunch at some country

And what about the timing of the bush fires (l hope you suffered none
around Canberra); right on top of a general election. It looks as thoua-h
^aser is going to be soundl^efeated, and its about time for a chanef too

he^J^es not rush things too much. But it looks-oug you had better keep your hands tightly on your vast income.
I have just been sorting out a lot of the records which I broua-h+

x/i me; its been quite a job. I seem to have acquired a mass of prin+P(^
re^or s by one H.E. Maude on, for example to name but one, "The Phoenix t,h
Line Islands with special reference to the question of British soveSl^t-
I suppose they will be x-;orth a King's or Queen's ransom one day. *

Hoxif does one stop old m^Ji Lester Gaynor writing to one about all c5nT»+ 4
extraneous matters concerning Christmas Island ? He will never get it +
printer and publisher at this rate. In his latest letter I note thai\
he hopes to persuade Mildred (his wife) to undertake a Pacific tou?
including Victoria and New South P'ales. So watch outll! Xnd if t t '
round-the-world tour in 1984) I had better watch out too'. '

The weather here has been lousy. We did not have a great de 1
south but xirhat we did have 'lay' for some three weeks and has onl °
meanxv^hile, bitterly cold vjinds and temperatures in the lov: tb-iT.+-i^ #cne;
and frosts at night. each day

I have been suffering from a slight attack of l^bago which i^ t. •
rising from a sedentary position but otherwise does not discommof^o whe
nearly gone now. ; ae me; it is

Must ©losej L
L

jr. .r
l i -n m



^Plat No. 34 St. Margarets, London Road,
Gnildford, Surrey GUI ITJ.

7th March, I983,

Having vjritten to you a fev; da^s
a.go, I have little to add on =this occasion. But
there have "been two i;tems in the UIC Press xjhich
may possibly not hav^been reported in the great
Australian nevjspapers.

The f'irst relates to Henderson Island in the
Pitcairn Group, a,nd I enclose a cutting on the
suj}ject which appeared in the papers here on the
3rd March. There were one or tvjo short Press
cuttings previous to this one, about an American
millionaire seeking a place in the vrorld to avoid
the nuclear holocaust, in which it stated that he
proposed to buy the island and settle there. Hovr-
ever, I am sorry I did not cut the items out, but
in any case the suggestion of purchase got short
shrift. But what is the future of Pitcairn and
Henderson when the irJaabitants of the former fin
ally abandon it ? and when will that be ? I assume
the USSR will try for a takeover ?

The other cutting relates to old man Posnett
t'jhom you will recall was sent out to see the Ban-
abans when their cases were on. Personally, i a_fj,
not sorry iD see what has happened to him; he was
infernsHly offhand, indeed riide, to me in Suva for
which there was no call. Be that as it may, i-fc '
must ha.ve been a shook to the old boy to have
ended his career like this. The two predecessors
in the Governorship on Bermuda were all men with
ample private means, which I have a suspicion
Posnett had not. In that case his P^®'tecessors may



Plat llo. 34 St. Liargarets,
London Road, *■

Guildford,
Surrey GUI ITJ. .20th Lay, I983.

I received your letter of the 12th May forty-eight houxs ago - quite a
quick transit for these days and, in viev? of thepaniclcy tone of the second paragraph
in v;hich you foresaw all the horrible things which might happen to the Garstang
correspondence, I went into action for you once more. I managed to obtain McGuirk's
telephone number - it is Blackpool 34551 j case you need it - and I telephoned him

this evening, and fortunately caught him at home.
I said (quite untruthfully) that I had just received a letter from you asking

xvhether I had yet managed to locate him (UcGuirk) an^j if so vrith x-;hat results. (This
of course you Icnev; from my last letter to you, but that little white lie seemed "he
simplest way to start the conversatior)>. ile.ving identified him I asked v:helQ<rhe had yet
been able to send you the relevant documentation and, if so, vjhen. He said that he
had sent the photocopies (which he added viere very good) about " a week ago", I then
asked him if he sent them fer airmail or sea mail, explaining thatthe^^ormer would take
a week but the latter about 6 to 8 weeks. He said that he did not know as his vjife
had posted them. So I asked him vjhether the postage vias expensive, i.e. probably air
mail, but he did not Icnovj! Bu.t I must have made an impression because he has promised
now to send you by air mail the set of the photocopies which he prepared for himself
and to send m® S' coursel If he does send a set to me, even if your's never
arrive, you can have mine if you need them.

He was fall of chatter but the call being the length and breadth of ifingland
and the fact that he "gabbles" and that my hearing is poor - I did not hear much of
vrhat he said. Hovjever, I repeated vihat I thought he said on the vital points as
recorded above, and he confirmed them. Unfortunately also we viere cut off in the
middle of the call and I had to ring back - a double call - I'll be banlcruptedj

If the photocopies which he says he posted about a vxeelc ago go by surface mail
jrhey vri.ll m?ke a nice Xmas present; otherwise you should receive tx-hem before you
receive this letter. Please let me knovr the outturn of these events, i

ind I must rush off gnd post this letter this evening as Londay is the Sprint Barf-
holiday and no one does any vjork tomorrow (Saturday), incluciing doubtless the P,0.here

Thanlc you for the very munificent presenf of that almost uniqup envelope, I r T
feel a bit embarrassed at such a gift. I am not going to give it to uy grandson phil
atelist until I (mi satisfied that he vrill take, care of it and not rush off n

.  "cash"
itII If is certainly an almost unique ^^-ift compared to the little I have done to

old man LcGuirk. But my grateful thanks all the same. °
Will not v.r-ite any more novr. I vrill notor dovm to the post office and

early mail tomorrow morning (Saturday); othervrise it may not go till TuesdayiU
In great haste. Love to Honor, t

'm ,tU i( mi, ', fn/K .. .
i  ijd



have used a lot of their privcite fuuds on this

and that, hut Posnett not heing thus heeled ,
used Government funds, vjith the crj?rent
disastrous results. I cannot really helieve thai
he dipped his hand in the till or did something
like that. But I see from the cutting that the
Minister of Finance is "deraanding full restit
ution".

After his treatjiient of me (and some others)
in Suva, I felt it mdght ha,ve he en much better
if the PGO had appointed you (with me as your
assistant)- to deal with the Banahans, I still
feel that would have heen hest.

P.3. I seem to recall that Honor said that your
next oversea, journey was to he to iJiue. If that
is so, my grandsons have told me that they v/ould
like some stamps from that d-istant island, if
you vrotild he so kind. y ^

J . f . / /7f-> >
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T.2603, Australia,

19th NouGmber, 19B1,
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ny dear P.D.f],,
I have, believe it or not, almost got abreast of the

correspondence. I told Lester last week that I had written
97 letters since I commenced on the marathon: now the score
is 103 and I have declared a moratorium.

i'- i.v,^.

You may well ask why I wrote to Lester and the aaswer
is because he asked for an immediate reply and I am still
sufficiently civil service minded to give the urgent letters
priority treatment. He has reacbbd the stage of final pre
paration for publication and this involves a number of decisions
on format, appendixes and the like. I do trust that he can
get his book published after all this terrific effort but
knowing the condition of the publishing trade I should be
worried. Probably, however, he has got a pretty well guaran
teed sale to all his ex-buddies on Christmas.

I have not yet had a moment to do my Income Tax Returns
(due 1.7.81) but Honor reckons that you would not mind paying
the 10^ fine for being late, as it will be caused by writing
to you first. It will, I*m afraid, be two fines, for I always
do our forms together so as to equalise our incomes as far as
possible.

At this point everything stopped for a letter arrived
from Caroline Ralston to say that she is writing a comparative
survey of nativistic religious movements in the 19th century
and would like a preview of our 'The Tioba cult and the Tabit-
euean religious wars of 1879-1880*. She did a good review
of the Slavers in PIU but criticised the cover and title so
Honor says she is not to have anything. However I*ve sent
her the article but called her a 'fetchy so-and-so* and warned
her that I am writing to PIM *in validation of the word
"Paradise" as a geo-litorary locational term*; as she won*t
know what that means it will saaare the pants off her. I can
*sling the bat* as well as the best of them but, unlike the
professionals, I regard the jargon of the social sciences merely
as an amusing exercise in concocting nonsense.

I beg laave to state that your *Power comes out of the
Barrel of a Gun* is a real humdinger and one of the best that
you have written. I hope that it will not merely be kept aaong
your interesting relics for the edification of your great
grandchildren but that copies will be sent to the National
Archives at Tarawa so that it can be used as a secondary source
by future Gilbertese historians. For that is what it is: the
raw material of history, though since you do not quote your
references you will be cursed by all who use it.
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It is a good story and you obviously knou your sources
bettar than I do and if you bothered to polish it up into a
literary format you could make a publishable article out of
it; but the rewriting, and revising several times, the cutting
out of superfluous fat, the polishing of each sentence, all
takes an inordinate amount of time, I have never, I think,
taken less than three months over an article, and seldom get
auay with rewriting a sentence less than Stevenson's statutary
seven times, so admitting that you are faster than I am I doubt
if you could do it in less at your advanced age (not to say
general decrepitude).

It does seem a pity to waste it on your offspring's
progeny, for they will inevitably get it all wrong, and one
can easily guess how easily it will become yet another of

:  your family myths:
Young flacdonald - 'fly grandfather used to blow natives out

W-. of guns because they didn't want to become Englishmen,
V. ' ' T' . Plother read it to us one night and said that the Queen

'  knighted him for it, I bet your grand dad never blew
natives out of guns,'

-  Young commoner ~ 'Uell, what if he didn't, I wouldn't wanthim to. But my grandfather could blow smoke out of his
ears, I bet your grandparent never blew smoke out of

.  his ears,'

1 .

;  And so on, ad infinitum,
I hesitate to point out minofc errors except to say

that your mention of protective armour and helmets applies
almost exclusively to Tabiteuea, I will send you a copy Cf
the Tioba waffle when it appears as it deals with this point.
You skirt delicately around the fact that Keyes and firs Glover
were actually living in sin, but I realize that your grand
children would not know what this meant. Your last para
also moralizes (again for the beneCit of your descendents)
by pointing out quite properly that every decent Britisher
prescribes the slow torture of hanging in preference to

'  instantaneous death by shooting, just as he rightly idolizes
fox-hunters but execrates someone who kicks a dog who is
trying to bite him.

Should you ever wish to do further work on Keyes and
Pugh you should look up Louis Becke's article 'Jack Keyes wife,
A tale of Equatorial Polynesia', The Sydney Bulletin, 27,6,93,
where you will find yourself forestalled by an ever bigger

. 7^ prevaricator. Also 3,E, Chamberlain's 'Synopsis of uiyage of
-  the florning Star for the year 1875* (ABCFfl G575/3), and the

report of the murder, by Capt, Eury of the E,K, Bateson, in
the Sydney f^ail for 18,12,75, Eury took Flay Glover to Sydney,
where she had friends (dep. Abaiang 14,9,75), You evidently

'"i'
i  ■*,
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have SOS to Gov., Fiji, no.136 of 23.10.76, but there are
interesting sidelights on the preparations on shore to
shelter from the threatened firing by Pugh in Taylor to Clark,
26.5.76 (HMCS), Pugh had said that he could not spare the
church so it had to be partially dismantled and removed out
of range; and the villagers brought their uorldly belongings
for storing in the mission compound, uith their uomen and
children. The Hawaiian who befriended day was called Haina.

*ThudJ, Thud!, Thud!, Thud!, » is a good story,
but the title could be bettered. Of course it is only for
those who do not knou that the incident uas merely all in the
day's work for your brother officers uho uent on shore to do
their duty regardless of weather conditions instead of sitting
on board drinking beer; but I suppose you seldom disembarked
except in a flat calm so it must have been memorable.

Honor laughed no end at the thought of your drinking,
as you have the honesty to admit, 'strong whiskies', garbed
in a grass skirt; and certainly I would donate a hundred
dollars for a photo of you standing up and deliveringm your
harangue to the Island Government (and, if I know the Nanu-
means, the rest of the island looking on) with a glass of
'strong whisky' in one hand and dressed in nothing but your
blushes and 'a profusion of grass skirts'; like a debauched
batere dancer in a tiered riri. No, I'll make it a thousand
dollars - it would be worth it, and I could sell it to PIH
for their next month's cover.

And here I must stop for the nonce as today's mail has
brought an urgebib request to translate the appropriate chapters
of the Slavers into Tokalauan, and another from a flarquesan
girl in California asking whether I know of a valley on Uapou
where there is a community of virgins uho worship the sun -
she wants tojjoin them. In case you would like to write
to her she signs her name as Odmpah Tarieata Tahiti a V/ou.
I'll send on any Aillets-doux you care to pen.

Uill write again as soon as I have read some more of
your peripatetic adventures. I don't knou if you read the
Ebglish classics of the late 18th and early 19th centuries,
but bound together your episodic sagas would make a picaresque
volume along the lines of 'Joseph Andrews', 'Lavengro' or even
'The Vicar of Uakefield'.

Yours ever,

m "v-'

v-
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Plai^No. 34 S'fc' Kargaretsj London Road, Guildfordj Surrey GUI ITJ.

(i^ pVili 24th September, I98I.
. , ^ was delighted to receive your letter of the l6th September, as vnllbe eviaent, if only by reason of this almost immediate reply. Frankly, I thought tha-

you must have been ill. I know that you are perenially busy, but I never dreamed thet
you were so overwhelmed as you appear to have been - and maybe still to be As it •
it is the vn-etched Honor whom illness appears to have struck, and give her'mv lo^rg^^'
and tell her that I hope she is fully receovered by the time that this letter repob^-
you. Your4 getting a^bit impertinent in your dotage; you sound like a ruddy ci^^?
servant taking me to task for not numbering th^fenclosures in my letter of tb^ in+v
August, nor listing them in a schedule.' But then I've dropped some of
since I left the Service - and it gives me much relief not to type more than I hl?e tc

But, for heavens sake, you really must ease up. You talk about -my simolv
to Lester Gaynor and John Orr vdth "no answer", but you seem far
your 67 letters to which ansuers are reouired. The t?cuhle is t^ari le^c^ A"
a Cadet Officer by chaps like Maude and Vaskess, in whom I stood in the greL^f ̂  ®
of course, to answer every communication, even if it was only a formal acknowl
and/or thanks, and I ve prs.gtically never deviated from those instructions w
Bpt you really must ease up _ NOW - not until you reach 80 Yea^T \ ''
wiSh to visit Ceuherra in the fall of 1982 and have to a "sh to Sf f
I wish to see the last of you, I'm surprised that Honor does not rasn,, 1 i

as

I wish to see the last of you, I'm surprised that Honor does not reallv bniit ^ 1
perhaps she does not feel justified!"You say that I don't icnow what it is to live in a constant whirl of ±TY±ns to

catch up on work. That is quite true as of now, at the Yanks say. But beUeie me '
I v;as Cu, Leeward Islands, with a grant-aided Federal Government to cope with

plus S B^dwin l^lolTrnlr^, ̂aS"^!f^bit ̂^iy^g^on ^^-^^i^'lSands
luok thai I did not have a mental breaJcdown. I'll tell you more when^rsee yor""®

I realise that to one of your millionaire status, fiddlina your tL
take up a lot of your time, skill and intellect. I'm the lasy gjy, 1
it all - costly; but saves ,a lot of mental wear and tear. ^ ̂  do

iJhat's all this about neo-Lama,rck theories and cultural determinism ' Ymi
like Held Cowell at his worst, and there's no need to worsen my inferioritv
You won't find any of that sort of nonsense anyway in my storiL.' complex.

I regard it as a compliment that you only marked my file b.u 21 in
Witten "82" It sounds from your activities that it would have been mllfl'r,
But nJa^iez £|| £eu£, there's no hurry. And there's no need to nit-pick
give them half marks for tp'ing, and add that they are either wortLSlH^l^lr™ ̂

I have written one or two mere stories W"The Amateur Boctors" (Si the
therein being based on my omi experiences on Ocean Island or Funafuti m
Fat ale Housekeeper, set in^he New Hebrides and how Captain F H ht n • f ISEHe
natives in cold blood; and The Isabella Tragedy, also about tv, i tiiree NH
HMS Cormorant grabbed a couple of NH chiefs, and killed^ne on Lard
both were later found to be totally innocent of the massacre of +! ̂^^ship, thougj
ed and considered guilty. They were killed - I almost virote murdeSJ suspect-
petty officers and ratings, but there was a conspiracy of silence f
never revealed. Its really quite a story. Maybe I will send these^tcrJe
surface mail sometime, by which time the pressure on you mail be lesSenf^

Its all very x^ell for you to criticise me for snlit -iriPH
pleonasms (what the hell are they ?), &cr but let me tell you, MaSde
fewer than at least one spelling mistake in your letter, wMch is sSockiL
tutored me for some y^ears. I was really shocked. ^ iccKing for one who

I was interested in your_solution to the Andrew Armstrong/Cowie impas.«Wellin^on. I agree that Cowie was essentially a radio operafL, but Z lL IL
Ke was D.O. Xmas Island too. And it never occurred to me that he might no^ b
the courtesy of the officers' mess. I still find it incredible remLb ® enjoyed
the warship was. And when they went ashore together - as they did - surely^eSr
both must have asked of one of the navy boys who the other was. I wish If or
Por us to see Andrew again. We should have hauled him up to London wbov, Possible
hire for the Banaban High Court Eases. were both

Hooray for "Slavers in Paradise". I can hardly wait to receive it

rr. S-s- - " r:
if whether

V V
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Professor H.B. Maude, O.B»a.,
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F.D. Macdonald. C.M.G.. G.V.O.

Flat No. 3A St. Karggmets.

London Road.
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GUILRFORT).
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■i.-. • • < . >. S.;.

Weak boob that I am, rallying to Lester Gaynor's plea that I should visit the FRO here
and get him a photocopy of Sir William Wiseman's report of his annexation of Fanning,
Washington and Xmas in H.H.S, Caroline in 1888. It meant a whole day's expedition to
London - and out to Kew where the Fro is now situated. But it took me hours to locate it.
You may know that the UK Givil Service struck and went slow etc. etc. for several months
this year over a pay claim but our Maggie'Thatcher refused to give thsm more than
though they claimed some 12^ xf I remember aright. The res.nlt is that civil servants arestill absolutely bloody-minded and vowing revenge! What is worse unfortunately is that
there is an a.ppallingly unhelpful attitude in their work - i"- "tLe FRO at any rate. It
was the most bloody-minded unhelpful lot of civil servants I have ever stfuck and I have
struck some pretty bad ones in my time. Add to that, that a number of the staff were
on leave, after the strike, and that it was pretty meagre, and I cannot say that it was
a day which I shall alv/ays remember with joy. Hm,jever, iii letter to Lester, I told
him all this and added "Never again", so I hope he takes the hintj

Wow I must cease. My love to Honor and I hope she's fully recc«f^ered.I repeat
that I don't want to find either 5r both of you in the cemeteryAV/hsn-1 come out in I982.
sp both of you just ease up please. ' ^ ■n0t4deti' '

FINALLY, THIS LEITT^ NOT, REQUIRE AI^D GEHfTAlM DOES NQT A REPLY.

o U
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Dear P.0.1*1.,

Your letter of the 7th September has just arrived
(on the 15th - rather quick for these days) and my conscience
is ill at ease for I know too uell that I should have replied
to your last effusion, dated I see the 10th August, with its
Enclosures I-IX, unnumbered and not even listed in a Schedule
attached.

Unfortunately they arrived at a most inopportune
u., ■ * . time for relations had come to stay and when they left HonorV  collapsed with a virulent germ uhich they uere kind enough

;  to bring with them. She uas in bed for 10 days and yesterday
'.r. ■ . V , *• uas her first excursion abroad (to do some shopping).

■  . On top of that I have a list of 67 (sixty-seven)
,  letters on my table overdue for ansuering and neu requests
'  for information and advice arriving at an average of 3 a

day (over the past 3 months).
/ ̂  Then to add to the normal state of arrears the Slavers

appeared on the scene uhich has necessitated a daily schedule
\ ^y ' ' of signing, packing, addressing and posting to all corners ofthe uorld (the last four sent yesterday were to Noruay, Finland,

Russia and Uruguay) uith a neat note in each thanking the
recipient for whatever he or she has done and saying that the
present is being sent as a little expression of my gratitude.
I have 34 more to do, uhich uill take me another ueek, all
going uell.

All uho contributed to *The Changing Pacific* have to
get one; all uho have sent me copies of their oun uorks, and
all uho are oued a letter uhich I have not had a time to write.
It uill total 100 by the time I finish, or collapse, and I
have had to set aside Si,000 for purchases and postages. But
at least my conscience should be more or less clear for the
first time in years. You don't know what it is to live in a
constant whirl of trying to catch up on the work.

In addition I have to do our income tax returns uhich
normally take a week of blood and tears; they uere due on
the 1st July. None of that slapdash affair uhich does for
the British authorities but separate returns for Honor and
me uith as far as possible the same income declared for each
so as to minimize the the rate, and uith separate returns fo»
Honor's business (The Homa Press) and my professional earnings.
I had to transfer $200,000 in shares and debentures to her
last year (she already has the house and the neu car) and nou
the income tax minimizer says not to transfer more (lest she
should find it better business to divorce me and start afresh,
no doubt) but declare ourselves a family trust and bring in
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Alaric, Annabel and the grandchildren. But they could then
outvote us 4 to 2 and snaffle everything? In any case uhen
can I get the time off to uork on it,

I have also to read a rather difficult uork on neo-
Lamarck theories and cultural determinism for a IMeu York
outfit and produce a series of quotable quotes on the Poly
nesian Dournal of Henry Byam flartin for the Dodd, Head outfit,
both being urgent. But publishers aluays consider enervthing
urgent till they have to commence editing uhen the sense of
urgency seems to abruptly cease.

And I had to stop here to rush off to the Cartographic
Department in Human Geography to get my maps fixed up for a
paper I finished last month on *The Tabiteuean Religious Uars
of 1079-80* for the Oournal of the Polynesian Society to
celebrate exactly 50 years of uriting for that periodical.
Honor and I are ding it jointly and they say that it is a
record: the others all took to drink after 40 years.

All this prolix preamble is merely to explain that
uhile I read through several of the titillating passages and
other bits of your more rococo rodomontade uith a considerable
degree of risibility, I had then to put them firmly auay in
a manilla file labelled *Paddy*s perspicacious pl8asantBiB84;,
and marked B,L).21,10,81 * less I became absorbed in the occu
pation of nit-picking, uhich is aluays time-consuming.

For that they are interesting goes uithout saying,
particularly to one uho if the truth uas told uould rightfully
be the hero of more than one episode. And I see nou that
I misunderstood you - having just read once again through the
prolix persiflage in your tuo letters. For I had got the
idea that you uanted a commercial appraisal such as I am
accustomed to urite (for a fat fee), uhich involves content,
accuracy, comprehensiveness, compositbion, style and, above
all, saleability.

This necessarily takes days, but nou I see that your
essays are uritten for the delectation of your descendants,
kinsmen and conceivably collaterals, I can read them for sheer
pleasure, ignoring the split infinitives, non sequiturs,
pleonasms and anachronisms. And a very real pleasure it uill
be to put you right on a feu of your uilder mis-statements.
It uould indeed be a tragedy if some of your more libellous
canards got into circulation, thus distorting all the best
efforts of veracfflous and objective historiographers like
myself.

But give me time for right nou if I uas to read them
uith anything like the care they deserve I uould be a cot
case, for the mountain of correspondence has for once got me
doun. And don't say uhat a lady did from London not long
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ago: 'Yqu could haue ansuered my questions in half the time
you took to explain why you could not do so at the moment'.

It is a benign spring day in the garden and I would
give anything to be enjoying it, but must work to an inflexible
9-6 schedule 7 days a week. And someone has just telephoned
from Sydney asking for a review of Solange Petit-Skinner's
new book on 'The Nauruans( - are you keen on 'body care',
for she is and gives pages on how the Nauruans deal with
axillary hairs and pare their toe-nails. Uer^i illuminating.

I will try to find out something about the Guatemala
episode and recollect that a New Zealand correspondent sent
me a reference a few months back; but how to find it, for my
records system has broken down when I was writing the
Peruvian piffle.

How to put off Lester Gaynor and friend Orr is easy
- don't answer. After all you have retired - as I intend
to do on my 80th birthday, all being well. After retirement
'no answer is the stern reply'.

And re Cowie the point is that Andrew was a member
of the wardroom on H.fl.S. 'Uellington*; not so Corrie, who
was essentially a wireless operator and a member of the petty
officer's mess. Andrew and he might have mat, though Corrie
would not have access to the quarter-deck, but I doubt if
either would have rembered the fact after 40 years.

Finally I take pleasure in sending you a copy of
Slavers in Paradise: the Pacific Islands paperback edition
published by the Univessity of the South Pacific in Suva and
the University of Papua New Guinea in Port f'loresby. The
Australasian hard cover edition being published by the
Australian National University Press and the American edition
being published by the Stanford Univesssity Press in California
are attractively cased in a green cloth cover with gold
lettering on the spine but only advance copies have turned
up. I did not bother about an English edition for there is
no interest in Pacific historical research in Britain these
days and most of the publishers, including the OUP, are
bankrupt anyway; but the great work can be abtained from
Eurospan in London, who keep a small stock.
-  It goes to you S.A.L,, for only the ultra-affluent
(those who travel first-class through life, of whom I could
name one but won't) can afford to send their billets-doux
by airmail for $11 when S.A.L. is as fast and costs S3.40.

Uith great respect,
I remain,

Yours ever.t,:,.

•>

V.' • /
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Flat No. 34 St. Margarets,
London Road,

Guildford,
Surrey GUI ITJ.

7th Septemher, I98I.

I need some advice and assistance, but, first, did you
safely receive that large envelope (which cost me over £5 to send airmail
and presumably all it has done is to confirm you that one, vjith such
a vast private income that I have, can afford such bagatelles))i

Truth tell tell, I have half been expecting a rather rude retort
to some of those stories which referred to my senior officer - ex Jesus
College, Cambridge; or a critical retort concerning the poor English
in which the stories were vrritten, or maybe irtBccuranies in the
'historical' stories.

Maybe all the stories did was put you to sleep; or maybe you threw
them into the VJPB as things of little vrorth; or...but vjhy go on ?

But I have certainly got a great deal of pleasure writing them -
in the cage of the 'historical' ones since they interested me and_.
enlarged my knowledge of happenings in the 19th century; in the case
of the other stories, because they brought to mind happenings and"
fellow officers vjhom I admired, despite their faults (in many cases).

But I now want to tackle one tentatively entitled "Prom the Gilbert
Islands to Guatemala and back". I have quite a lot of material for it.
Captain Davis's report of course provides the opening chapters, so to
speak, hut then there is a hiatus until I895 vjhen Gleeson and the
Gilhertese were all ather complaining or demanding to be repatriated.
I have plenty in respect of the latter period. But virtually rothing
in "the years 1893 - mid-l895> and that, despite having made copies of
every document I could find in the IJPHC Archives. Can you fill thg. gap
or suggest how I can fill it ? I don't think its any good re-examining
the WEO Archives (even if they are yet available, which I much doubt).

yovf can probably help on one point. The HGVJP vjrote to SS in despatch
Mo. 2 of 8th January 1893, enclosing a list showing where the Gilhertese
were engaged by the "Hontserrat". He also enclosed extracts from the
"Weekly Examiner" of San Francisco giving an account of the voyage and
proceedings of the "Montserrat " by a reporter of that journal vjho accomp
anied the vessel in the capacity of a seaman. He also enclosed an extraw/c1
from the New Zealand Herald. ALL THE ENCLOSURES VffiRE MISSING PROM THE
WPHC RECORDS. Now that can only pojht the finger at either Svjinboxime or -
yes - Maude. Come on, please make copies for me of the two latter extracts
- I have the figures of those recruited from another file). Really, I am

shocked if it is you; you should have known better and inserted copies
for poor researchers like myself.

To change the subject - how does one put off recearchers like Lester
Gaynor and John Orr ? They are still bothering me somewha..*t with
enquiries.

Incidentally, I have v/ritteh two more stories - "The Amateur Doctors"
giving some of my experiences, and "The Pemme Fatale "Housekeeper"", a
tale of the New Hebrides. Would you like to see them ?

In haste; Sally has just come in vjith her children and demanded
lunch11J

i

■/ I r
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To open slit here
To open slit here

Later - after feeding that moh on harahurgers, coca cola and ice creamJ ^
Did John Orr mention to you the strange case of Andrew Armstrong and

vras once the D.O. on Xmas Island. Andrew did the round trip iri H.M.S. Wellm^on
(lucky fellow) visiting Xmas Island, Maiden and so on. At Xmas the vessel embarked ,
Cowie to return him to Suva and thence to Australia or NZ. So Andrew and Cowie Urhom
I never mdb) must have lived in the wardroom the whole of the voyage from Xmas to
Suva, via Maiden and other islands. But Orr, who has written to Andrew,
whom he has spoken to in NSW, says that both categorically deny knowing each other.
There is no question but that it was the one voyage, and not different voyages and
there are photog3iaphs of both going ashore at Maiden Island. I ^oo have checked the
dates of the vessel's voyage, Andrew's presence on the vessel and Gowie's embarkation
at Xmas Island. iJow you know that the wardrooms on those sloops viere tinyj they could
not have misseCother by any chance, 'Jhat'.s the answer ? Andrew's faint porapousness
and snobbishaess ? or was Cowie offendfed by him in some vray and refused to have
anything to do with him ? I must admit I cannot understand it - especially as i s now
ancient history.



Plat No. 34 St. Margarets, London Road,
Guildford, Surrey GUI ITJ.

10th August, 1981.

Dear Harry, herewith, as I think I vaguely promised, my first efforts in relating

some stories alout the Nestern Pacific, Xirhich you said that you would kindlj'- cast
ah eye over. I Hope they afford you some amusement, and possibly some interest.
2. I should first of a.11 explain that there are three stories based on historic
al incidents, and tliree related to my personal experiences. So far as the former
are concerned, I have done a certain amount of research, in addition to having
some records v;hich I made in Suva, and I thinlc it can be said that they are all
historically accurate. Insofar as the last-mentioned three stories afe concerned,
they are all based on actual experiences, except that I used the viriter's
equivalent of poetic licence at times, as I shall note below.
3. I apologize for the typing, but then I am no professional, but still a two-
index finger man. Hovjever, I thinlc the stories are legible, syen if the typing
does not make for enjoyable reading.
4. As for the sjjyle, I have made no attempt to put the stories dotm in yotir
superb academic style 1 that would- have taken too long, and I doubt if the results
vjould have been worth the time taken. The stories have only had one draft, direct
by me on to the typev/riter and then, after correction and emenda,tion, typed as a
fair copy. That is in any case the only v;ay which I really know how to write and
have thus written over the years. '
5. Further as to style, first, I have aimed to let those vrho vjrote the reports
tell their ovm stories in their own words; this means that some of the stories are
perhaps rather long, but I thinlc they are more effective if told thus e.g. in the
case of the very youaig Lieutenant in the story entitled "Massacre at Kandoliana".
Secondlyj some of the material quoted e.g. the despatches from the Foreign Office
or "the Colonial Office is in the most archaic language; writers keep on "moving"
others to- do something or other; imagine such a phrase today. Thirdly, they do°
helo to illustrate the shocking delays that ensued in despatches between the
poreigJ^ .Colonia,l Offices. I do not think that severe precis of such documents
with a footnote would achieve nearly the same effect.
5^ V/i'th regard to the titles of the stories, I thinlc those of the historical
incidents are satisfactory, but I am not particularly ha.ppy with two of those
of the stories of personal experiences, viz. "Tales' from the Courts", and "Tales
fyoin "the Posts" but, at short notice, I cannot thinlc of substitutes. Perhaps you

7^ As regards personalities, I assume that Swinboume, S.G. Glarke, Noa, Nape,
Highlahd, Horning Star, Baverstock, Dr. Young, I-Iandley, Rougier, and Hone-Evans
have passed on ̂ d, whilst Bauro. Ratieta probably has not, I have not named him
pnd -the circumstance,' attributed to him as an interpreter is not uncomplimentary.

_ T think - I have s5r)eT.ar5 ..j:- >• .. . ^ , „ •
Mercif"-l^y - °h.e of my-"senior officers" v7hom I only refer'
-fco as a product.of "Jesus College Cambridge", though quite unlike the tough
werbarians vJhom I knew at that College bvrteen I928 and 1932. Or course I cannot
■nromis® that more cri ica references will not be made in the later stories. I hope? have not been too tough on old Swinboume but, after all, it is difficult not to
^  cri-fcical-g® Nith regard themselves, I make the follovjing comraents;-

iipnwer comes out of the barrel of a gun". A nice ending to that story would
he to add that no European was ever again murdered on Abaiang, but V70uld that
•he true ? -As far as I Icnow it would be, but you v/ill know for sure.
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"T'TiP! reluctant Bmpire-'builders". Adverting to one of the points in paragraph
5 aJbove about archaic l^anguage, see the delightful Phraseology used in the
letter of the US Charge d'Affaires - thus, "Ky Government has however slept
upon its rights". But there is a real puzzle in this case which I hope you
ma-y "be able to elucidate, viz. the termination of Rick's appointment, and the
likelibood that the Us Government knevi of Davis's mission before he even
left Sydney; in this connexion, see particularly the last paragraph on
page lOj and. the remainder of that paragraph, and the succeeding paragraph
on page 11 • I hope the first example of German brutality cited in the first
■caragraph on page 16 will not shock youJ As for the conclusion, I hope that
I have effectively demolished the German case for the UK taking over the
Gilberts; their reasons vjere utterly feeble, as the UK ought to have knovjn.
But vjas Germany hoping that the UK vrould renounce its rights und.er the 1886
Agreement and let Germany taJce over the islands. The German arguments seem
to me to be little short of gentle blackmail but perhaps one should not use
tha,t vjord in writing of historical m.atters.?

MTjiT^.fmHacre at Llandoliana". I have not been able to write the final paragraph,
which concerns Uandoliana itself, rather than the massacre, and makes I
thinlc a fitting ending. But to try and get any information out of the
Solomon Islands' Archives is harder than getting blood out of a stone. I
hope hox^ever to get it one day; meanwhile I have tacked on a note for you.

"The Unicorn Man". You will, of course, knov; of this incident and in
paragraph 2 on the first page will be able to identify Gorney and Woods.
There is inaccuracy which you may be unaware of; in the second paragraph on
page 3j 1 refer inaccurately to "the elderly native medical practitioner".
That I am sure is incorrect; the doctor on board vras old Eben Gould of the
BPG I think, but I did not wish to malign him and I think the phrase I have
used is pretty harmless. Gertainly, vjhoever it was, utterly refused to help.
I fear the ending of the story vjill appal you, but my young brother and one
other, after reading it, said, independently, tha-t a better ending was
reqPlPSb., so I have done the best I can, though anyone who knows the
Gilberts vrill hoot vjith laughter as to its total improbability.

"Tales from the Gourts". You may be able to identify Gorney as the first
prosecutor in paragraph 2 on page 5; "the other v/as Goudie, who was alvjays

very angry if he lost his cases, and v/rung his hands, or uplifted his eye
brows to heaven, or sighed loudlyi I hope I have quoted you correctly in
the story at the foot of pa^e 10 and the top of page 11 ? You v;ill probably
recall tbe incident at the bottom of page 11 and page 12. I was absolutely
furious in the box at the time and it required a great effort of will not
to be rude back!

"Ta-les from the Posts" . iJothing here, except that old SG's soul may stir a
bit in hell if he gets to knov; of it! But its a poor title.

"Ten honrs at Tabiteuea". I hope my Gilbertese on pages 5 3nd 9 is correct,
but its a- mignty long time since I spoke or vjrote it. The fourth paragraph
from the end is delayed v/ishful thinking and I fear tintrue* Would that it
had been. All the rest is trjie even down to the beer and Homburg!
But why did no one ever tell us about such stories as the first historical

interesting in dealing with some of the characters like Heyer, etc. whom one knew
or, more important, about the second one. It would have made life much more

in "one's early years in the GEIG.

■■ *—
-S.
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10. In the story "Tales from the Courts", I thought of mentioning the idea
we had for a sweepstake on v:ho could give the most divorces, hut, as you will
recall, it was decided that Andrew being a holy Roman would not get a chance,
that you would almost certainly cheat, and I should be left midway. So I let
you off. Other items vnll doubtless corne to mind later on, and can be
inserted perhaps.
11. Pinadly, tvjo postscripts. I had a letter tox-rards the end of June from an
old friend' of your's, Kr. John C. Orr of Concord, N3W, ai^d intending author
Of "Maiden Island"; he said that he vias all set to visit you. Lucky you; I
think the man is as nutty as a nuthatch. He sent me a card on the dih July
(vjhy that date I don't knovj), picturing a corroboree taking place on Sneral-d
Hill (vfherevor that may be ?) and xfriting inside "The ship is loading nicely",
"Always, John". I may be dense but x-jhat the hell is it all about ?J
12. The local postmaster tells me that to send this airmail x-rill cost me
a bit over £5, dut just so as you think I have not been slacking I have decided
to send it airmail. BUT please when you do reply cut the £5 stamp off the
envelope and send it back to me, othervjise my senior grandchild - one of
Sally's sons, vjho is an avid philatelist, x-jiill never forgive me.

I-iy love to Honor and I am looking forvfard to seeing you once more about
September/October 1982.

.  - V -lUpi
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Flat No. 34 St. Margarets,
London Road,

Gnildford,
Surrey GUI ITJ. I8th June, I98I.

I need hardly say that I was delighted to receive your letter,
though somevxhat surprised that you can afford - postage-vjise - to type it
in triple spacing. Eox^ever, with your vast professorial pension, yo\ir civil
service pensions, your SPG pensions, and your vast Australian Government
welfare payments to those as indigent as you, I suppose that a little matter
of a fevx cents extra postage is less than chicken feed.

^Niich leads me to include a couple of cuttings "before I overlook them.
The first concerns a hook just published by Philip Snov; and his married
daughter, entitled "The People from the Horizon" - surely a crib of a title
from Stan Brown's book "Men from under the Sky". It costs a modest £40 -
yes pounds not dollars, and as the pound sterling has been reasonably strong
of late, that's a lot of money for onlj?" 296 pages. The cutting says it is
essentially an account of Europeans, their contacts vxith the Pacific and
their views of vxhat they found there. One may therefore safely assume th^t
the whole book has been cribbed from your books, and those of Sran Brovn and
other more distinguished authors. I can only say that Snow vxas one of the
most usetes and idlest of District Officers I have ever come across, though
maybe he shovxed some kind of talent after he vxas got rid of from Fiji.

The second cutting is from I think the Daily Telegraph and concerns
the striking of a $10 silver coin bearing the portrait of the Duke of
Edinburgh. /Jhy anyone should vxish to have a $10 silver coin with the
portrai|^ of the Duke on it defeats me, but of course the gimmick about it
is that*e. Government of Tuvalu $10. I vxonder how much that Government is
getting out of it; I am told they are pretty well bankrupt and I guess that
they would not haveljeen talked into this unless there was some money in it.
Anyway, knowing your deep affection folr the old G & E, I am sure you will
wish to buy a few such coins to hand round to vxorthy citizens of the old
G & E such as myself.

But, to your letter. Your uncle Harry surely lived in a different age
from this! I would be delighted if I could get the services of a female to
come in and undertake the domestic chores, so releasing me to get on vxith my
writings, but, first, they are virtually impossible to find in towns as
opposed to the country, and would demand sky-high wages for doing very
little.

You are fortunate indeed that your three grandchildren are only costing
you a modest $6300 in that debased Australian currency. My two grand
children will soon be going to Uppingham, v/here each will cost £3000 - yes
pounds - per annum, or a total of £6000, or, what^ $12,000 ? Not that I have
yet agreed to meet all the fees; I have done so thus far, but the fees seem
to escalate almost by the term. Preparatory school fees are not quite so
devastating, hut they are pretty high too. I say that I have not yet
committed myself since for the past income tax years the Governments of both
Piji and the UK are claiming full tajc from me, and I am having to viait until
■'^hey have settled that little a-rgument between them. Meanwhile, alas my
eight pensions have all been dockedJ

How on earth young folk who marry mauage to find a home of their ovxn -
even if they can get mortgagee - and raise and educate a family, I simply
don't know. I personally am not as you describe it "on the pig's back", nor

I "laiinder" my modesty income, not vrrite "Nil" on my income tax retum.do

I'm too bloody honest. IVhich reminds me - I have just been talked into
"buying a fev; hundred shares in Broken Hill Pty. - are they any good ? and
is the next Labour Government in Australia likely to nationalize the
company ?

So, vrhen yon see word "secret or confidential" on a document you
hastily avert your ey^s, Hut you omitted to complete the sentence by adding
that your fingers twitch and move surreptitiously in the direction of the
said document, and, diverting the attention of anyone in the vicinity,
pluck it and hastily secrete ii ^ file about the evolution of the
Gilbertese boti or gome such abstruse subject in which no one would dream
of looking, save of ^-^ourse myself) since I know your habits of old. You use
the word "^conscionahle", but frankly you should not use long vrords, of
which you do not know tAe meaning; fortunately I do which is bad luok for
you.
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Thank you verj"- much for the enclosures to your letter. I enquired
ahout the "secret" memorandum since, oddly, it was missing from the records
in the VJP archives. I vjonder how that happened, don't you; I simply cannot
imagine, can you ? Nor has the copy of the Davis report in the RGS library
got the "secret" memorandum in it. I vras interested in it in connexion with
the story which I proposed to vrrite about Davis's clash v;ith Rick; for I
thought the "secret" memorandum might have warned Davis what to expect from
Rick and others when he reached Butaritari. I vras also puzzled because
the matter was dealt v;ith apparently at an 'open* level as betvjeen the P.O.
and C.G., then at the next setage it vjas upgraded to 'confidential' and
finally upgraded to 'secret' as between Scott and Davis. In my fairly long
experience, the reverse is usually time; an item at the loviest level starts
'open' and is then progressively classified the higher it travels.

I agree that siting is just, in Churchill's famous phrase, "blood,
sweat and tears". But you can count yourself fortunate; all you have to do
is to retire, a Choblet, to your "L'hermitage dans le bois" in your
garden at Canberra, and in the peace and quiet get on vjith the vrriting,
at the same time being waited on hand and foot by Honor. I, mon vieux,
have all the household chores to attend to, as vjell as such matters as
shopping and other outside commitments. It is really a struggle to write
for it has to be undertalcen in bits and pieces, and in betvieen times. X can
assure you the circumstances are far worse than aaj'-thing I have attempted
previously. It is absolute nonsense to say that I write better than you do;
who do you think you are fooling ? as I ivrote to you a year or two ago -
"Flattery will get you nowhere". Furthermore, it is very foMish of you
since you figure largely in a number of stories of my e^iperiences and
incurring my scom by such flattery might cause me to touch up quite a bit
the character so far discreetly described as "my senior colleague, ex Jesus
College, Cambridge - and then proceed to elaborate on him.

But, seriously, I do find writing pretty difficult, not so much since
I have tried to shed any the old Civil Service cliches and the official
gobbledegook that vjent with them, but because such writing has to beF done
in bits and pieces in betvieen my undertaking domestic and other chores.
Further, some days I feel completely antipathetic to doing any writing;
sometimes, I can vrrite for six hours on end. But the former periods exceed
the latter by a v/ide margin.

However so far I have written one story entitled "Pov:er comes out
of the barrel of a gun" about the Gilberts. I have almost completed another
entitled "Massacre at Mandoleana" about the Solomons, eiscept for the final
paragraph, vjhich has a twist to the story. For this I need some information
from the SI Archives, but I wonder if they will ever reply to my two letter<=
though the infonation I need is absolutely factual and easily identifiable."
Then I am in the middle of a story which I had boen going to call "A
Diplomatic Contretemps" about the arguments between Rick and Davis at
Butaritari, but ̂  havecome across some very pu*zling features about the
v/hole tning, anc^its going to take me another week or two to finish it
So much for the historical items. As for items based on my personal
experiences, I have finished one entitled "The Unicorn Kan", which I am
you will envisage quite easily; it was a very personal acperienoe. and om
I can really happened to be involved. Then I have completed another in
three sections, called "Tales from the Posts" - a poor title, referring +
matters philatelic. Clarke, Sv.'inbourne and Maude figure in it, thoue-h ^
unnamed of course. Then follow "Tales from the Courts" featuring Swinb.^,.
Baverstock, Maude, which is complete. Finally, one called "Ten hours at
Tabiteuea" which I really like. All the last four stories, which havp a w
/\n mv PV'nf^'T'i ATinPS Viratro "hciiCiyi m-ii j_<i " 9^ DQ.c#..on my experiences, have been much easier to write than the stor-ioc
r,n=torical incident^,. «-ir,no -ir, ^ ^ , sxories basedliistorical incidents, since in the case of the former I have allowL
a good deal of "poet's licence", whereas in those based on histort
incidents I have thought it necessary to stick to the facts an^ +?: I

'■(hen I have completed the one about Davis and Rick I win
so yon "can see yourself as others see you". And, of courssother stories yo follow sv.oh as that about,the "old constabl^.
light at the Eita passage, the 10/- / £io note, and that about -fw
the Tarav^a gaol. But enough .... i must get on and finish mor -
They Have even given me some good laughs; whether they will d

i  I don't know, yty young brother has also got many a laup-h from
j those about my senior colleagues (ahemi) and reckons I°am anot^
' MaughamJ
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I am most grateful to you for offering to send me some material in the
form of despatches about the UK's takeover of the Gilbert Islands. Frankly;,
the records I he.ve here with me are not yet properly sorted out so tha,t I am
not quite sure just what I have. I must do that before I write the second
half of the story on vfhich I am presently engaged, and you viill ultimately
be able to judge whether I have sufficient evidence when you cast that
professorial eye over the story. But, as of now (as the Yanks say), I think
or hope that I can manage.

There is really very little nev/s to send you from here. I miss very much
seeing any folk who knows anything of, or can talk about, GEIG - or even
Pacific - affairs. Oddly enough, I feel far more nostalgic, however, about
Australia than I do about the Pacific. I must ha,ve been an Aussie in my
previous existence on earth. This nostalgia has been unusually strong in
the recent days; not only do we have the Aussie cricket team over here
playing cricket, vrith the Prudential Gup matches in vfhich they v/alloped the
UK, but at present the first Test match. Indeed, all TV channels seem to
shew nothing else. Then the past fev; nights we have had Nevil Shute's story
"A Town like Alice" on TV as a serial. There was an earlier version of the
film made by a non-Australian company and, although Peter Pinch was an
Aussie, I do not think he filled the main part really v/ell, whilst Virginia
Kcifenna was a dead loss as Jean Paget, the heroine. This time the film has
been made by an Australian company (or companies); the hero is one Bryan
Brovm (never heard of him before) but he's a really dinky-die Aussie, whilst
the girl Helen Korse (never heard of her before either) is an Australian
though she plays the part of an English girl. However, I think she is very
well cast and I really lost my heart to her. The photography and the
Australian scenes are far better than in the earlier film. Alas, Alice
Springs I never got to, though I tried several times.

nevertheless, although it ig as yet merely a gleam in my eye, I am
vaguely contemplating maJcing "a sentimental journey" (I am sure you recall
the tune^?) possibly in September - December, I982 to USA, Hav;aii, Fiji,
Gilbert & Ellice (h'm), New Zealand, Australia, Hong Kong and back home.
Gertainly a call at Ganberra on the way. There vxas once a film entitled
"You can't take it with you"; I need not stress the meaning. I feel rather
the same, unless its all been ripped off me by my children and grand
children by then.

A^ for the weather here, I am flummoxed. One day its hot and summery,
blue skies, zephyr-like v/inds; the next day - or even the same day sometimes,
its grey skies, bitter vrinds, and often a drizzle. I ifish it would make up
its mind as to whether its Spring or early Summer. After the tropics, its
difficult to knov; how to dress each day - its not the simple, invariable
tropical rig of open shirt, shorts and stockings.

The thing which I really miss here is sv;imming; in Fiji I used to sv/im
about I or -3- of a mile each day and, whilst it did not reduce one's weight.
It kept one pretty fit. There is a pool in Guildford, heated in the winter

there are problems about parking one's car which discourage one. As a
result of not swimming, I am slowly putting on weight - nothing serious yet,
and walking, the only possible exercise, is ineffective in keeping me fit or
reducing my weight. I 11 have to join the local Weight-Watchers' Glub.'

Its "to be near my daughter Sally, vjith her husband and two boys, but
alas the other twin Hilary, with her boy and girl, will not be coming over
this Summer. Neil's widow (American) and their little daughter, now aged 3
are over here just now. I find it hard to believe that Meil and my elder
brother both died two y#.rs ago, within 2 months of each other. I979 was a
bad year for m.

TV from v;hich I hoped a lot here is a disappointment. It does some thing
e.g. sporting events very well, but a lot of it is just rubbish, save for
occasional programmes. We have just had a series called "The Making of Man
kind" by young Leakey (son of Louis^^hom you probably knew at Cambridge)
which was interesting, though he hasAthe personaJity to be a really good
presenter. J ^

Must close now and cook my evening meal - oh for a vdfei Will write
^ain when the Rick/Davis story is finished - and I hope the one about
Mandoleana. if/" /

'V' 1 // ^ ^ T

/' ]„ fk 1 IlIU0/
"nut", Mr. John C» /C.

Orr bothering one - also Lester Gaynor ? /
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1Gth May, 1981.

..i My dear P.D.M.,

I uas delighted to hear that you had managed to find

enough to occupy your good self, though many of your chores scero

to be duo to your living in the depths of the country and far

from the amenities of civilization. My uncle Harry, after uhom

I was named, lived in Hanover Square just off Oxford Circus, had

a girl in from time to timo to keep his flat in reasonable shape

"  and ate all his meals at tho Oriental Club across tho uay. I

H  never ramembor him doing a hand*s turn in his life and he had no

need for a car.

I agree that educating the grandchildren can be a bit

of a drain. Alaric and Annabel, being socialists, were going to

send their three to the local government school but ue persuaded

them that theories of equality only applied to the hoi pilloi and

not to people like us. In any case the Maudes, being a bit thick-

he^ddd^ must in fairness have a haed-start on others.

They accepted this very rational argument and all three

go to Scotch College, though fortunately not as boarders. This

costs $700 a term, or $2100 a year, each, or $6300 in all, of which

ue pay half, so its not reallt too bad. Susan has moved to the

University and lives in a residential college afcd so it may cost

a bit more, especially when the other two follow her, but this

being a democracy, unlike England, we only have to pay for fees,

board and lodging, and she can make her own pocket money by working

in the bookshop, baby sitting and what have you; I gather that the

snobbish English would lose face if they had to do any work.

As you say it is a good investment and all three are

happy and doing well; and Susan has strict instructions to locate

the richest young man at the University and marry him quick time

80 as to save us further expense. So far she's proved a washout
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as she refuses to glamorize herself and takes absolutely no

interest in eligible bachelors.

But you must be on the pig's back nowadays for I have

been reading about Lord somebody or other in England whose family

have paid no income tax for generations, and it dauned on me all

of a sudden that this is uhy you took all your invastments out of

the country. 1 suppose that with your numbered accounts in the

Bahamas and Andorra payigg into trusts in Liberia and Liechtenstein

your ill-bcQoten wealth is so laundered that all you have to do is
to write 'nil' against your income in the tax assessment and sign

your name. Good on you; I always acknowledge a master player when
I saw one. No wonder you have a 'Senior Citizen's Railcard' ~ we

cannot get them because they are means tested, like everything else;

bar a measily $4000 for being over 70, and even that has now been

stopped for newcomers.

As for your not being able to write this is simply not

true - a mere rationalization and a travesty of tho facts. After

all what is writing but suefet and tears: turning over every sentence

and paragraph until it sounds just right, and constantly re-arrang-Si

■  ing the text until the aoquence of events flows? You urito better
"t

If"
•  than I do, and a lot easier, and just think of all the dramatic

'  events you have taken a major part in: wandering around the roof of

the Tarawa gaol at midnight to catch up on the local gossip;

disappearing with Teikarawa in search of the spirit of his grand

mother on some lonely beach; or rushing to and from between

Butaritari and flakin in search of a ten pound note - as Honor

says, anyone more unlikely to produce tenners than the people of



Plat No. 34 St. Margarets,
London Road,

Guildford,
Surrey GUI ITJ, England.

17th March, I981.

dell, well, V7ell - vjonders will never cease - an msolicited
letter from unimanel That must he a record, hut, whether it is or not, it
is none the less vjarmly -welcome for all that, and I hasten to reply.

No, Honor has never made any mention of your heing ill twice - weeks in
hed. I vfas very distressed to hear it and I hope that you are now fully
recovered; I just hope that it vjas nothing too serious, since you do not mention
just V7hat the trouble vjas. But, if a surgeon had to he called in, it must have
heen something u^oleasant. As 1 think I may have told you in an earlier letter,
I constantly coiatempktfce the day -when I shall he ahle to make "a sentimental
journey" hack to Austra,lia, Nei'i Zealand, Fiji and the USA to see all my good
friends once more, and I certainly do not want to have Ganherra on my calling
list and find a doddering old man, pushed around in a wheel-chair hy his devoted
wife and, between long gulps of vino, hahhling of the days of yore. So, pull
yoTirself together please.

But, to return to your letter; I was delighted to hear that the "Slavers in
Paradise" has really and truly heen finished at last. I am constantly looking
forward to reading it, for v/hen I saw it previously I did not really read it -
I was merely looking for spelling mistakes, ptinctuation errors, etc., and that
is no way to read and enjoy such an e:s:citirg hook. I wonder how long it will he
before we see the hook; I take it my copy will hear the author's signature, anrj
also that of his wife who did so much vrork on the hook I believe. 1

You ask for my advice on hoiir to fill in your days now that THE hook has heen
finished. I can tell you very simply in four words "GET RIB OP HONOR" njjjjjj'j
As a single man occupying this flat I find that my days are really very full -
thus, cooking breakfasts, lunches and suppers; making beds; dusting the house?
hoovering all the carpets (the whole flat is carpeted); V7ashing up af^ter meals;
sevjing on buttons, etc.; out why go on. Its the drudgery of it all that's gets 1
me dollar, and its all such an appalling waste of time which as much as anything
else aggravates me. Get rid of Honor, even if only for a week, and you will very
speedily see just what I meanJ Afte:'* all, she seems to he attacking your hank
halahoe id.th terrific vigour, so why not let her have another week at it .?

Of course she (and you) is quite right to go for a Mitsubishi Scorpion
(l hold shares in that company anyway), air-conditioning plant, automatic
sprinklers and all. The value of money deteriorates so fast (l assume that to he
as true of Australia as it is of this country) that there is little point in
trying to invest it profitably. Do you remember an amusing film of the thirties
(I think) called "You can't take it with you" based on that theme, and very funny
vjith Gary Cooper in it.

I shall not have the chgnce to "take it with me" anyway since Sally and her
husband have put the hard word on me about the education of their tvro hoys. I
j^ave been paying so far for their education at their preparatory school, hut
they have now heen entered for Uppingham (where Sally's husband was at school).
1^-0 wonder they seek some help. Pees at Uppinghan are now £3000 p.a. per hoy
ajid vri.ll of course escalate year hy year. So they have to find at least £6000
per annum - or rather they don't to the extent that they can get the money out
of me. But I suppose there is probably no better investment than that. But I must
vjatch oVL-t to see that mY circum-world odyssey already mentioned in not placed
.  jeopardy for lack of money.
^  I -was amused at your referenoe to strikes in Australia. At the moment our
Margaret Thatcher is taking on the whole Civil Service, refusing to give them



more -than 1"Ja and refusing comparability with commerce and industry, as v/ell as
reference to a-rhitration. I think she is right, hut I also think -^he Government
v/^eii about it in the OTong way, like a hull in a china shop, with^ any prelim-
ina,ry discussions. I say I think she is right - just up above the Royal Common
wealth Society in Northumberland Avenue is the "Sherlock Holmes Arms". Opposite
the RGS is a hugr Ministry of Defence buildiiig, formerly a hotel I think. Prom
about 12.15 untiirL45"on weekdays there is a constant stream from the M of D
to the "Arms", rather like a train of ants. It is very difficult to get near

n-^ , either of the three bars in the pub. tJhether this is common form -.-ith Governi;z)ent
offices I do not know. But there is no doubt that the civil s-erva»vts in this

^ covji'try are on a 'wonderful vficket"''and to hear Mr. Kendall, Secretary of the
'  combined unions strike, talking about how hard done by the civil servants a'e

really makes one sick. They viant the compsrability exercise brought back
precisely because they have done so much better out of it than they would other
wise do.

But although folks are gravely inconvenienced at airports, ports, and so on
I have not felt any effect from it yet. But its going to make the civil servants
more unpopular than ever - and they are pretty heartily disliked even no^^ -
and viill help Margaret Thatcher's re-election in three years time if they are
-lot careful. Of course, she was sensible enough to back down when the miners
started getting tough, and I think she ;m.ll have to do the same over the

railvjays. Vlhat she will do over the health service I don't know, but they are a
pretty militant lot.

You have a very misplaced idea of hov: I exist - being vjheeled along the
Bsolanade vrith a rug over my knees and wearing a yachting cap, or visiting
the Athenaeum or Ifcite's for a sherry. Au contraire, apart from the domestic
chores yriave already mentioned, you would be far more likely to find me on my
hands and knees -orubbing the kitchen floor, cleaning the bath, washbasin, or
lavatory, or washing vjhat I believe are known as "srnalls" (though I send any
thing needing ironing to the local laundry 3,t vast expense).

I did not knov; that the British Phosphate Commission had been wound up.

The Banabans will have no one to pillory new, although they live a pretty low
key existence these days.

The WPHC records; I was assiired by the chap in charge of those sorts of
n/** things that, whilst it 'would not be possible to unpack them as soon as he had

^  i-eceived them, he hoped that vrould be possible within 3 months. But I sent them
,  ' home in, I think, July/Atigust 1979 - some 3 month period if they are still un-

.  packed. I viould simply love to get my hands on them again and unpack and pack
them and s^end them back to the Pacific. But the real answer is I think you
T,^ould a.gree t.'O microfilm them and d^istribute the copies widely, with several
copies to the key centres. Remember that all the WPHC records from 1875 "to I926
or 1927 are already on microfilm with copies in Canberra, Sydney, Melbourne,
Wellington, Auckland, Honolulu, London, and a latge number of Us and Canadian
universities. So such centres could easily produce positive copies if they^'^!?
wished.

It is not your fault, but this bloody Government has moved all the PRO
stuff from Chancery Lane, vrhere it'vjas very accessible, out to Kew which is
about a 30-40 minute underground ride out from central London. Thus, if I wish
to see something, it means I have to leave London at the crack of dawn (in the
dark in fact) and return here very late in the dark (and travelling by rail
these days is very expensive, even thot^h I have "a Senior Citizen's railcard'
which gets me a reduced fare), or staying in town at the RGS (also very pricey
thes® days). Its a great pity that the IffHC records, as opposed to those of the
various territories) could not have been left in Suva. I vfould love to be p^t



in charge of theni age,in if you and your cohorts can only think up some way of
doing this.?

I'm sorry I cannot be of any assista-'nce as one of the troika to produce
tie Grirable Papers, '.^hen you do finally depart this life, you will always be
remembered by your learned books, papers, etc., whereas I v/ill not; too bad.
Which brings me to what I have been doing with myself part of the time. I have
always wanted to vrrite something, even though I have not the 'gift of the gab'
to produce anything of real value. But it always seemed to me, when Archivist,
to be an appalling waste of time to be sitting on^ or handling the material for,
countless stories of interest (to you and me at any rate, but maybe not to
today's students) about the Pacific.

Anyway, I have decided t^o try and wite some stories - possibly about 20 -
11 dealing with events in the 19th century and 9 dealing with my o..-wn
experiences. This is the list -
iQth century, titles.

I  comes out of the barrel of a gun. ) These are about the GEIG, the
2'. The "Moorea" tragedy. ) last one relating to the King of
-i' A diplomatic contretemps. )Aiieraama's attempt to take over
A* Prom the Gilbert Islands to Guatemala and back.) Honouti, etc. The first concerns
X. The vrould-be Snpire builder. ) Abaiang, and the third B'tari.
5  The femme fatale housekeeper. ) These four relate to the New Hebrides.

These two rela,te to the Solomon Islands.

7. No requiem for Peter
s! The "May Queen" massacre.
9! The "Isabella" tragedy.
10. Murder at Handoleana.
11 i The ca^e of the "Young Dick"

20th century, titles. (All of course concern the GSIG).
12. The Unicorn man.
13. The last pirate. . .. .

The babai slashers.
philatelic issues.14

gi'ght hoTors at Tabiteuea. ^
.4' of matters piscatorial. r'' t; *
la Tales from te Kabowi.

rpiie escapees.

j'th regal*'! to No. 4, I recall that you told me long ago that you had material
that matter. I have quite a bit, including of course all Davis's reports^but
you felt like being generous I would appreciate any papers you can let me

^  No. 6 relates to the murder of De Latour. No. 7 relates to Peter Gullen.
the man v/ho had a knifle put 4*^ inches in his head on the''Nau±u Chief"

7Jn • J-*-? . . . . -

in 1933, which story has never been properly told I think. No. I4 will
C'' • 1 _ T ~-P J. l-_ _o j_ _ 1-1 PI m_^lsmile. I shall of course have to make reference to P.O. Teikarawa and

!!+hP blue light" as well as to my senior officer at that time, but I will make
.  latter out to be such a paragon of all the virtues that no one can possibly
i«oect it to be youi Mo. 16 deals with old Noa' and a visit I once made there.suspect

gt divorces and then say that Maude won it ? any stories would be welcome.
l8 - should I refer to the sweepstalce amongst DOs as to who could grant theIJO • ... _ _ _

iQ refers to the vjar. No. 20 I am sure you vjill recognize but I do not
No. ■'■y . • J. ^ X xv .
mo

nose to vjrite it up in great detail and v;ith great erudition,
you vjill ask yourself of course just why I am thinking of doing this. Let me
0+ once that I doubt if anyone v/ould vjish to publish what I may write. Isay . X....X,. -X .:4. _.:„4 „™-„x _nIhink the truth is that it has given me - or rather is giving me - great pleasure



f
simply to record these stories on paper, even^'only for the interest and enjoy
ment of my children and grandchildren; and it sustains ray deep interest still
in the Pacific.

I have already written stories Wos. 1 and 12 and I would esteem it a great
fa.vour - and I rea,lly mean that - if you would care to have a look at them and
comment and criticize if I send them to you. One of my problems of course is
that, after almost 40 years, nearly all in Secretariats or Government Houses,
of vjrit^ing despatches, etc., etc., it is very difficult not to vjrite as in
them and discard all the usual governmental cliches and gobbledegook. However,
I have, and shall, try to tell them as just straightforvjard tales - not with
the Grimble or the Kaude touch, but just pladn.

Noxij what else can I add to this already overlong letter. I continue to
receive at intervals letter from one John Orr v;horf. you vail recall foisting on

to me when I v/as desperately trying to close the /irchives. He really is as
nutty as a fruit cake, the way he vjrites. I gather he is v/riting about
Australian soldiers or a soldier in the Great VJar, and contemplating a book
about the Havraiian Royal Family, in addition to his present vrork on Maiden
Island. I also gather that at some stage he proposes to come to the UK. Help!
He's the oddest Aussie I think I have ever come across. I gather that the
book on Kalden Island is to be dedicated to you and I - yippeei I'm only
waiting to be invited to comment, when I shall be able to expatiate on my
fellow "dedicatee". As Andrew Armstrong is I believe mentioned in the book,
since he went there in HIv^S i/ellington, I must v/rite to him; he still ha.s not
been ennobled (if that is the right word) poor chap.

Despite its numerous shortcomings toda-y, and the absence of all the old
Colonial Service types, I still miss the Padific very much. Although you
remark that this is the only country in which a gentleman could possibly
live, I am not so sure you are right. Everyv^here is a rat race; its all "I'm
adright Jack" and the devil take the hindmost; service is pretty vjell
non-existent, and everyone is on the mai:e; the vmions are greedy and
blackmailing, though so far I must admit I have not felt their pressures;
Great Britain herself is in a bad way economically, socially and politically
and it will be some years before she climbs out of her present trough of
troubles, nevertheless, you and Honor should really make one more big effort
and pay a final visit to this country. I v/onld agree that despite everything
tha-t is at present wrong with it - and that's an avtful lot, nevertheless
it has its points - draught Guinness, and so on.

Thank heavens the winter has heen mild. I'm told that if one survives the
first v/inter one has a sporting chance of living for several years. But it
has been grey skies and bitter vdnds and shovjers, even if little snow, a,t any
rate here down south.

Re-reading your letter I s^e that old man Posnett is off to govern
Bermuda. I have been there a number of times, and of course Hilary was there
for some time. But I can imagine no one less suitable to be Governor there
-than old Posnett.

Must close; love to Honor - are all your bank statements
now seas of red inic as a result of her depredations "? Let me know what you
think, and if you can help, over the stories^ my young brother had read Story
Ho. 1 and said t hat it reminded him of Somerset Maugham! He was quite aston
ished vJhen I hooted V7ith laughter and blew him a raspberry!

f  ̂
'  i

VA
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'  , ' '•*■ Hakin would be hard to find,
■,:,;V ^r
'  / > .1 Your list of 20 short stories from the far outposts
,'< if.« ■ \ •" ' sounos first rate to me and I do hope that you get going on them

■^'f.

•  "<

before your mind completely disintegrates - most of them would

seem to be good publishable material, and a selection would make

w  an excellent book, I should love to read through any and might

be able to suggest relav/ant background data.
u
\

•X.

■  .-*■ Talking of source material I was deeply hurt at your
■V,.?,"'-' ... suggestion that I might have a secret nemo of 22,4,92, I know

t.

•'*V^ -;

\

y

tii'

•I.

that archivists are different but whenever I see •secret* or even

•confidential* on a document I avert my eyes lest I should inadvent-

ently see some of the contents. As for taking a copy of it, as

you suggest (no doubt judging mo by yourself), such an unconscionable

proccGcing would be unthinkable,

I asked Honor for her views as to whether I might be

a ble to sue for damages to my reputation, but all she said was

•Come orf of it and send it to him*, so reluctantly I do so. And

as there is really nothing in it 1 send the related correspondence

as well. Lord Scott was a bureaucratic ass and had no reason to

mark it secret for it only forwarded a confidential letter; and

the reason why it is not on filo is because he asked for it back

as soon as it had been acted upon — silly muggins.
But the real background dope is, I feel, in;—

•- ■
FO to CO - 6,7,91

K  FO to CO - 18,7,91
rO to CO - 23,10,91
Admiralty to CO- 5,1.92
ca to HC - 5,4,92

You are welcome to copies of any or all of these.
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I have also a number of HC despatches relating to the

establishment of the Protectorate - apart from the tuo main reports

by Davis, of which the bost copy is probably the one in the RCS

Library, but these arc on ancillary matters really except for:
HC to CO 22»6»92, 31.3«92, 4,10,92, 5,9,93 (regulation of labour

traffic), and 11,9,93,

And nou Honor calls on me to. stop and get on uith a paper

for the December issue of the 3ournal of the Polynesian Society

on the Tioba Cult and the Tabiteuean Civil Uar, to celebrate

.  half a century of writing for that periodical. Now that her

spending spree appears to be over she is able to devote more time

to watching last I slide into islanoss and sloth.

I have the honor to bo.
Sir,

Your most humble, obedient servant.
't

.'■( ''vH
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London Road, \ _
Guildford, ^ 1

,  Surrey GUI ITJ,
If) ^ Eny-lund.

ll'lPV 18th. Karch, I98I.
Havine viritten to you at considerable length yesterday, I am a

little surorised at myself in finding that I need to send another letter less
than 24 hours later. This is because there vjas one item v/hich I forgot to include
in my first letter.

I think I told you in my first letter (of whxch I carelessly did not keep^ a
copy) that I vjas trying: to jrite a fev; stories about the Pacific, one of v;hich
bore the preliminar-. title of "A" diplomatic contretemps", and concerned
Buta,ritaxi . You v;ill doubtless recall that vihen Captain navis
that island to raise the flag and declare a British Protcctbratl'^^he Gilbert
Islands he had quite a brush with one Adolph Rick who claimed that he held
the position of U.S. Commercial Agent, whom Davis rather brushed off as Rick
rather^indico/ted that he expected to be granted consular status by Davis. This
the latter declined to do, and I think there is probably a story in that.

You will also recall I am sure that a number of Amcr^on firms were firmly
ec-tahlished in trade at Butaritari, and that a, number of^via.rships had visited
the Gilbert Islands in the sixties and seventies.

You will also recall that there was strong pressure from the German j
Government in the eighties for Great Britain to assume a Protectorate over the
Gilbert Islands so as to ensiire the peace and the steady supply of labour for
the plantations in Samoa. Germany also had some viell established trading firms
in Butaritari.

Novr, p.rt of the fairly lengthy printed papers regarding the establishment
of a British Protectorate over the Gilbert Islands is a document headed -

"Protectorate over Gilbert Islands. Account of Establishment in May and June,
1892, by H.K»S. "Royalist". VJith Tabular Statement giving information as
to each island. Also information as to Ellice and Marshall Islands.

Captain Davis to Commander-in-Chief.
H.M.S. "Royalist" at Fiji, 9 August, I892.

My Lord,
In compliance with your "secret" memo of 22nd April, I892,

ordering me to proceed to the Gilbert Islands and the place them jcnder
British protection......•."

Cm t - He starts "My Lord" as the C-in-C vfas then Lord Scott).
But novjherc among the printed papers, is a copy of the "Secret memo.", above, although it is mentioned in the schedule' of enclosures of the G-in-G'i

letter Ho. 425 of "the 22nd April, IB92, to the Admiralty, though not as being
"secr^ 'the secrecy ? Obviously perhaps the British Government was not perhaps

+  1 t the Americans and Germans know that it was about to establish akeen to e -the islands; that would have been normal close-fistedness about
Protectora^^^^^^^^^ probably insisted upon by the Foreign (office and the Coloniail
British ac_ ^ Navy, which all must have had a finger in the pie so to
Office, an that the "Secret memo" probably v/arned Davis to sail to the
speak. But and discreetly as possible, and warned him that both America
Gilberts as ̂ ^g^t cause problems unless the British got in first. Ij^ this
and Uermany^ notei^forthy that the Royalist's sailing orders were quite plain
connexion ^a,y indicate any background problem,

straigh'^ Kgeoret" memorandum, there 1and gf the "secret" memorandum, there must also have been correspondence
+ hlisbing the Protectorate betvjeen the Poreg^ Office, the Colonialabout esta^ Admiralty and the G-in-G in Sydney. Where is it ? it is not with the

Office,

printed of this letter is to ask you to disgorge a copy of the "secret'

H the correspondence just mentioned, since it is unbelievable that you
memo -

have purloined such documentation at some stage of your nefarious
Sl^iOHld. . A. 4- n "f. . +lpn+: T t-w-. ^1-. T r.^rrvsnouid nu probably the AHU or the
aotiviti • . Canberra has. Must close, now and I look forward to the

LirSs I ,io kMr Jw jiit!
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A,C,T.2603, Australia,

17th ilarch, 1900, ' , ■  > ^

"■'L

Dear Pacdy,

fSany thanks for the
I fear me that it has been

ncus and cuttings re the Banabans,
an age since I last uroto - not

be sure Because I have nou reached an age uhen the
,  time means nothing. Like my mother befora I liv/a
only in the present, without past or futairo. Rargarot
Titcomb is uorse, for sha has written twice in two days,
more or less identical terms.

that I can
passage of

in

13»,
thai
oviduntly

Ua have boon wondering of lato if you are still in Fiji
for you must have made up your mind by now uhothor to bncomn
ona of the dwindling Choltcnham/Bath brigade or to remain in
this dynamic part of the world: 'where the real action
as someone wrote in tho local paper, I had predicted
you would have movud to the UK by Christmas, but I was
wrong for I have a letter from you date 2Q Banuary,

Personally I should be willing to sottla for England
(though Honor wouldn't) if it were not for a hunch that tho
Thatcher Qovcrnment is inevitably doomed and that the nest will
make such a hash of things that the poor old country will be
finished beyond redemption (or at least for my lifetime),

Uhich reminds me that Honor and I arc dua in Suva some
time in Bune, having promised tho USP that wo will help with
the 'History of Tuvalu* due to commence in Fiay at Funafuti,
Ue shall be staying at the GPH and working partly at tho Uni
and partly at the Barker Library (now that you've dissipatod
tiiG arcttives),If you arc still on deck wo should esteem it
honour were you to come to a meal or two - I find the food
there edible but fattening - or it could bo the beer for most
of tho tine I sit in the lounge drinking and watching the
world pass by.

an

pQsnet has been and gono. Ho is now the British
Phosphate Commissioner vice Uaddell and so continues to take
a groat interest in the Banagan fiasco. According to him
the Bs have finally come to the conclusion that they will not
get the £10 million without strings and are likely to take it

rid m4 n a -if* A,soon faute de mieux, especially as it is lying there uninvested
t losing value at 18;^ p,a, depreciation due to inflation.and fas- a<< wuw uu ^ui

Apparently the British public havo tired of the Qanaban issue
and the government are no longer under any pressuro to make
concessions; also the Ocean Island sovereignty issuo is no
longer on their plafca.
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I  tnentioned 3udy Bennett's debts to Norah Forster not
long ago and Norah said that it uas true that 3udy uas flat
broke before she left here. fJorah/is a' cobber of GavanSSaus
and she asked him in confidence uhether the Department could
and should stump up. But GavaOf uhilo sympathetic, said
that there ijas nou no monay in the till, but that he would
write to Body, who was now on a good uicket. As you probably
knou it . was Gauan who imported Budy from Honitliili&u, To cny
mind Body nou has a first-class moal ticket and one good for
the rest of her life and the least she should do is to pay
the ciubts she incurred to reach her opulent condition.

lOr liavc finished collecting all but four of the near
SO illustrations for the book and it should be ready for tho
printers in about a fortnight, all going uoll. Tuo of thoin
are portraits of Buan Antonio .-^ibeyro and Boso Gregorio Goldan,
tho Ministers of Foreign Affairs responsible for the trade.
In presenting these the Peru Governmont have asked to bo
notified when the book is published so that thoy can buy
cOpias of such a valuable and authoritative work, I have
a foreboding that it might be best to forget their roguost,
Uhora ignorance is.bliss

Honor sends her love and I my profoundsrit respects,
Yours over,
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■S!. - GPO Box 1404,

Suva,
Fiji,.

O-:.

20th January, 1980.-

Bear Harry,
A very Brief note to send you the

latest cutting anent the Eanahan community.
It is really quite extraordinary that the
Banahans refuse to accept the verdict of HKG
and of the Government of Kirihati, regarding
the irelusion of Banaha in the latter
country. Hovever, they may feel that, if they
persist, like wate:^^dripping on a stone, they
will triumph in the^. The idea of a deep sea
fishing Base on Ocean Island is, of course,
quite laughaBle; (a) v/ho is going to pay for
and. mainta.in the world's '(?) deepest moorings
and (b) vjhere on Ocean Island will they
the fish factoryj I have discussed this with
various marine experts here and they say the
idea is ridiculous. It would Be interesting to
knovj jus->t vjhat "resources" the Rev. Tawaka
is referring to. ]

I gather there is to Be a KiriBati/SanaBan
meeting here soon, and that they are hoping that
Ratu Ilara will chair it. I'ayB^e; But I think
the latter feels that he has already wasted
enought time on the BanaBans, vjithout getting
any politicial mileage out of it.

I was recently sent copies of the Atoll
Pioneer of the 19th and 26th July* 1979» and
on the facig page of the latter is a picture
of Honor holding a handicraft at the US? Centre
there (and, as far as I can make out, wearing
a large floppy hat). It is entitled "The return
after 30 years". But it is a modest photograph
in size Being only aBout 3f- inches square.



However, turning to the first inside page,
there is the Professor leering avjay in' all his
glory in a photograph - a very good one « of
ahout 35" 7"^ inches. (Bering I suppose as he
is planning hov/ he can pocket the handicraft
he is holding

Have you. seen either of them ? or, "better
still, have you received copies of that Atoll
Pioneer of the 26th July - or even photographs
from the original negatives. ? I am notifying
you in case you have not.

r».

I have just procured, through the kindness
of Richard Overv, a set of the Kiri"bati coins.
The coat of arms have come out well on. each one
"but some of the subjects are disappointing. They
should have put te eitei on a much bigger coin tt
-an the 1 cent. for the 50 cent coin ( I
think it was, though I have not got it beside me]
Stan Brown said it was an octopus/ vjhijst Jean
Brown voted it a breadfruitC I voted for a
pandanus, even though the leaves are all vjrong;
pei^ndanus leaves do not hang like that and are
much stiffen.

kust close; in great haste,
Love to Honor,

Li ^
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i.;' GPO Box 1404,
Suva,

Fiji.

2nd HeoemlDer, 1979 •

Although I am no longer a full-time civil servant, I still
seem to find that I am almost as husy as ever. So this letter will be a
short one, and principally in order to send you a Christmas card.

As for the Banabans, there has been a considerable stirring on Rabi
and the average Banaban is beginning to ask where all his monies have
gone , and who is responsible. Indeed^ they have sent a qualified Indian
Accotintant, and tvro (r think) Banabans down to Sydney to make investigations
into these matters. But I cannot think that they are going to turn up much
save possibly with the help of the banks. But the plain fact is that no
accounts have been produced for several years past,- so it will be almost,
if not wholly, 'impossible, I should have thought,- to have produced any
kind of picture as to v;here the monies have gone. Keanwhile, all the
"enterprises" in which the Banabans were engaged are being steadily run
down, until they will soon have none I imagine.

I vjas much amused the other day, Ratu Mara, who, as you know, is Prime
Minister, paid his first visit to Rabi, In a speech to the Banabans, he
advised them to cease bothering about Ocean Island, and to concentrate
or. develop Rabi, To this end, he offered them the services of professional
agriculturalists, foresters, surveyors, land developers, animal husbandry
experts, and so on and so forth. Which all made me smaile cynically for
in 1946 - 1949> when I was Assistant CoCnial Secretary in Fiji,, and again
in 1957 and succeeding years when I was Colonial Secretary, I too offered
them all that expertise - free of charge as on the first occasion be it
noted - but all my efforts at persuading them to accept such help and
do something about it fell on stony ground, I wonder whether Ratu Mara's
offer will be accented and whether, if so, it will bear fruit this time.
But what 33 wasted years during which thev could have been really making
Rabi a show place,

MTxst close now and write to the child^n,

Iki

P3 I wrote'to Judy Bennett the other dayj said I believed she now had her
pjj B. asked whether she might now feel like making' some sort of
gesture about paying me for the researdh I did for her. She replied that
ha had spent her funds (and those which she drew from the Registrar (?))
to the hili and could not ask him for more. She asked me to let her

T, "exactly" ho\^ much she owed me, so I told her ̂ (704.00, even at our low
+*' for researchers! She has got a job as Lecturer at Massey University,

rwonder w^at her reaction will b«,*



Flat No. 54> ?t. Nargarets,
London Road,

/  Guildford, Surrey GUI ITJ, England.

'(ll 24th October, 1980.
I was delighted to receive your letter of

the 18th October, but distressed to hear that "te
Unimane" has been, in your words, "quite ill". From
your description of his symptoms, his illness sounde
very unpleasant indeed. I wonder where he picked up
the virulent germ; Canberra has always struck me as
rather a "sanitized" city. Eowever, it is good to
hear that he is now picking up slowly and I hope tha
by the time you receive this letter he will be back
to his usual form once more. Give him my sympathies
and best wishes for a speedy and full recovery.

Although it is early days yet - since I have not
yet even entered into possession of my flat - see
below - I am already thinking of making ^ sentiment
al Journey one of these days to avoid the rigours of
an English winter, visiting Melbourne, Canberra, Syd
ney, the Gold Coast, Fiji, Honolulu, Los Angeles,
Boston and New York (near where Hilary lives) . And
if "te Unimane" is not on the top of his form, I
would regard such a Journey as wasted. The same of
course applies to you.

I was delighted to have news of "The Elavers"
and that it seems to be on his final lap at last.
The original dust Jacket sounds as though the Per
uvian Government might have demanded to extradite
him to Limal But what a time it has taken to reach
the final lap; I Just hope that all the alterations
insisted upon have in no way spoiled the book, which
you will recall I read whilst in Canberra- I shall
look forward eagerly to receiving my copy, signed of
course by the author and by the lady who did a lot
of corrections to it I believel I shall also be int-
ested to hear what sort of reception the critics -
and I assume there will be some - give it.

As for myself, things have moved rather slowly.
I have been staying with Sally, her husband and the
two children (boys) since I reached this country.
It has been fortunate for me to have such a pied a
terre, especially as I wished to settle somewhere
near them, and my young brother in Farnham (Gurrey).
I located a very nice flat the other side of Guild.-
ford to Cranleigh where Sally lives, but the occup
ants were unwilling to move out and sell until very
recently. However it was such a nice flat that I
decided to wait for it; a large lounge, a small din
ing room, 1 large and 1 singller bedroom, bathroom
cum toilet, largeish kitchen, small study and small
entrance hall. But the cost of houses (and flats)
here is fierce. Nevertheless I was able to pay for
it from the proceeds of the sale of my house in Suva
thus leaving all my capital untouched. With Sally's
belp I have also now purchased all the furniture,
mostly in the "destocking" sales, which Sally thinks
has probably sa,ved me several hundred pounds. If
when you and "te Unimane" revisit this country* 1
Could provide you with beds, but you would probably
have to do some cookingi jut I would need advance
notice to lay in ampl© supplies of Australian wines
to which know the old Boy is partiall

It hs%been a wretched Rummer, grey and rainy and
it is now turning cold, vortunatejr the flat has
radiators in all rooms and I think should be fairly
warm. Next week, I am visiting Scotland Tflnd staying
with the Commons) (he was Bpw in Fiji) in North Perth
shire for a week next Tuesday. He tells me that the
tops" have their first coating of snow,
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GPO Box 1404, Suva, Fiji. 3rd April, 198O.

When I reaeived recently an envelope with the printed notation in the
comer "If not delivered, return to AUSTfiALIM BROADCASTIKG GOmiSSIOU, SYBNET". I
had great visions of being invited to give some talks on the ABC, reminiscing about
my early days in the GEIC and associating with chaps like, let's, say, Maude, Anm-
strong. Barley, etc., at vast r-^emuneration. Alas, how vonng I was, though as the
letter proved to emanate from you, it vxas not quite the major disappointment it
might otherwise have been, I seem to recall that you once took me to task for using
official WP Archives stationery for d.o. letters. Cast the mote from yoxir own eye
Professor. *

There is no need to apologize for your tardy reply to my last letter. You are
still one of the world's workers, whereas I am not, and have plenty of time in vdiich
to write lettgrs. (And I had better makd the most of it; I hav© just been reading an
article in the Economist on the subject of the introduction of electronic mails - I
found it truly hotrifying, and it wo^uld not suit me, or, I think, you). However"
apropos of my plenitude of time in v;hich to write letters, its very ungatisfying'in
one way, for letters are quickly dealt with - and the unfortunate addressees quickly
find themselves owing letters once more - and thereafter time hangs very heavily on
one's hands. Would that the VJP Archives had stayed here, not necessarily to give me
a job, but to ^able me to do research and writing. This lack of employment ig mo t
assuredly not ray 'cup of tea', and I find life very frustrating, es.<pecially as ^
facilities such as good libraries are conspicuous in their absence here in Fiji,
(That is one reason for leaving here).

No, I ha,ve not yet left Fiji, since, if I went to the UK, I should be caught for
UK income tax if I went there before the 6th April, 198O. As it is, I am having the
house completely repainted inside and outside, and minor renovations done, which I
hope will improve its sale price in due course. After that, I shall stay here to see
the s--ale tiirbugh so I do not know when I shall be leaving. I just Jtpe I shall be here
in Jxme when you ^nd Honor visit Fiji.

I ap?ee with all you say about the UK's future; the only hope is that the current
monetarist policy will in the end prove successful and give Mts. T. a second 5-year
term. But I wonder... Anyway, it vriLll not affect my decision to leave here. There are
now a number of reasons for leaving, chief among which is the appalling standard of
medical services here. If you fall ill, get on a plane at once for Sydney or Auckland
For myself, i would have preferred to retire to Australia, but the snag is that I have
no really close friends there (apart from yoTirselves, and I don't think I coxad suiv.

wAhUfhj Canberra climate), and to try and settle there amid a csomparatively alien rar»nx the aga of 70 plus on w OMi is something I own that I fnnk. If I were mirSar T
would not mind, but as a single man aged 70 plus, it would be too much of an ordeal

was interested to hear that the USP is to produce a history of Tuvalu, and that
vath its production^ I have always, I think, been more interested in

the Ellice Islands rather than the Gilbert Islands, possibly as Grimble and yourself
have written, or are or will write, all that needs to be said about the latten* But T
hoped that possibly one day I might he asked to compile a history, or share in so

Xu view ox-ny wFaU-researches on the miice & ■roi^exe.v.
Islands in 1939/40 for the Colonial Office to rebut the US claim. I dropped some hints
to various senioi' Islanders about my feelings, but I guess they thou^t that no
expatDaa.te could be es^fe:#ted to -do- a decent job for the©. I wonder if they (or yxju)
will maker use of my secret report on the Ellice & Tokelau Islands to any extents

I am still keen to write somelQiing, but now that the WP Archives have been distri^
uted, that is a problem. I have however still typewri-&ten copies of eveiy docam<snt in
the WP Archives between 1874 & 1914 in which the GEIC is mentioned^ (l did all this
myself). And I am toying rath the idea of producing some material, e.g. on those Gil-
bertese whom Da-vis saw being removed to Guatemala from Abaiang in 1892. but wh« i + "
returned t-o "Mieir home islands. What do you think ? Perhaps we can discuss it twlT
you come here. (Unfortunately, when I trek to the UK, I shall have to go via nL Vn t
so as -to see Hilary and her family). I might mention in passing that Hilart^^qai

if-een for me to retire to tbo nv +v,«m£)V. i-h r oaxiyhoth keen for me to retire to the UK, though it might have be^ a different sto^
Neil had lived in Sydney for 3 or 4 years. He really liked Australia.

The Banabans will be ttoilled to hear that you and Honor are coming'' herel "pw
doubtless lobby you about independence for Banaba, and associated status for RabiT vdl;

Rabil
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ido no-b know sdio Norah Ibrster may be, but it was kind of you to m^ij-on Judy|
Seiinett's indebtedness to me to herj and it was equally kind of hen'to mention the matten-
to Gavan Daws, even thou^ he was unable to help personally# Pleaae thank Norah FOrsteui
That someone - I assume, Gavan Daws - raust have OTitten to Judy, because I received' a bank
draft from her at the end of January or beginning of February from New Zealand. I have not
the detail beside me, but it was a good deal less than half of ber indebtedness; however,
one should be thankful for small mercies. I shall write to her again after 3 months and
see if she can pay off some more. I find it incredible that a person of Judy's intelligence
should be so toit^ally unable to conduct her financial affair® out of money and
leave this (and other ?) indebtedness outstanding. However, these academic types.......
If Gavan Daws did write, please thank him too whenever a suitable opportunity offers.

I wais "thrilled to hear about the book, and that it should be ready for the printers
shortly. I w^s astonished t^ hear that the Peruvian GtoveiTM^o^t sent you portraits of two
of the relevant Ministers. Obviously they have no idea of the contents of the book. I am
inclined to agree with you as regards their request for copies. But, if they do acquire
some copies, what on earth will their reactibn be; to ban the book in Peru, ahd, if ihey
can, eli^wlxej^ '/ >// _^ / ^ lii iy ■fiy. -Q
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'  'f » * 77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
- \.. . ■ A.C.T.2603, Australia,

■" 4th March, 1981.

'  Dear Paddy,
An incredible thing has happened; Slavers in Paradise

is finished doun to the last endnote and the last entry in
the index (Zumbohm, Gaspard). This uorld-shattering event

* 'ijr' occurred on the 23rd February at 6*15 p*m« precisely#
I am nou free as the air and feeling very queer at not

having to uork from 9 to 6 seven days a ueek. People tell
me that I shall degenerate mentally, physically and psycho
logically very rapidly from nou on: it should be an interestingl
experience. You probably did your degenerating uhen you had
packed up the Archives so have a head-start on me, but if you
have any advice to impart on the process I should be glad to
profit from your greater experience.

Nothing happens in this part of the uorld - bar strikes,
of course, uhich are so normal nou that nobody notices them.
I never realized before that civil servants get full pay from
the government uhen on strikej I urote to the paper that they
should also get uhat is called here a 'holiday loading* to
cover the extra expenses of going doun to the beaches every
day, but they wouldn't print it. Nou the government is trying
to stop paying them fco striking; so they are on strike about
that. Uhat a lot of perks ue missed out on in the Colonial
Service.

Honor has gone on a spending spree. They warned ma
years ago that this is a possible side-effect of cortizone
but I did not think that it might be an after-effect. She
had an air-c8nditioning plant installed under the house, with
ducts to each room; so nou we freeze through the summer and
sizzle in the winter. It also clears the air, uhich judging
by the state of the filters must be filthy.

Then she got an American firm to dig up the garden to
put in an automatic sprinkling system uith 10 stations and
from 3 to 5 sprinkler heads on each. The ones on the beds

4: produce a sort of mist which is very effective, and those on
the lawns pop up and shoot out a revolving jet. Its all
controlled from a panel in the sun room uhich one sets by a
clock for up to three ueeks in advance if necessary.

I got caught three times uhen having a reverie in the
garden in the early days as the stations change uithout notice
in advance. But mostly Honor sets it for the night, starting
about 9 p.m. and ending from 1 to 3 in the morning, depending
on the number of stations programmed and the length of time
each is set for. It gives one a spooky feeling uaking up in
the wee hours and hearing the water splashing around outside.
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And the day I finished the book she celebrated by getting
a neu car. She uanted automatic transmission, and pouer
steering, and air conditioning, and the uorks generally, and
the only car uhich had all this gadgetry - on a long console
in the centre from the floor to the dashboard, like a jaguar
- was a Mitsubishi Scorpion. It has AM and FM and CB radio
and a casstte recorder, but as the only casette she possesses
uas given by her psychologist to induce immediate deep sleep
it could be dangerous.

^ I do hope that all goes uell uith you in God*s oun
country; it is, as I have often remarked, the only place in

'  uhich a gentleman could possibly live. I picture you being
uheelcd along the Esplanade on sunny mornings uith a roig over
your kneos and wearing a yachting cap, but perhaps you can still

■ : ' . ' manage the late morning train to London to suap reminiscences
.. at your favourite club (Uhite's or the Athenaeum?).

■  - Sir Richard and Lady Posnett came to see us a feu weeks
ago, on the way to be Governor of Bermuda. It must be

T., absolutely fascinating scuttling the last few small boats
7,' ' left in the colonial fleet, and he seems to be the only one
1  _ ' of the old permanent C.S. officers still at large. I gathered

'  that as the British Phosphate Commissioner he had just wound ^
'.i. up the Commission and so done himself out of a rather cushy job.

People out here are getting edgy at learning that the
U.P.H.C. records, which you packed with such loving care, have

va'Sc ' ' w" nevor been unpacked. Some (or at leatt copies of them) are
'  ; required by research workers and others by the administrations

to uhich they relate. There is talk of a joint government
y,. and university protest with a view to their return to some

country which is prepared to value and look after them, and
to make copies or microcopies available on demand. Why don*t
you take over the job of unpacking them and putting them in
proper order aciin; it would seem an interesting and worthwhile
job, and who co^ld do it better?

My monograph on The Gilbertese Maneaba has been published
_i7 by the Institute of Pacific Studies in Suva and the USP Exten-

V  sion Centre for Kiribati. It uas offset from my own typescript
'  and has a very attractive cover showing the Bonriki maneaba in

technicolor on the front and its insid(3 on the back. I think
it sells for about a dollar in the islands, but has to be sub
sidized.

Honor has no d^bt told you that I have been ill twice
- weeks in bed, uhich*^et the schedulfe. They were going to
operate but in the end the surgeon, no doubt after consulting
his financial position, decided that it really was not necessary.
Ah me, to be over 75 and appear on the government statistics
as one of the 'frail aged'.
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I uas read a letter from you by Honor uhen I fll/ay
groaning on my bed of sickness from which kind epistle I
gathered that you may be coming out to visit the lesser
breeds without the law who left England for their country*s
good; in fact} to be truthful, my recovery dates from that
very hour. It would indeed be a pleasure to see your
rubicund countenance once more, but you had better make it bef
before too long as those of your cobbers who are still alive
are rapidly becoming gaga.

I have but to write a paper to celebrate half a
century of writing for the Journal of the Polynesian Society

laybe Reid Cowell plan to bringand then Honor and I, and ma^
out the Grimble Papers as a troika; you were to have been
the third, or so we dared to hopo, had you not gone to live
in ultima Thule,

-  1'^

I shall now stop having, as you will have realized if y,. *.
you have read thus far, nothing to say, V  ,

Yours very ever.
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